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Figure 1-1
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Figure 1-1. Basic HP 2115A Computer
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Section I

Paragraphs 1-1 to 1-6

SECTION I

DOCUMENTATION DESCRIPTION

1-1. BASIC COMPUTER MANUALS.

1-2. Documentation supplied with the Hewlett-

Packard Model 2115A Computer consists of four man-
uals, the contents of which are described briefly in

Paragraphs 1-3 through 1-12. When the basic HP
2U5A (Figure 1-1) is purchased aspartofa computer
system, the system documentation will include a Sys-

tem Supplement (Paragraph 1-13) containing individual

manuals for the peripheral equipment. Figure 1-2

illustrates the organization of the documentation sup-

plied with a typical system.

1-3. SPECIFICATIONS AND BASIC OPERATION
MANUAL.

1-4. Volume One is the Specifications and Basic Op-
eration Manual, which describes the basic HP 2115A
Computer, treated as an independent instrument op-

erable from the front panel. Separate sections of this

manual introduce the HP 2115A from the following

standpoints.

a. Specifications . The full capabilities of the HP
211 5A Computer are defined, including standard hard-

ware options and standard software. All information

necessary for coding machine-language instructions is

listed and described. This Section is intendedboth as

a reference for users who are familiar with computer
terminology and as a source of detailed definitions, so

that the material will be meaningful to readers at a

wide range of levels.

b. Fundamentals of Computer Operation. For
users with little or no previous experience with com-
puters, this Section gives a brief outline of how a com-
puter, specifically the HP 2115A, works internally.

This is not a detailed theory of operation, such as is

presented in Volume Two (Installation and Main-
tenance) but the logic descriptions in Volume Two will

assume at least this basic level ofunderstanding. Thus
a thorough reading of this Section is advised before

proceeding to the maintenance sections.

c. Basic Operation of HP 2115A Computer . This

is a continuation of the preceding Section. Procedures
for first-time usage are detailed, using the Computer
front-panel controls and indicators as an elementary

kind of input/output device. This Section is essentially

an introduction to machine-language programming.
The Assembler and other programming reference

manuals included in Volume Four assume a basic

knowledge of machine-language programming, such as

presented in this Section.

1-5. INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE MANUAL.

1-6. Volume Two gives instructions for installation

and maintenance of the main unit only (see Volume
Three for interconnection and installation ofperipheral

equipment). Contents of this Volume are as follows:

02471-1

VOLUME ONE & TWO
SPECIFICATIONS AND
BASIC OPERATION

INSTALLATION AND
MAINTENANCE

MANUAL SUPPLEMENTS

VOLUME THREE input/output system operation

HARDWARE SYSTEM
INSTALLAT .ON RECORD

BASIC VOL.3 TEXT

INTERFACE KIT TEXTS
AND SUPPLEMENTS

VOLUME FOUR programmer's reference manuals

SOFTWARE SYSTEM
NSTALLATION RECORD

STANDARD SOFTWARE
MANUALS

LIBRARY ROUTINE MANUALS
UTILITY ROUTINE MANUALS

HP21I5A SOFTWARE
MANUAL SUPPLEMENTS

SYSTEM SUPPLEMENT

PERIPHERAL DEVICE
MANUAL SUPPLEMENTS

PERIPHERAL DEVICF
MANUALS

Figure 1-2. HP 2115A System Documentation

a. Installation. Preparation of the unit for use.

b. Performance Check. A series of test pro-

grams, read into the Computer by an input/output de-

vice, is used to assure that the main unit is operating

correctly. Information printed out or displayed on the

panel will indicate any internal logic or memory fail-

ures. This Section includes interpretive documentation
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Section I

Paragraphs 1-7 to 1-14

for these test programs (Hardware Diagnostics) to
pinpoint troubles to specific components.

c. Theory of Operation. This Section assumes
prior reading of the block-diagram description given
in the "Fundamentals of Computer Operation" section
of Volume One. The Theory of Operation given here is

a detailed logic description with reference tothe logic
diagrams. The logic description also refers to and in-
terprets a complete tabular listing of logic equations
and timing diagrams, so that component failures canbe
located in a minimum of time, without need to learn
the total operation. Explanations of logic symbology
and the use of logic diagrams are included.

d. Logic and Schematic Diagrams. A logic or
.schematic diagram is given for each circuit board (in-

cluding the boards for standard Processor Options), as
well as a photograph identifying all replaceable compo-
nents. Wiring lists, helpful in tracing the origin and all

destinations of a particular signal, are also included.

e. Parts List. All replaceable parts are listed
in two tables; one by reference designation, to give the
description and Part Number of eachpart; the other by
Part Number, to totalize each type of partused, and to
give the manufacturer's part number. (The latter list
is used by Hewlett-Packard to prepare lists for spare
parts kits, available for isolated use.)

1-7. input/output system operation man-
uaLT

1 ————
1-8. Volume Three describes the input/output struc-
ture and the standard Input/Output Options (referenced
by Interface Kit numbers), which form the basis for
HP 2115A systems. Procedures are given for connec-
ting, operating, and programming the following input/
output devices (typical examples).

a. HP Model 2752A and 2754A Teleprinters. (Mod-
ified Teletype ASR-33 and ASR-35 Teletypewriters.)

b. HP Model 2737A/B Punched Tape Reader.
(Modified Rheem photoelectric tape reader.)

o. HP Model 2753A Tape Punch. (Modified Tally
P-1 20 Tape Punch.)

d. HP Measurement Instruments. (HP 2401C and
HP 3460A Digital Voltmeters, HP 5200-series Coun-
ters, HP 2911 Guarded Crossbar Scanner, etc.)

e. Kennedy 1406 and 1506 Incremental Tape
Transports.

f. HP 2020A Magnetic Tape Unit.

g. Time Base Generator (internal plug-in card).

1-9. Sections for additional input/output options are
inserted as required, according to the Interface Kits
purchased as part of a particular system. The infor-
mation in these sections condenses operating proce-
dures from the manuals of the individual instruments,
and adds material relating specifically to operation
with the HP 2115A Computer. Maintenance information

1-2

Model 211 5

A

Volume One

in these sections covers only the interface circuits, and
not the peripheral itself. Complete Operating aind

Service Manuals for the peripheral equipment are fur-
nished in the System Supplement when included in a
particular system. Manual Supplements describing
production changes affecting Volume Three are in-
cluded in the Volume Three binder.

1-10. A "Hardware System Installation Record" at the
front of the System Supplement defines the system con-
figuration as originally shipped, and provides an index
to the supporting documents in the System Supplement.
Space is provided for noting changes and additions.

1-11. PROGRAMMER'S REFERENCE MANUALS .

1-12. Volume Four consists of one or more 3-ring
binders containing documentation for each item of
software supplied with the Computer. Both standard
software programs and software specially originated
for an individual user are fully described as to speci-
fications and usage. A "Software System Installation
Record" at the front of Volume Four lists all software
furnished with the original shipment, and provides an
index to the supporting documents in Volume Four.
Space is provided for noting changes and additions, so
that an up-to-date record can be maintained by the
user. Programmer's Reference Manuals normally in-
cluded in Volume Four are:

a. HP Assembler

b. HP Symbolic Editor

c. HP Basic Control System

d. HP Fortran

e. HP Program Library

f. HP Algol

g. HP Standard Software Systems
Operating Manual

1-13. SYSTEM SUPPLEMENT.

1-14. Supplementary documentation for the hardware
system is supplied in the System Supplement, which
consists of one or more 3-ring binders. Individual
manuals for the peripheral devices in the system are
included here, as well as manual supplements describ-
ing any special modifications made to these devices
by Hewlett-Packard.

Note

Each HP 2115A Computer is identified by an
eight-digit (000-00000) serial number on the
rear panel. The first three digits are a se-
rial prefix number used to document changes.
If this prefix number on the Computer does
not agree with the prefix number given on
the title page of the two hardware manuals
(Volumes Two and Three), look for Manual
Changes information accompanying each
Volume.
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Section U
Paragraphs 2-1 to 2-9

SECTION II

HP 2115A SPECIFICATIONS

2-1. DEFINITION OF COMPUTER SYSTEM.

2-2. BASIC UNIT DESCRIPTION. The Hewlett-

Packard Model 2115A Computer is a small general-

purpose digital computer designed to add computation

capability to Hewlett-Packard data measuring and

recording systems. For full compatibility in these

systems, the HP 2115A is subject to the same rigid

environmental specifications as other Hewlett-

Packard equipment. The logical design and software

follow conventional standards of computer usage and

notation so that the HP 2115A may also be used as a

free-standing device or in other types of systems,

such as process control, media conversion, data

reduction, or communication systems. The hardware

and software are specially designed to permit inter-

facing of real-time devices (i.e., devices running

asynchronously with respect to a program being run).

The word length is 16 bits. The basic HP 2115A

Computer includes the processor unit (main frame)

with 4096-word memory. All specifications in this

Section apply to the basic unit only, unless specifically

denoted as an Option specification.

2-3. OPTIONS. Options for the HP 2115A Computer

are of two general types:

a. Processor Options. These options extend the

memory and computation capabilities of the basic

unit, and are identified by "M" numbers (see Para-

graph 2-122).

b. Input/Output Options. These options add input

and/or output facilities to the basic HP 2115A Com-
puter. The option, identifiedby an Interface Kit number

e.g. HP 12531A, see Paragraph 2-134), provides the

circuitry, cabling, and software to enable the Computer

to operate with a specific input or output instrument

(measuring, reading, or recording device), or with a

series of instruments. Compatible instruments, not

included in the Interface Kit, are separately available

from Hewlett-Packard. When external devices are

connected to the Computer, the HP2115Athenbecomes

part of a Computer System (next paragraph).

2-4. SYSTEMS. Two general types of Computer

Systems are available from Hewlett-Packard:

a. HP 2115A Computer Systems . Systems may

be configured to individual requirements using com-
binations of standard input/output options. Non-

standard input/output options, not mentioned in this

Section or in the HP 2115A datasheet, can be obtained

on special order; these options are also designated

with Interface Kit accessory numbers. The software

packages which are hardware dependent (Basic Control

System and System Input/Output, see Table 2-4) will

be made up in accordance with the hardware system

configuration.

02471-1

b. Data Acquisition Systems. Systems are avail-

able in standard configurations (such as in the HP
2018-series), which combine Hewlett-Packard digital

scanning, measuring, and recording equipment with

the HP 2115A Computer. In these Systems the

Computer is programmed to exercise partial or

complete control over the data taking process and to

perform computations on data measured by the

System. A data acquisition program is furnished

with these Systems. Capabilities of available in-

struments include measurements of ac or dc voltages,

resistances, frequencies, time periods, temperatures,

gas pressures, nuclear events, etc., from multiple

inputs. (The functions of some instruments such as

linearizers, comparators, scanner programmers, and

output couplers are present in the basic HP 2115A,

or may be accomplished by Options orprogramming.)

2-5. PHYSICAL SPECIFICATIONS.

2-6. POWER REQUIREMENTS.

a. Line voltage 115 vac (11 amp.) or 230 vac

(5.5 amp.), changeable by internal jumpers. Voltage

tolerance ±10%.

b. Line frequency 50 to 60 Hz, ±10%.

c. Main unit power consumption with power

supply loaded to capacity by plug-in options: 200

watts maximum. Minimum (with Teleprinter Option):

700 watts.

d. Power cable: Standard 3-prong connector

(two power, one grounding).

2-7. ENVIRONMENTAL LIMITS.

a. Temperature 0°C to 45°C (32° F to 113° F).

b. Relative humidity to 95% at 40° C.

2-8. VENTILATION.

a. Intake at rear, exhaust on sides.

b. Air flow. 400 cubic feet per minute.

c. Heat dissipation: 3500 BTU/hr., maximum.

2-9. PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS .

a. Width: 19 inches, for standard rack mounting.

b. Panel height: 12 inches.
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Section II

Paragraphs 2-10 to 2-15

d. Recommended cable clearance at rear: 5
inches minimum.

e. Recommended air exhaust clearance at sides:
2 inches minimum.

f. Net weight: 65 lb. (29, 5 kg); shipping weight
09 lb. (44, 9 kg).

2-10. SERVICE ACCESS.

a. Top panel slides back and up permitting
top access to input/output connectors, test switches,
plug-in circuit boards, and wiring.

b. Bottom panel removeable for access to back-
plane wiring.

2-11. EXTENDER MODULES.

2-12. The HP 2150A and HP 2151A Input/Output
Extenders provide the HP 2115A Computer with
32 and 8 extra channels of input/output capability
respectively. Either one of the Extenders may be
ordered as an option. Both of these units are
easily installed as plug-in options with self-contained
power supplies.

2161 A POWER SUPPLY MILLIMETERS

Figure 2-1. HP 2115A Dimensions
(Showing HP 2161A Power Supply)

2-2

Model 2115A
Volume One

2-13. MACHINE TIMING.

2-14. An internal 10-MHz timing generator auto-
matically generates read/write memory cycles every
2.0 microseconds when running (see Figure 2-2).
The basic HP 2115A has four machine phases (Fetch,
Indirect, Execute, Interrupt), of which the first three
include a memory cycle. Phases do not occur in a
fixed sequence, but rather are determined by con-
ditions which occur during operation. The Computer
can go directly from one of the first three phases to
certain others in the manner indicated in Figure 2-2,
and an external device can cause the Computer to go
into the Interrupt phase on completion of any current
phase. The Fetch phase may be thought of as the
"normal" or "home" condition; the processing of
each instruction begins with a Fetch phase, and in
many cases is fully executed within that phase. Each
phase takes 2.0, microseconds with one exception:
the Execute phase of the ISZ instruction (Increment,
and Skip if Zero) takes 2.5 microseconds.

« MEMORY CYCLE »

READ WRITE

FETCH
EXECUTE (1 PHASE 1,

OR TO I10IRECT, OR
TO EXECUTE

INDIRECT
TOEKECUIE OR,

REPEAT INDIRECT,

OR TO FETCH

EXECUTE
EXECUTE, THEN
RETURN TO FETCH

PHASE

INTERRUPT ( NO MEMORY CYCLE )

TO FETCH PHASE
(AT INTERRUPT
LOCATION)

i 1 T T 1
1 1 1

.25 50 .75 1.0 1.25 1.50 175 2.0

MICROSECONDS oim-i-t

Figure 2-2. Machine Timing

2-15. FETCH PHASE. The contents ofthe currently-
addressed memory cell is read into the T- Register
during the Read portion of the memory cycle, and
written back into the memory cell during the Write
portion of the memory cycle. The information left in
the T-Register is taken as an instruction when read
during the Fetch phase. If the instruction includes a n
"indirect address bit" (see Paragraph 2-26), the
Computer sets the Indirect phase condition, and if
the instruction does not have an indirect address
bit but does include a memory reference (two-phase
instruction), the Computer sets the Execute phase
condition. Otherwise the current instruction is fully
executed at the end of the Fetch phase, and th»
Computer remains in the Fetch state for the nejct
memory cycle. An exception to these conditions is
the JMP (Jump) instruction, which is a Memory
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Reference Instruction but does not require an Execute
phase; the Computer executes the instruction at the

end of the Fetch phase or the Indirect phase, and then

sets the Fetch phase again for the next memory cycle.

2-16. INDIRECT PHASE. The contents of the mem-
ory cell referenced during the Fetch phase is read
into the T-Register and the entire 16-bit word (15 bits

of address, plus a new Direct/Indirect bit) is taken as

a new memory reference for the same instruction.

The use of 15 bits for an address permits addressing
of up to, and beyond maximum memory capability. If

the Direct/Indirect bit again specifies indirect ad-

dressing, the Computer remains in the Indirect state

and reads another 16-bit address word out of memory
as a continuation of multiple-step indirect addressing.

If the Direct/Indirect bit specifies direct addressing,

the Computer sets the Execute phase (or, in the case
of a Jump Indirect, the Fetch phase).

2-17. EXECUTE PHASE. The 16-bit data word in

the memory cell referenced during a Fetch phase or

an Indirect phase is read into the T-Register and is

operated on by the current instruction (retained from
the Fetch phase) at the end of the Execute phase. At
the end of this phase, the Computer sets the Fetch
phase again to read the next instruction.

2-18. INTERRUPT PHASE. An input/output device

requesting service at any time during one of the

phases is acknowledged at the end of that phase,

unless the interrupt is inhibited for any reason by the

program being run. The computer then goes into the

Interrupt phase, which does not have a memory cycle.

During this phase the P-Register is decremented, so
that no instruction in the main program will be
skipped or executed twice. At the end of this phase,

the interrupt address of the interrupting device is

transferred into the M- Register and the Fetch phase
is set, to read the instruction contained in the inter-

rupt address location. The Interrupt phase can not

occur again until at least this instruction is completed.

2-19. MEMORY.

2-20. TYPE.

2-21. The HP 2115A uses a ferrite core storage

module capable of storing 4096 words or 8192
(Option M4) words, 17 bits per word (16 bits of

the Computer word, plus a parity bit which is

used by Memory Parity Option M2, when included
in the instrument).

2-22. LAYOUT.

2-23. The 4096-word module is logically divided into

four pages of 1024 words each. A page is defined as

the largest block of memory which can be addressed

02471-1
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by the memory address bits of Memory Reference
instruction (excluding the Zero/Current page bit; see
Figure 2-3). In the HP 2115A, Memory Reference
instructions have 10 bits to specify a memory address,

and thus the page size is 1024 locations (2000 in octal

notation). Octal addresses of the four pages of the

basic module, and also the double module (which

can be added by Option M4) are therefore:

Basic Module: <*--00000 to 01777
h 02000 to 03777

X- 04000 to 05777

y
j

06000 to 07777

Double Module: 10000 to 11777
(Option M4) 12000 to 13777

14000 to 15777
16000 to 17777

2-24. ADDRESSING.

2-25. ZERO/CURRENT PAGE. For direct address-
ing purposes, generally only two pages are of interest:

page Zero (the base page, consisting of locations

00000 through 01777), and the Current page (the page
in which the instruction itself is located). All Memory
Reference instructions include a bit (Bit 10) reserved
to specify one or the other of these two pages. To
address locations in any other page, indirect address-
ing is used (Paragraph 2-26). Page references for

direct addressing of Memory Reference instructions

are specified by Bit 10 as follows:

= Page Zero (Z)

1 = Current Page (C)

2-26. DIRECT/INDIRECT. All Memory Reference
instructions use Bit 15 to specify direct or indirect

addressing. Direct addressing combines the instruc-

tion code and the effective address into one word,
permitting a Memory Reference instruction to be
executed in two machine phases (Fetch and Execute).

Indirect addressing uses the address part of the

instruction word to access another word in memory
which is taken as a new memory reference for the

same instruction. This new address word is a full

16 bits long, 15 bits of address plus another Direct/
Indirect bit. The 15-bit length of the address per-
mits access to any location in any module. If Bit 15
again specifies indirect addressing, still another
address is obtained; this multiple-step indirect

addressing may be done to any number of levels.

The first address obtained in the Indirect phase which
does not specify another indirect level becomes the

effective address for the instruction. Instructions
with indirect addresses are therefore executed in a

minimum of three machine phases (Fetch, Indirect,

Execute). Direct or indirect addressing is specified

by Bit 15 as follows:

= Direct

1 = Indirect
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2-27. RESERVED LOCATIONS. The first 64 mem-
ory locations o| the base page (octal addresses 00000
through 000?7) are reserved as listed below. The
first two addresses, which are A and B flip-flop

registers and not core storage locations. Locations
5 through 77 are reserved in the sense that interrupt
wiring is present for the priority order given. As
long as the locations do not have actual interrupt
assignments (as determined by the input/output de-
vices included in the user's system), these locations
may be used for normal program purposes.

00000

00001

00002
00003

00004

00005

00006
00007

00010
thru

00017

Address of A- Register

Address of B- Register

For exit sequence if A and B
contents are used as executable
words.

Interrupt location, highest priority
(reserved for power fail interrupt)

Reserved for memory parity

interrupt

(Reserved fcr DMA interrupt)

Interrupt locations in decreasing
order of priority

2-28. LOADER PROTECTION.

2-29. The last 64 locations of memory (octal

addresses 07700 through 07777 in the standard HP
2115A, are reserved for the Basic Binary Loader.
The Basic Binary Loader (not to be confused with the
pxtended Relocating Loader program described in
Paragraph 2-162) is a manually-entered program to
permit reading and storage of binary information
from punched paper tape, as read by an HP 2737A/B
Punched Tape Reader or an HP 2752A Teleprinter.
Absolute addresses are required in the loaded data.
A front-panel switch (LOADER), when set to PRO-
TECTED, disables the Basic Binary Loader locations
so that they can neither be used nor altered in any
way. For entering the Basic Binary Loader manually
into the Computer and for actual loading of tapes,
this switch must be set to ENABLED. The LOADER
switch is effective for the last 64 locations of mem-
ory, regardless of memory size. Plug-in options
which expand memory relocate the protected area
automatically to the 64 highest numbered locations.

2-30. WORKING REGISTERS.

2-31. The HP 2115A has seven working registers
and gives continuous display of the register contents
by lights on the Computer front panel. Five of these

2-4
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are 16-bit flip-flop registers, and two are 1-bit

flip-flop registers indicated by panel lighting (on or
off) of the register name.

2-32. T-REGISTER (MEMORY DATA). All data
transferred into or out o| memory is routed through
the 16-bit T-Register ("transfer Register"). The
T-Register display therefore indicates exactly what
information went into or out of a memory cell during
the preceding memory cycle.

2-33. P-REGISTER (PROGRAM COUNTER). On
completion of each instruction the P-Register indi-
cates the address of the next instruction to be fetched
out of memory. The P-Register automatically incre-
ments by one (or two, when executing a skip instruc-
tion) after the execution of each instruction. A jump
instruction (JMP or JSB) can set the P-Register to
any core location number.

2-34. M-REGISTER (MEMORY ADDRESS). TheM-
Register holds the address of the memory cell being
read or written into. The M-Register indication
will differ from the P-Register indication when
multi-phase instructions are being processed, since
the M-Register will be changed by memory references
in the instruction (which may be several in the case
of indirect addressing) or by an interrupt, whereas
the P-Register remains constant until completion of
the instruction.

2-35. A-REGISTER (ACCUMULATOR). The A-
Register is an accumulator, holding the results of
arithmetic and logical operations performed by pro-
grammed instructions. This register may be
addressed by any Memory Reference instruction
as location 00000, thus permitting inter- register
operations such as "add B to A", "compare B with
A", etc., using a single-word instruction.

2-36. B-REGISTER (ACCUMULATOR). The B-
Register is a second accumulator, which can hold
the results of arithmetic and logical operations
completely independent of the A- Register. The B-
Register may be addressed by any Memory Reference
instruction as location 00001 for inter-register op-
erations with A.

2-37. EXTEND. The Extend bit is a one-bit (E)
register, and is used to link the A and B Registers
by rotate instructions, or to indicate a carry from
Bit 15 of the A or B Registers by an add instruction
(ADA, ADB) or increment instruction (INA or INB,
but not ISZ) which references these registers. This
is of significance primarily for multiple-precision
arithmetic. The Extend bit is not complemented by
a carry if already set. It may be cleared, comple-
mented, or tested by program instruction. The Extend
bit is set when the EXTEND panel light is on ("1")
and clear when off ("0").

2-38. OVERFLOW. The Overflow bit is a one-bit
register which indicates, if on, that an add instruction
(ADA, ADB) 'or an increment instruction (INA or INB,
but not ISZ) referencing the A or B registers has
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caused one of these accumulators to exceed the maxi-
mum positive or negative number which can be con-
tained (+32767 or -32768, decimal). This condition
is implied by a carry (or lack of carry) from Bit
14 to Bit 15 (see Paragraph 3-58). By program
instructions, the Overflow bit may be cleared, set,

or tested. The OVERFLOW panel light remains
on until the bit is cleared by an instruction, and
is not complemented if a second overflow occurs
before being cleared. It will not be set by shift or
rotate instructions.

2-39. PANEL CONTROLS.

2-40. SWITCH REGISTER. Sixteen toggle switches
to enter manually-set information into the Computer.
The setting of the Switch Register (up is "one",
down is "zero") may be transferred into the Com-
puter in the following ways.

a. By program, may be loaded into the A or B
Register using LIA or LIB instructions with the
Switch Register's Select Code (see Select Code
assignments under Paragraph 2-112).

b. By program, may be merged (inclusive "or")
into the A or B Register using MIA or MIB re-
spectively.

c. Manually, using LOAD ADDRESS switch, may
be loaded into the P andM Registers (simultaneously),
thus directing the Computer to a specific memory
cell.

d. Manually, using LOAD MEMORY switch, may
be entered into the memory cell specified by the

M-Register, thus permitting the user to change the

contents of any memory cell.

e. Manually, using LOAD A or LOAD B switches,
may be loaded into the A or B Registers.

2-41. POWER. Toggle switch located on the right

side of the Computer front panel. Contents of mem-
ory are not affected by switching power off and on;

contents of working registers, however, are lost when
power goes off (contents random following turn-on).

2-42. LOADER. Toggle switch associated with the
last 64 locations of memory; for example, octal
addresses 07700 through 07777 in 4K Computers, or
17700 through 17777 in 8K Computers. These loca-
tions are normally occupied by the Basic Binary
Loader. In the ENABLED position, this block of

memory can be read or loaded; in the PROTECTED
position, this block is disabled.

2-43. PRESET. Momentary switch to preset the
Computer to the Fetch phase, to turn off the interrupt
system and all input/output Control bits, to set all

input/ output Flag bits, and to reset the parity halt
light located on the Computer front panel. It also
clears the power fail interrupt circuits. An internal
preset pulse accomplishing the same functions is

generated each time POWER is switched on or off.
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2-44. RUN. Momentary switch to start operation
at the current state of the Computer. Switch is lit

when a program is running, and goes off when HALT
is pressed, when HLT instruction is executed, when
parity error occurs, or when an abnormal change
occurs in the internal power supplies. When the RUN
light is on, all front-panel control switches except
HALT, POWER and LOADER are disabled.

2-45. HALT. Momentary switch to stop computer
operation at the end of the current phase. When the
Computer is halted, the HALT switch is lit, and all

front-panel control switches are enabled.

2-46. LOAD MEMORY. Momentary switch to store
the contents of the Switch Register into the memory
location specified by the address in the M-Register.
P and M Registers are automatically incremented
after operation of the LOAD MEMORY switch, to

simplify storing data into consecutive memory loca-
tions. The stored data remains displayed in the
T-Register, and the Fetch phase is set at the end
of the load operation.

2-47. LOAD A. Momentary switch to transfer the
contents of the Switch Register into the A-Register.
The Computer's phase status is not altered.

2-48. LOAD B. Momentary switch to transfer the
contents of the Switch Register into the B- Register.
The Computer's phase status is not altered.

2-49. LOAD ADDRESS. Momentary switch to trans-
fer the contents of the Switch Register into both the
P and M Registers, thus directing the Computer to
the desired address. The Fetch phase is set at the
end of the load operation.

2-50. DISPLAY MEMORY. Momentary switch to
display, in the T-Register, the contents of the loca-
tion specified by the address in the M-Register.
P and M Registers are automatically incremented
after operation of the DISPLAY MEMORY switch, so
that consecutive memory locations may be displayed
simply by repeated operation of this switch. (P and
M Registers are therefore one step ahead of the
T-Register display.) The Fetch phase is set after
incrementing of the P and M Registers.

2-51. SINGLE CYCLE. Momentary switch to ex-
ecute one machine phase each time the switch is
pressed.

2-52. INSTRUCTIONS.

2-53. NUMBER.

2-54. The HP 2115A has 70 basic one-word in-
structions, all executable in 2.0 or 4.0 microseconds
(except for ISZ, which is executable in 4.5 micro-
seconds). These instructions are grouped in three
types, described in Paragraphs 2-60 through 2-104.
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Paragraphs £-55 to 2-63

Combinations • of the Register Reference microin-

.structions, which are all one-word instructions ex-

ecutable in 2.0 microseconds, extend the total of

different one-word instructions to over 1000.

2-55, FORMATS .

2-5C. The three types of basic instructions are

grouped according to the bit format of the instruc-

tion word. These types are: Memory Reference,

Register Reference, and Input/Output instructions.

A comparison of the three formats is given in

Figure 2-3, and detailed binary coding is included

with the instruction descriptions following. A Con-
solidated Coding Table appears in the Appendix of

this manual.

14 i) I, u 10 1 8 16 5 4 1 ZIP

•Vtl INSTRUCTION |
7
/(| MEMORY ADDRESS

REG REF. GROUP REGISTER MICROINSTRUCTIONS

I/O GROUP INSTRUCTION \ SELECT CODE

1 MEMORY REFERENCE INSTRUCTIONS
2 REGISTER REFERENCE INSTRUCTIONS

3 INPUT /OUTPUT INSTRUCTIONS

Figure 2-3. Basic Instruction Formats

2-57. The first type comprises the Memory Ref-

erence instructions, using 10 bits (0 through 9) for

a memory address, Bit 10 to specify Zero or Current

page, and Bit 15 for direct or indirect addressing.

This leaves four bits (14, 13, 12, 11) to encode the 14

instruction commands in this group.

2-58. The other two types use four bits (15, 14

13, 12) to distinguish the Register Reference and

the Input/Output instructions. The Register Reference

type uses Bits 11 through to combine up to eight

"microinstructions" (i.e., instructions formed by

only 1, 2, or 3 bits), with the resulting multiple in-

struction operating on the A, B, or E Registers as

a single-word instruction. The Input/Output type

uses Bits 11 through 6 for a variety of input/output

instructions, and Bits 5 through to make the

instruction apply directly to one of the input/output

devices or functions.

2-59. The following paragraphs, through 2-104, de-

scribe in detail each of the instructions in the three

type groups.

Note

Functions of bits appearing in the form
A/B, D/I, D/E, Z/C, or H/C throughout

these Specifications are invariably obtained

by coding a or 1 respectively (0/1). Thus,

for example, A is specified by a zero-bit,

and B by a one-bit.

Model 2115A
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2-60. MEMORY REFERENCE INSTRUCTIONS .

2-61. The 14 Memory Reference instructions ex-

ecute some operation involving memory locations,

such as transferring infdrmation in or out of a

memory cell or checking the memory cell contents.

The cell referenced (i.e., the absolute address) is

determined by a combination of the ten memory
address bits in the instruction word (0 through 9)

and five bits (10 through 14) assumed from the

current indication of the P-Register. This means
that Memory Reference instructions can directly

address any word in the current page; additionally,

if the instruction is given in some location other than

the base page (page Zero), Bit 10 of the instruction

word doubles the addressing range to 2048 words by

allowing selection of either page Zero or Current page
(i.e., Bits 10 through 14 of the address in the M-
Register can be reset to zero, instead of assuming the

current indication of the P-Register). This feature

provides a convenient linkage between all pages of

memory, since page Zero can be reached directly

from any other page.

2-62. Note that since the A and B Registers can be

addressed (Paragraphs 2-35 and 2-36), any Memory
Reference instruction can apply to either of these

registers as well as to memory cells. For example,
ADA 0001 means add the contents of the B- Register
(its address being 0001) to the A-Register; specify

page Zero for these operations, since the A and B
Register addresses are on page Zero.

2-63. Figure 2-4 gives instruction codes and mnemo-
nics for all 14 Memory Reference instructions. All

Memory Reference instructions take a minimum of

two machine phases (one to read the instruction word,

and one to read the referenced memory cell),, except

for JMP, which is a one-phase instruction. Logic

truth tables, relating to the first three instructions

described below, are given in Table 2-1. Note that

logic operations are performed on a bit-for-tait

basis (i.e., no carries).

t

IS 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 Z 1

lO/tl INSTRUCTION |Z/
C |

MEMORY ADDRESS

AND 1

XOR 1

lOR 1 1

JSB 1 1

IMP 1 1

ISZ 1 1' 1

ADA 1 -

ADB 1 1

CPA 1 1

CPB 1 1 1

LDA 1 1

LDB , 1 1 1

STA 1 1 1

STB 1 1 1 1

Figure 2-4. Memory Reference Instructions
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Table 2-1. Logic Truth Tables

AND XOR IOR

A Contents

Memory

Result
(in A)

11

10 1

11
10 1

11

10 1

1 110 111

1 = True, = False

2-64. AND. "And" to A. The contents of the

addressed location are logically "anded" to the

contents of the A-Register. The contents of the

memory cell are left unaltered.

2-65. XOR. "Exclusive or" to A. The contents

of the addressed location are combined with the

contents of the A-Register as an "exclusive or"
logic operation. The contents of the memory cell

are left unaltered.

2-66. IOR. "Inclusive or" to A. The contents of

the addressed location are combined with the contents

of the A-Register as an "inclusive or" logic operation.

The contents of the memory cell are left unaltered.

2-67. JSB. Jump to Subroutine. This instruction,

executed in location P, causes computer control to

jump unconditionally to the memory location (X)

specified in the address portion of the JSB instruction

word. The contents of the P-Register plus one (return

address) is stored in location X, and the next instruc-

tion to be executed will be that contained in the next

location (X + 1). A return to the main program
sequence at P + 1 may be effected by a jump indirect

through location X.

2-68. JMP. Jump. This instruction transfers con-

trol to the contents of the addressed location. That

is, JMP causes the P and M Registers to be set

according to the memory address portion of the in-

struction word, thus addressing memory cell X, so

that the next instruction will be read from location X.

2-69. ISZ. Increment, and Skip if Zero. An ISZ
' instruction adds, one to the contents of the addressed

memory location. If the result of this operation is

zero, the next instruction is skipped; i.e., the P and

M Registers are advanced by two instead of one.

Otherwise, the program proceeds normally to the

next instruction in sequence. The incremented value

is written back into the memory cell in either case.

An ISZ instruction referencing locations zero or one
(A or B Registers) can not cause setting of the Extend
or Overflow bits (unlike INA and INB).

2-70. ADA. Add to A. The contents of the addressed
memory location are added to the contents of the

A-Register, and the sum remains in the A-Register.

The result of the addition may set the Extend or
Overflow bits (Paragraphs 2-37 and 2-38). The
contents of the memory cell are unaltered.

Section n
Paragraphs, 2-64 to 2-79

2-71. ADB. Add to B. The contents ofthe addressed
memory location are added to the contents of the

B-Register, and the sum remains in the B-Register.

Extend or Overflow bits may be set, as for ADA. The
contents of the memory cell are unaltered.

2-72. CPA. Compare to A, skip if unequal. The
contents of the addressed location are compared with

the contents of the A-Register. If the two 16-bit

words are different, the next instruction is skipped;

i.e., the P and M Registers are advanced by two

instead of one. If the words are identical, the program
proceeds normally to the next instruction in sequence.

The contents of neither the A-Register nor the mem-
ory cells are altered.

2-73. CPB. Compare to B, and skip if unequal.

Same as CPA, except comparison is made with

B-Register.

2-74. LDA. Load into A. The A-Register is

cleared and loaded with the contents of the addressed
location. The contents of the memory cell are

unaltered.

2-75. LDB. Load into B. The B-Register is cleared
and loaded with the contents of the addressed location.

The contents of the memory call are unaltered.

2-76. STA. Store A. The contents of the A-Register
are stored in the addressed location. The previous

contents of the memory cell are lost; the A-Register
is unaltered.

2-77. STB. Store B. The contents of the B-Register
are stored in the addressed location. The previous

contents of the memory cell are lost; the B-Register
is unaltered.

2-78. REGISTER REFERENCE INSTRUCTIONS.

2-79. The Register Reference instructions, in gen-

eral, manipulate bits in the A, B, and E Registers.

There is no reference to memory; thus these in-

structions are executed in only one machine phase.

This type includes 39 basic instructions, which are
combinable to form a one-word multiple instruction

that can operate in various ways on the contents of

the A, B, or E Registers. These "microinstructions"
are divided into two sub-groups, the Shift-Rotate

Group (SRG) and the Alter-Skip Group (ASG). Three
instructions (SLA, SLB, and CLE) appear in both

groups and, being combinable in these different con-

texts, are counted twice in the total of basic instruc-

tions. Microinstructions may be combined under the

following general rules:

a. Instructions from the two groups cannot be
mixed.

b. References to both A and B Registers cannot
be mixed.

c. Only one microinstruction can be chosen from
each column of the Selection Tables in Figures 2-5

and 2-6.

d. Use zeros to exclude unwanted microinstruc-
tion bits.
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e. The sequence of execution is left to right in
the Selection Tables (column 1, then column 2, etc.).

f. If two (or more) skip functions are combined,
the skip will occur if either or both conditions are
met. One exception exists: see RSS under Para-
graph 2-82.

2-80. Register Reference Instructions are recog-
nized by the Computer when the four most significant
bits of the instruction word are zeros; the general
format for this type of instruction (the dots repre-
senting variable microinstruction bits) is therefore:

000

2-81. SHIFT-ROTATE GROUP. The SRG instruc-
tions are specified by a zero for Bit 10 (compare
Figures 2-5 and 2-6). Figure 2-5 gives both the bit
format and the Selection Table for using these in-
structions. Definitions for the mnemonics used are
listed below. Note that the Extend bit is not affected
by shifts or rotates unless specifically stated. All of
the shift and rotate instructions can be executed either
first or last in a combined instruction, or both
times. This permits sequencing of CLE and SLA/B
either before or after shifts and rotates.

NOP No Operation. Memory cycle only.

CLE: Clear E-Register.

SLA Skip next instruction if Least significant
bit of A-Register is zero (i.e., skip if an
even number is in A).

KLB Skip next instruction if Least significant
bit of B-Register is zero (i.e., skip if an
even number is in B).

ACS A-Register Left Shift one place, arith-
metically (15 bits only). A zero replaces
vacated Bit 0; bit shifted out of Bit 14 is
lost; Bit 15 (sign bit) is not affected.

MLS B-Register Left Shift one place, arith-
metically (15 bits only), A zero replaces
vacated Bit 0; bit shifted out of Bit 14 is
lost; Bit 15 (sign bit) is not affected.

ARS A-Register Right Shift one place, arith-
metically. Bit shifted out of Bit is lost;
copy of sign bit (Bit 15) shifted into Bit 14;
Bit 15 is not affected.

BRS B-Register Right Shift one place, arith-
metically. Bit shifted out of Bit is lost;
copy of sign bit (Bit 15) shifted into Bit 14;
Bit 15 is not affected.

RAL Rotate A-Register Left one place, all 16
bits. Bit 15 is rotated around to Bit 0.

RBL Rotate B-Register Left one place, all 16
bits. Bit 15 is rotated around to Bit 0.

RAR Rotate A-Register Right one place, all 16
bits. Bit is rotated around to Bit 15.

Model 2115A
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RBR Rotate B-Register Right one place, all 16
bits. Bit is rotated around to Bit 15.

ALR A-Register Left shift one place, same as
ALS, but clear sign bit after shift.

BLR B- Register Left shift one place, same as
BLS, but clear sign bit after shift.

ERA Rotate E-Register Right with A-Register,
one place (17 bits). Bit is rotated into
Extend Register; Extend content is rotated
into Bit 15.

ERB Rotate E-Register Right with B-Register,
one place (17 bits). Bit is rotated into
Extend Register; Extend content is rotated
into Bit 15.

ELA Rotate E-Register Left with A-Register,
one place (17 bits). Bit 15 is rotated into
Extend Register; Extend content is rotated
into Bit 0.

ELB Rotate E-Register Left with B-Register,
one place (17 bits). Bit 15 is rotated into
Extend Register; Extend content is rotated
into Bit 0.

ALF Rotate A-Register Left Four places, all 16
bits. Bits 15, 14, 13, 12 are rotated
around to Bits 3, 2, 1, respectively.
Equivalent to four successive RAL in-
structions.

BLF Rotate B-Register Left Four places, all
16 bits. Bits 15, 14, 13, 12 are rotated
around to Bits 3, 2, 1, respectively.
Equivalent to four successive RBL in-
structions.

2-82. ALTER-SKIP GROUP. The ASG instructions
are specified by a one in Bit 10. Figure 2-6 gives
both the bit format and the Selection Table for using
these instructions. Definitions for the mnemonics
used are as follows:

CLA Clear A-Register.

CLB Clear B-Register.

CMA Complement A-Register. One's comple-
ment, reversing the state of all 16 bits.

CMB Complement B-Register. Reverses state
of all 16 bits.

CCA Clear, then Complement A-Register. Puts
16 ones in the A-Register; this is the two's
complement form of -1.

CCB Clear, then Complement B-Register. Puts
16 ones in the B-Register; this is the two's
complement form of -1.

CLE Clear E-Register.

CME Complement E-Register. Reverses state
of the Extend bit.

2-8
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Figures 2-5 and 2-6
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ALS o o o 1 X X X X
BLS o o o o 1 o 1 X X X X
ARS o o o o o o 1 1 X X X X
BRS 1 1 I X X X X
DAT Au Au u nu u n

\J
1
JL n 11 n X x x X

RBL 1 1 1 X X X X
RAR 1 1 1 X X X X
RBR 1 1 1 1

t X X X X
ALR 1 1 X X X X
BLR 1 1 1 X X X X
ERA 1 1 1 X X X X
ERB 1 1 1 1 X X X X
ELA 1 1 1 X X X X
ELB 1 1 1 I X X X X
ALF 1 1 1 1 X X X X
BLF 1 1 1 1 1 X X X X

SELECTION TABLE

ALS
ARS
RAL
RAR
ALR
ERA
ELA
ALF

BLS
BRS
RBL
RBR
BLR
ERB
ELB
BLF

CLE

CLE

SLA

SLB

ALS
ARS
RAL
RAR
ALR
ERA
ELA
ALF

BLS
BRS
RBL
RBR
BLR
ERB
ELB
BLF

COMBINING GUIDE

1. Choose up to 4 instructions, one from each

column of the Selection Table.

2. Use a one- bit for Bit 9 to Enable column 1

instructions, and a one-bit for Bit 4 to Enable

column 4 instructions. Figure above shows

column 1 enabled (executed first) with dupli-

cate column 4 pattern (executed last) indicated

by X's.

3. Use a one-bit for Bit 5 to select column 2

(CLE), or a zero-bit to exclude CLE.

4. Use a one-bit for Bit 3 to select column 3

(SLA/B), or a zero-bit to exclude SLA/B.

IS 14 13 12 1

1

10 9 e 7 . e 5 4 3 2 1

[

—'

i

TYPE 2
l

A
/B l

1 ,,sl
COL. 1 COL . 3 2 1 4

. 1...
5

1

1

7 I B
1

PT , A n
\j o

....

1 1
/

1 -.

PT.R n n 1 1 o 1

CMA n
\j

I

(o of o 1 1
• --

CMRv_< iVl L> n o I 1 1

PP A nu o 1X 1 1

PPR u o 1 I 1 1

nu o I 1

PT.PV_< 1.. 11.
n o 1 1

PMF nU I 1

V_. XL n n I 1 1

Aoo/v nU Au Au o 1 1

SSB 1 1 1

SLA 1 1

SLB 1 1 1

INA 1 1

INB 1 1 1

SZA 1 1

SZB 1 1 1

RSS 1 1

SELECTION TABLE

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

CLA
CMA
CCA

SEZ
CLE
CME
CCE

SSA SLA INA SZA RSS

CLB
CMB
CCB

SEZ
CLE
CME
CCE

SSB SLB INB SZB RSS

COMBINING GUIDE

1. Choose up to 8 instructions, one from each
column of the Selection Table.

2. Use the specified two-bit combinations of Bits

9 and 8, plus A/B Bit 11, to encode column 1

instructions.

3. Use the specified two-bit combinations of Bits

7 and 6 to encode column 3 instructions.

4. Use a one-bit in Bits 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, plus A/B
Bit 11, to encode column 2, 4, 5, 6, 7 in-

structions respectively.

5. Use a one-bit for Bit to encode column 8.

<^M6 B - 2

Figure 2-5. Shift-Rotate Instructions
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CCE Clear, then Complement E-Register. Sets
the Extend bit.

SEZ Skip the next instruction if E-Register is
Zero.

SSA Skip next instruction if Sign bit (Bit 15) of
A-Register is zero; i.e., skip if the content
of A is positive.

SSB Skip next instruction if Sign bit (Bit 15) of
B-Register is zero; i.e., skip if the content
of B is positive.

SLA Skip next instruction if Least significant
bit of A-Register is zero (i.e., skip if an
even number is in A).

SLB Skip next instruction if Least significant
bit of B-Register is zero (i.e., skip if an
even number is in B).

INA Increment A-Register by one. Can cause
setting of Extend or Overflow bits (Para-
graphs 2-37 and 2-38).

1NB Increment B-Register by one. Can cause
setting of Extend or Overflow bits (Para-
graphs 2-37 and 2-38).

SZA Skiii next instruction if A-Register is
Zero (16 zeros).

SZB Skip next instruction if B-Register is
Zero (16 zeros).

RSS Reverse Skip Sense. Skip occurs for any
of the preceding skip instructions, ifpres-
ent, when the non-zero condition is met.
RSS without a skip instruction in the word
causes an unconditional skip. If a word
with RSS also includes both SSA/B and
SLA/B, both bits (Bit 15 and Bit 0) must
be one for skip to occur; in all other cases
the skip occurs if either or both conditions
are met.

2-83. INPUT/OUTPUT INSTRUCTIONS.

2-84. The HP 2115A has 17 basic Input/Output in-
structions, which provide the following general cap-
abilities.

a. Fix the state of the Flag, Control, and Over-
flow bits. (These bits are described in Paragraphs
2-111 and 2-38.)

b. Test the state of the Flag and Overflow bits
(i.e., skip if set or clear, as specified).

c. Enter data from a specific device into the A
or B Registers.

d. Output data to a specific device from the A or
B Registers.

Model 2115A
Volume One

2-85. Input/Output instructions are recognized by
the Computer when the four most significant bits of
the instruction word are 1000 and Bit 10 is a one.
The codes and mnemonics for all 17 instructions
are given in Figure 2-7 (the MAC instruction is not
counted as a basic instruction; see Paragraph 2-87).
All Input/Output instructions are executed in one
phase.

2-86. Note that Bit 11, where relevant, specifies A
or B Register; otherwise it may be one or zero with-
out affecting the instruction, although the Assembler
will assign zeros (as shown). Bit 9, where not
specified, offers the choice of Holding (0) or Clearing
(1) the device Flag after execution of the instruction.
(Exception: the H/C bit associated with the last two
instructions in this list Holds or Clears the Overflow
bit instead of the Flag bit.) Bits,8, 7, and 6 identify
the instruction; some of the instructions, however,
require additional specific bits for the complete code.
Bits 5 through form Select Codes to make the in-
struction apply to one of up to 64 input/output devices
or functions (see Paragraph 2-107, Input/Output
Specifications).

2-87. The MAC instruction listed in Figure 2-7 is
available to provide up to 2048 entries to macro-
instruction subroutines. Since it is used only by
special options and special software, MAC is not
counted as one of the 70 basic machine instructions.
The basic HP 2115A will treatMAC as a No-Operation
(NOP) instruction.

IS '4 IS IZ 11 10 9

T T
|

TYPE 3 |V8 |
tt |

H/<- 1 INSTRUCTION
| SELECT COpj

"

MAC 1

HLT 1 1

STF 1 1 1

CLF 1 1 1 1

SFC 1 1 1

SFS 1 1 1 1 i~
MIA 1 1 1

MIB 1 1 1 1

LIA 1 1 1 1

LIB 1 1 1 1 1

OTA 1 1 1 1

OTB 1 1 1 1 1

STC 1 1 i 1 1 1

CLC 1 1 1 1 1 1

STO 1 1 1 1
CLO 1 1 1 G 1 1

SOC 1 1 1 1

SOS 1 1 1 1 1

* Identifies Macroinstructions (0) or
standard Input/Output instructions (1).

e. Halt the program.

2-10

Figure 2-7. Input/Output Instructions
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2-88. HLT. Halt. Stops the Computer, and Holds
or Clears the flag (according tc Bit 9) of any desired

input/output device (Bits 5 through 0). The HLT in-

struction has the same effects as the HALT push-
button: the HALT switch lights, all front-panel

control switches are enabled, and no interrupts may
occur. The HLT instruction will be displayed in the

T-Register, and the P-Register will normally indicate

the HALT location plus one.

2-89. STF. Set Flag. Sets the input/output Flag of

the selected device, thus causing an interrupt during

the next machine phase if the interrupt system is

enabled (see Paragraph 2-113, Interrupt Structure),

and the corresponding Control bit is set. The interrupt

system itself is enabled by an STF instruction with a

Select Code of 6 aeros (octal 00).

2-90. CLF. ' Clear Flag of selected device. Resets

the Flag, thus permitting the device to present another

Flag when ready again. A CLF with a Select Code of

6 zeros (octal 00) disables the entire interrupt

system; this does not affect the status of individual

input/output Flags.

2-91. SFC. Skip if Flag Clear. Causes the Com-
puter to skip the next instruction if the Flag bit of

the selected device is zero (i.e., the device is not

ready).

2-92. SFS. Skip if Flag Set. The next instruction

is skipped if the Flag bit of the selected device is one

(i.e., the device is ready).

2-93. MIA. Merge Input into A. The contents of

the Input/Output Buffer associated with the selected

device are merged ("inclusive or") into the A-
Register.

2-94. MIB. Merge Input into B. The contents of

the Input/Output Buffer associated with the selected

device are merged ("inclusive or") into the B-
Register.

2-95. LIA. Load Input into A. The contents of the

' Input/Output Buffer associated with the selected de-

vice are loaded into the A-Register. Previous

contents of the A-Register are lost.

2-9G. LIB. Load Input into B. The contents of the

Input/Output Buffer associated with the selected

device are loaded into the B-Register. Previous

contents of the B-Register are lost.

2-97. OTA. Output from A. The contents of the

A-Register are loaded into the Input/Output Buffer

associated with the selected device. If the Buffer is

less than 16 bits in length, the least significant bits

of the A-Register normally are loaded. (Some ex-

ceptions exist, depending on the type of output de-

vice.) A-Register contents are not altered.

2-98. OTB. Output from B. The contents of the

B-Register are loaded into the Input/Output Buffer

associated with the selected device.

Section H
Paragraphs 2-88 to 2-109

2-99. STC. Set Control bit of the selected device.

This commands or prepares the device to perform
its input or output function, and enables its Flag bit

to interrupt the program being run (provided the

program is not disabling the interrupt system).

2-100. CLC. Clear Control bit of the selected de-

vice. This prevents the device from interrupting.

A CLC instruction with a Select Code of 00 (octal)

clears all Control bits, effectively turning off all

input/output devices. CLF 00 may be combined with

this to additionally turn off the interrupt system.

2-101. STO. Set Overflow. The Overflow bit re-

mains set until cleared by one of the following three

instructions.

2-102. CLO. Clear Overflow. Resets the Overflow

register.

2-103. SOS. Skip if Overflow Set. If the Overflow

register is set, the next instruction of the program
is skipped. Use of the H/C bit will Hold or Clear

the Overflow bit following execution of this instruc-

tion (whether the skip is taken or not).

2-104. SOC. Skip if Overflow Clear. If the Over-
flow register is clear, the next instruction of the

program is skipped. Use of the H/C bit will Hold

or Clear the Overflow bit following execution of this

instruction.

2-105. DATA FORMATS.

2-106. Data is represented in two's complement form
internally in the HP 2115A. The basic format for

arithmetic operations on numerical data is defined

in Figure 2-8. The data is assumed to be an integer

(binary point to the right of Bit 0), and is positive if

the sign bit is zero, or negative if one. The largest

possible positive number (in octal) is +77777, or (in

decimal) +32767; the largest possible negative number
is -100000 (octal) or -32768 (decimal). Other possible

formats, including packed data words, double-length

fixed point, and floating point representations, are

defined in standard software packages.

15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 5 2 1

„

1
MAGNITUDE t

MAGNITUDE BINARY

SIGN POINT

ozne -a - 8

Figure 2-8. Basic Data Format

2-107. INPUT /OUTPUT SPECIFICATIONS.

2-108. INPUT/OUTPUT SYSTEM DESIGN.

2-109. GENERAL. Information is transferred into

the Computer from an external device, or out of the

Computer to an external device, by way of its
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HP 21 ISA
COMPUTER

PROCESSOR
CIRCUITS

PRIORITY NETWORK

_nL iL""JjiiriLrLrilj-L
8 SLOTS FOR PLUG-IN CARDS

INPUT/ /

OUTPUI <
OPTION M H

PLUG IN INTERFACE CARDS

CABLES

V

V

EXTERNAL
DEVICE

EXTERNAL
DEVICE

OPTIONAL HP 2I50A OR HP 2I51A
EXTENDER MODULE

jtJjtJjtJj-lIj-lI
32 SLOTS OR 8 SLOTS

EXTERNAL
DEVICE

Figure 2-9. Input/Output Design Arrangement

input/output capability, termed the input/output sys-
tem. A transfer of information is initiated by a
signal from a device indicating that it is ready for
input or output. The transfer occurs by the process
of interrupting a running program (which could be
either a problem-solving program, or a program
specifically designed to transfer data). The interrupt
directs the Computer to a location in memory uniquely
associated with the interrupting device. This location
in turn directs the Computer to a program routine
(a "service routine", which must previously have
been stored in memory), and this routine will contain
instructions which effect the actual transfer of infor-

mation. Since interrupts can occur at almost any
time, including during the service routine of an
earlier interrupt, a priority network is present in the

Computer to establish the sequence in which interrupts
are serviced. As shown in Figure 2-9, the input/
output system capability is physically divided so that

part of the capability (including the priority network
and the identical hardwiring for optional plug-in card
.slots) is an integral part of the HP 2115A main unit.

The remaining part is provided by Input/Output
Options (see Paragraph 2-127), which will include the

plug-in interface cards and cables for specific de-
vices, and the appropriate software drivers and di-

agnostic programs, The interface cards may be
plugged into any of the identical input/output slots , de-
pending on the desired priority rating. Each combina-
tion of interface card and device, whenplugged into the
Computer, constitutes an input/output channel.

2-110. NUMBER OF CHANNELS. The coding struc-
ture of input/output instructions (Figure 2-7) allows
6 bits for a Select Code, making it possible to specify
a total of 64 channels and functions (2tf

). Of this total,

four Select Codes are assigned to non-interrupting
functions (Interrupt System Enable/Disable, Switch
Register/Overflow, and initialization of two Direct
Memory Access channels), and 44 of the remaining 60
channels and functions have interrupt capability.

Four interrupt assignments are reserved for in-

ternal processor functions (Power Failure, Parity
Error, and the interrupt assignments of the two
Direct Memory Access channels), thus leaving a
possible 40 channels for input/output devices. The
HP 2115A main unit accomodates 8 of the 40 input/
output channels. Extended capability of 40 input/output
channels is provided when an HP 2150A Extender
Module (which provides capability for 32 channels) is

used In conjunction with the HP 2115A main unit.

2-111. INTERFACE COMPONENTS. Each plug-in
interface card normally includes the following com-
ponents, shown in Figure 2-10.

a. An Input/Output Buffer consisting of up to

16 flip-flops for temporary storage of data to be
transferred in or out, sp that it is not necessary
to tie up a working register during the relatively
long transfer periods. The actual number of' Buffer
bits, from 1 to 16, will depend on the device for
which the interface is intended. Data is transferred
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INTERFACE CARD

INPUT/OUTPUT
BUFFER

j

—

1 1 1 Ml II II

I

—

.

FLAG FLIP-FLOP

— CD

fa

CABLE
FROM

EXTERNAL
DFVICE

-CD-
CONTROL

FLIP-FLOP

TO
COMPUTER

///, LOGIC
'//, AND A/B

REGISTERS

02116-A-B

Figure 2-10. Components of Typical Input/Output
Interface Card

to the Buffer from the A or B Registers by OTA or
OTB instructions, and is brought in to the A or B
Registers from the Buffer by LIA, LIB, MIA, or
MIB instructions. If the Buffer is less than 16 bits

in length, data is transferred to or from the least

significant bits of the A or B Registers.

2-112. SELECT CODE ASSIGNMENTS. As mentioned
previously in Paragraph 2-85, Bits 5 through of

the Input/Output instructions form a Select Code to

specify one of 48 possible input/output devices or
functions. Of the 48 Select Codes, some are reserved
for specific uses while others are available for

assignment to any optional input/output device. Table
2-2 lists these assignments, and gives the correspond-
ing interrupt location (i.e., the location containing
the instruction to be executed when interrupt occurs).

The first four (octal Codes 00 through 03) are re-
served for non-interrupting functions. Note that

Select Code 00 is the access to the master Interrupt
Enable flip-flop; a STF instruction with this Select

Code enables the interrupt system, and a CLF in-

struction disables the interrupt system. Select Code
01 is assigned to the Switch Register when using
input instructions (LIA, LIB, MIA, MIB), permitting
the program to enter the Switch Register setting into

the A or B Registers; when using instructions con-
cerning the Overflow register (STO, CLO, SOC, SOS),
Select Code 01 is assigned to the Overflow register.

Select Code 04 is the highest priority interrupt,

reserved for power failure interrupt, and 02, 03, 06,
0"? are reserved for use by Direct Memory Access
Option Mil; interrupts to 00006 and 00007 occur
when the assigned DMA channel has completed its

block transfer in or out of memory. The next 40
Codes (10 through 17 and 30 thru 67), are used for
external devices capable of causing an interrupt, with
decreasing priority.

b. An input/output Flag flip-flop, which will be
set by a signal from the external device when the

device has completed an operation. The Flag may
also be set, if desired, by program instruction (STF).
Once set, the Flag remains set until reset by a clear
instruction (CLF or H/C bit). Provided it is itself

not inhibited by the set Flag of a higher priority
device, or otherwise disabled (c), the Flag, when set,

inhibits all interrupts for devices having lower
priority. It will cause an interrupt after the current
machine phase (see Paragraph 2-113, Interrupt Struc-
ture). Successive interrupts for one device may
occur on receipt of a number of Flag signals without
executing a Clear Flag instruction, thus making it

possible to inhibit lower priority devices indefinitely

until a desired number of high-priority transfers
have been completed. The Flag can be set and
cleared even if its interrupt capability is inhibited
or disabled, and may be tested by SFS or SFC
instructions.

c. A Control flip-flop to command or enable the
external device to perform its input or output opera-
tion. In addition, the Control bit controls the in-

terrupt capability for that particular device; i.e.,

unless the Control flip-flop is set, a received Flag
cannot cause an interrupt, nor can it inhibit the

interrupt capability of any other device in the pri-
ority string. Thus the Control bit, when set, ef-

fectively "turns on" the individual input/output
channel.

Table 2-2. Select Code Assignments

Select

Code Interrupt

(Octal) Location Assignment

00 None Interrupt System Disable/Enable
01 None Switch Register or Overflow
02 None DMA Channel 1 Initialize

03 None DMA Channel 2 Initialize

04 00004 Power Fail Interrupt

05 00005 Memory Parity Interrupt
06 00006 DMA Channel 1 Completion

Interrupt
07 00007 DMA Channel 2 Completion

Interrupt
10 00010 "1

thru I/O Device, highest priority
17 00017 J
20

thru
27

00020 S
I/O capability available only

00027 J with HP 21 51A I/O Extender

30
thru
67

00030 "1

I/O capability available only

00067 J
with HP 2150A I/O Extender

2-113. INTERRUPT STRUCTURE .

2-114. OPERATION. On Computer command (Set

Control instruction STC), one or more external
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devices begin their read or record operations, putting

data into (input) or taking data from (output) the

Input/Output Buffer on each individual interface card.

During this time, the Computer may continue running

a program, or may be programmed into a waiting

loop to wait for a specific device. On completion of

the read or record operations, each device returns

an "operation completed" signal (Flag) to the Com-
puter. The Flags are passed through a priority

network (Paragraph 2-119), which allows only one

device to be serviced regardless of the number of

Flags simultaneously present. The Flag with the

highest priority causes an interrupt at the end of the

current machine phase, switching the Computer into

the Interrupt phase (Paragraph 2-18), except under

any of the following circumstances.

a. Interrupt System disabled (Paragraph 2-112),

or device interrupt disabled.

b. Computer in HALT mode. SINGLE CYCLE
pushbutton cannot step the Computer into the In-

terrupt phase.

<:. .IMP Indirect or JSB Indirect not fully ex-

ecuted. These instructions inhibit all interrupts

until the instruction (plus one phase of the succeeding

instruction) is completed.

d. Instruction in an interrupt location not fully

executed, even if of lower priority. Any interrupt

inhibits the entire interrupt system until one in-

struction (plus one phase of the succeeding instruc-

tion) has been completed. (In the case of a multi-

level indirect instruction, the interrupt system will be

re-enabled after two Indirect phases; JMP Indirect

and JSB Indirect are exceptions and will be fully

executed.)

e. Direct Memory Access Option in process of

transferring data. Exception: power failure control

can interrupt a DMA transfer.

f. The current instruction is one which may
affect the priorities of input/output devices (STC,

CLC, STF, CLF). The interrupt in this case must
wait until the end of the succeeding machine phase.

2-115. When interrupt occurs, the Computer puts the

Select Code number of the interrupting device into

the M-Register (with extra zeros to specify page

Zero), thus causing the next instruction to be read

from the memory location having the same number
as the Select Code. This location in memory is

referred to as the "interrupt location", and is re-

served for that particular device. Example: a

device specified by a Select Code of 10 will interrupt

to (i.e., cause execution of the contents of) memory
location 00010. The instruction in the interrupt

location will usually be a Jump (JSB) to an input or

output subroutine.

Model 2115A
Volume One

2-116. To prevent external devices from running

when Computer power is first turned on, turn-on of the

POWER switch automatically clears all Control bits,

resets the Interrupt Enable flip-flop (disabling the

interrupt system), and sets all device Flags. Pressing
the PRESET pushbutton accomplishes the same func-

tion when the Computer is on (but not when running,

since the control switches are disabled). Therefore,

before any device can operate with the Computer, it

is necessary for the program to set Interrupt System
Enable and (depending on the type of device) clear

the individual Flag bit and/or set the individual

Control bit.

2-117. INPUT INTERRUPT. The typical operation

sequence for an input interrupt involves the following

steps.

a. A STC instruction, usually accompanied by
CLF, sends a command (equivalent to "read", "en-
code", or "reset" in HP digital measuring equip-

ment) to the external device.

b. The device reads its input, then puts the data

into the Input/Output Buffer on the interface card
(Paragraph 2-111).

c. Simultaneously the device supplies a Flag

signal (equivalent to "record" or "print" commands
in HP digital measuring equipment).

d. The Flag is converted to an interrupt request

by the device interface card.

e. The resulting interrupt causes a service sub-

routine for that device to begin, temporarily suspending
operation of the main program.

f. The service subroutine enters data from the

Buffer into the A or B Register, then returns control

to the main program.

2-118. OUTPUT INTERRUPT. The typical operation

sequence for an output interrupt involves the follow-

ing steps.

a. An OTA or OTB instruction puts data from the

A or B Register into the Input/Output Buffer.

b. STC instruction sends a command (equivalent

to "record" or "print" commands in HP digital

recording equipment) to the external device.

c. The device accepts (records) the data cur-

rently in the Buffer.

d. After the data has been accepted, the device

returns a flag signal (equivalent to the end of a

"holdoff" or "inhibit" signal in HP digital recording
equipment) to the Computer.
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e. The Flag is converted to an interrupt request

by the device interface card.

f. The interrupt causes a service subroutine for

that device to begin.

g. The service subroutine loads new data intothe

Buffer, repeating the sequence.

2-119. PRIORITY. The priority network gives high-

est interrupt priority to Select Code 04 reserved for

power failure control interrupt, and decreasing pri-

ority to Select Codes in order from 05 through 67.

The transfer of data by the two optional Direct

Memory Access (DMA) channels (which transfer data

directly to and from memory by inserting a special

memory cycle, rather than by interrupt to a service

subroutine) effectively have priorities between Select

Codes 06 and 07 since they can inhibit all interrupts

except power failure control and parity error. DMA
Channel 1 has priority over DMA Channel 2.

2-120. A set Flag inhibits all Flags below it on the

priority string, and once this Flag is cleared, the

next lower can then interrupt. A service subroutine

for any device can be interrupted by a higher priority

device; then, after the higher Flag is cleared, the

subroutine may continue. In this way, it is possible

for several service subroutines to be in a state of

interruption at one time; each will be permitted to

continue when the higher priority Flag is cleared.

All service subroutines normally end with a JMP
Indirect instruction to return the Computer to the

point of interrupt.

2-121. TRANSFER RATE. Up to 47,000 transfers

per second, limited by length of service subroutine.

2-122, PROCESSOR OPTIONS.

2-123. The following Options are all capable ofbeing

installed in the field. They consist of one or more
plug-in cards, and in the case of Option M4, a

larger memory module as well. Other processor

Options are available, as either standard or custom
modifications; consult the HP 2115A Technical Data

sheet or a Hewlett-Packard field office.

2-124. 8K MEMORY. Option M4. Comprises a set

of memory addressing cards and a replacement

core module, expanding memory of the HP 2115A
from 4096 to 8192 words. Cards and module are

installed in the HP 2115A main frame.

2-125. MEMORY PARITY CHECK. OptionM2. Per-
mits parity checking within memory. Odd parity is

used. Option M2 consists of one plug-in card for

standard 4K memory and optional 8K memory.
A parity error may either cause the machine to

halt or interrupt to address 05.

Section II
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2-126. EXTENDED ARITHMETIC. Option M9. Per-

mits Integer Multiply, Integer Divide, Double Load,

Double Store, Long Shifts, and Long Rotations to be

performed by hardware instead of program sub-

routines.

2-127. INPUT/OUTPUT OPTIONS.

2-128. Input/output options for the HP 2115A Com-
puter, identified by Interface Kit accessory numbers,

consist of a combination of plug- in cards, intercon-

necting cables, and appropriate software. Table 2-3

on the following two pages summarizes some of the

available standard input/output options, and the follow-

ing paragraphs briefly describe the capabilities added

by these options. More detailed information will be

found in the Input/Output System Operation Manual,

Volume Three.

2-129. In many cases, as indicated in Table 2-3, an

optional Interface Kit is designed to operate with more
than one kind of peripheral device, or with different

versions of a device. An example is the HP 12544A
Interface Kit, for which the HP 5245L Electronic

Counter and HP 2801A Quartz Thermometer are

listed as typical devices; however, the range of

compatible devices can include other 8-digit devices

of similar output.

2-130. In some cases, one peripheral may be associ-

ated with more than one interface. An example is the

HP 2401C Integrating Digital Voltmeter, which re-

quires one interface (HP 12541A) to transfer its data

into the Computer, and another interface (HP 12533A)

to accept function commands from the Computer.

2-131. Most Input/Output Options require only one

card. This card by itself has no definite Select Code
assignment or interrupt priority. Plugging the card

into any of the 8 general purpose input/output slots,

each of which has a Select Code assignment, auto-

matically gives the external device an interrupt

priority, according to the Select Code of the slot.

2-132. As shown in Figure 2-11, each of the input/

output slots (bottom row of cards in the Computer)
actually has two Select codes available, although

usually only one is used by the interface cards.

Some options, such as "HP 12 532A: Teleprinter

Input/Output", requires two Select Codes and there-

fore require a Priority Jumper card in the adjacent

slot for continuity of the priority string. (There can

be no gaps in the priority string; continuity is re-

quired from Select Code position 10 up to the last

used Select Code.)

2-133. For more than 8 input/output cards, an

HP 2150A or HP 2151A Extender Module is re-
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Table 2-3. Input/Output Options

INTERFACE ACCESSORY KIT
(Cards, Cable, Software)

OPTION FUNCTION
(Kit and Device)

HP 12531B Interface Kit Teleprinter Input/Output

HP 12532A Interface Kit High- Speed Punched Tape Input

oi 14u*jo/\ inlCrmcc iSJL Digital Voltmeter Program Output for HP 2401

C

IIP 12534A Interface Kit Digital Voltmeter Program Output for HP 3460A

HP 12535A Interface Kit Crossbar Scanner Program Output

IIP 12536A Interface Kit JTJUgll- OJJctJU irUIlCIltJU 1 dp© WUipul

HP 12537A Interface Kit Incremental Magnetic Tape Output

HP 12538A Interface Kit Magnetic Tape Input/Output

HP 12539A Interface Kit Time Base Generator

HP 12540A Interface Kit Data- Phone Interface

HP 12541A Interlace Kit Digital Voltmeter Data Input (HP 2401C)

in liD^iiA jjuoriiice Kit Digital Voltmeter Data Input (HP 3460A)

HP 12543A Interface Kit Digital Voltmeter Data Input (HP 3440A)

HP 12544A Interface Kit Counter/Thermometer Data Input (8 digits)

HP 12545A Interface Kit Counter Data Input (7 digits)

HP 12546A Interface Kit Counter Data Input (6 digits)

HP 12547A Interface Kit Counter Data Input (5 digits)

HP 12548A Interface Kit Counter Data Input (4 digits)

HP 12549A Interface Kit General Purpose Register (16 bits)
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Table 2-3. Input/Output Options (Cont'd.

)

PERIPHERAL DEVICE DEVICE DESCRIPTION

IIP 2752A Teleprinter !

IIP 2754 A Teleprinter

Modified Teletype ASR-33 Automatic Send-Receive Set. Floor-

mount unit. Includes keyboard, tape reader, tape punch, and

printer. Transfer rate: 10 characters per second.

Modified Teletype ASR-35 Automatic Send- Receive Set. Same
as fir zjdza auove except ior neavy-uuiy usage.

HP 2737A Punched Tape
Reader

Modified Remex (Rheem) photoelectric reader. Rack- mount unit,

panel height 7 inches. Transfer rate: 300 characters per second.

HP 2401C Integrating

Digital Voltmeter
Measures dc voltages in 5 ranges from 100 mv to lOOOv full

scale, up to 50 reading per second. BCD output. Panel height 7 in.

HP 3460A Digital Voltmeter Measures dc voltages in 4 ranges from lv to lOOOv full scale, up
to 15 readings per second. BCD output. Panel height 5-1/4 in.

HP 2911 Guarded Crossbar
Scanner

Scans 200 3-wire analog channels for input to digit measuring
device. Any channel accessed in less than 30 ms under computer
control. BCD channel identification. Two units, total panel

height 14 inches.

HP 2753A Tape Punch Modified Tally P-120 Tape Punch, with spooling capability. Re-
cords 5 through 8~level codes at 120 characters per second.

Panel height 14 inches.

Kennedy 1406 Incremental
Magnetic Tape Transport

Kennedy 1506 Incremental
Magnetic Tape Transport

Write only. Records on 1/2-inch magnetic tape. IBM compatible.

Bit density 200 bpi. Reel capacity 1200 feet. Transfer rate 4000
characters per second. Panel height 12-1/4 inches.

Same as Kennedy 1406 above, except reel capacity is 2400 feet,

panel height is 24- 1/2 inches.

HP H26-2020A Magnetic
Tape Unit

HP H26-2020B Magnetic
Tape Unit

Read and write on 1/2- inch magnetic tape. Bit density 200 bpi.

Recording speed 30 ips. Transfer rate 6000 characters per sec-

ond. Three units, total panel height 42 inches. IBM compatible.

Same as HP H26-2020A above, except transport has switch-

selectable bit densities of 200 and 556 bpi.

None Card generates real time intervals in decade steps from 0. 1 ms
to 1000 sec. Used for timed interrupts.

Hell System Data Set 103A Transmits and receives bit- serial data over telephone lines at a

rate of 10 character per second.

HP 2401C Integrating

Digital Voltmeter
See HP 2401C description above.

HP 34R0A Ditrital Voltmpter Sep HP 3460A description above.

HP 3440A Digital Voltmeter Measures dc or ac voltages, currents and resistances with se-

lectable plug- in units, up to 5 readings per sec. Panel: 5-1/4 in.

8- digit bed outputs HP 5245L Electronic Counter. HP 2801A Quartz Thermometer.

7- digit bed outputs HP 5244 L, 5275A Electronic Counters.

6- digit bed outputs HP 5201/02/03 L, 5232A, 5532A 5233L Electronic Counters.

5- digit bed outputs HP 5212A, 5512A, 5214L, 5223L Electronic Counters.

4-digit bed outputs HP 5211A/B Electronic Counters.

Viirious Input Device. True level: external closure to ground to draw
12 ma from Card's +12v IK source. False level: open circuit

able to withstand +12v.

Output Device. True level: internal closure to ground, to draw
12 ma from +12v IK source in device. False level: open circuit,

able to withstand +12v.
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quired. These are separate free standing or rack-
mounted units and contain their own power supplies.
The HP 2150A alone is incomplete as a extender,
and requires Option Ml to complete the extension
facility. Option Ml for the HP 2150A extends the

input/output capability of the Computer, allowing
the user to install up to 32 additional interface cards
in the HP 2150A. (Eight channels in the HP 2115A
plus 32 channels in the HP 2150A gives a total of

40 channels.) Option Ml for the HP 2150A comprises
four plug-in buffer cards and two interconnecting
cables. The HP 2151A is complete as an extender
and extends the input/output capability oftheHP2U5A
Computer by an additional 8 channels. (Eight channels
in the HP 2115A plus 8 channels in the HP 2150A
gives 16 channels total.)

2-134. TELEPRINTER INPUT/OUTPUT. Thesimp-
lest configuration of an HP 21 15A Computer system
is provided by a combination of the HP 2752A Tele-
printer (modified Teletype ASR-33) and accessory In-

terface Kit HP 12531B. The Teleprinter combines a
typewriter, punched tape reader and tape punch. Data
and instructions may be entered from punched tape
or the keyboard. Output information is recorded on
the typewriter, and may be recorded simultaneously
on punched tape. The Teleprinter operates at 10

characters/second for both data entry and data re-
cording. Where heavy use of the Teleprinter is

anticipated, exceeding say 5 hours per day or 30
hours per week, a heavy duty HP 2754A Teleprinter
(modified Teletype ASR-35) is recommended. This
device uses the same interface. The HP 2752A and
HP 2754A Teleprinters perform the same functions
and operate at the same speed.

2-135. HIGH-SPEED PUNCHED TAPE INPUT. For
rapid entry of punched tape programs and data into

the HP 2115A Computer, a 300 characters per second
HP 2737A Punched Tape Reader, with its Interface
Kit HP 12532A, is available. The reader is equipped
with a container for the tape to be read.

2-136. DATA SOURCE INTERFACES. A datasource
interface card, with special cables, is available to

permit the HP 2115A to operate with virtually all

Hewlett-Packard instruments providing a digital data
output in binary or binary-coded decimal, positive or
negative-true form. This encompasses a very broad
variety of instruments, principal examples being
digital voltmeters, electronic counters, nuclear
scalers, and quartz thermometers. The same inter-
face card, which accepts 32 bits (8 bed digits), is

used with all these instruments (one card for each
instrument) but different interconnecting cables are
involved. Therefore, for simplicity in assembling a
system, the interface card coupled with the appro-
priate cable is listed as an option for a specific group

Model 2115A
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of data sources, as Interface Kits HP 12541A through
HP 12548A (see Table 2-3). Since these instruments
require no modification to interface their data output

with the HP 2115A, they can be ordered directly from
the Hewlett-Packard catalog.

2-137. DIGITAL VOLTMETER PROGRAMMERS. In

measurement systems, when using digital voltmeters
as data inputs to the HP 2115A, the computer may
select voltmeter functions such as mode (dc/ac volts,

ohms), range, and resolution (sample period). Kit

HP 12533A comprises the interface card for this pur-
pose, together with the interconnecting cable for the

HP 2401C Integrating Digital Voltmeter. Kit HP
12534A furnishes the same card, but a different cable,

for the HP 3460A Digital Voltmeter. No additional
interface circuitry is required when these volt-

meters are used with their accessory signal amp-
lifiers and signal converters. The Digital Volt-
meter Programmer interface card provides 20 output
lines, each capable of switching 200 ma from an
external 35 volt negative supply.

2-138. CROSSBAR SCANNER PROGRAMMER. For
multiple-channel analog measurements with the HP
2115A, a scanner is necessary to inter-connect the
signal input channels with one or more analog-to-
digital converters, as required. Any one signal path
is enabled at a time on command from HP 2115A,
which selects the input channel to be measured and
diverts it to the appropriate a-d converter. It also
initiates a "measurement delay'* before sampling
(encoding) commences, if such is necessary for con-
verter settling. The interface card and cable for
programming an HP 2911 Guarded Crossbar Scanner
are provided under Kit HP 12535A.

2-139. MAGNETIC TAPE INPUT/OUTPUT. Inter-
face Kit HP 12538A enables the HP 211 5A Computer
to record on and read from 1/2 inch, 7-channel,
NRZI, IBM-compatible magnetic tape with HEP H26-
2020A and HP H26-2020B Magnetic Tape Units. The
HP H26-2020A Magnetic Tape Unit reads and records
at 200 bpi density. Tape speed is 30 ips, providing
a data transfer rate of 6000 characters/second. With
the dual-density model HP H26-2020B, the Tape Unit
operates at either 200 or 556 bpi density, switch-
selectable. Tape speed is also 30 ips, providing a
data transfer rate of 16,700 characters per second
when set to operate at 556 bpi.

2-140. HIGH-SPEED PUNCHED TAPE OUTPUT. Data
output of the HP 2115A Computer can be recorded
(asynchronously) on punched tape at 120 characters/
second with an HP 2753A Tape Punch and Interface
Kit HP 12536A. This device includes a tape spooler,
which accepts approximately 1000 feet of tape.
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INPUT/OUTPUT
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MEMORY AND LOGIC

I/O PLUG-IN OPTIONS
(with select codes)

Figure 2-11. Input/Output Option Locations
(Top View)

2-141. TIME BASE GENERATOR. The Time Base
Generator, Interface Kit HP 12539A, provides the com-
puter with a train of program interrupts at real time
intervals. It consists of a crystal oscillator and dec-
ade frequency dividers, contained on one I/O card. The
interval between interrupts is computer-selectable
in decade steps from 100 microseconds to 1000
seconds^ (approximately 16 minutes). Time-of-day,
if required, is obtained from this real time reference
by software. Accuracy is better than 1/2 second per
24-hour day, under typical operating conditions,
(aging rate < 2/10 tf per week; temperature effect
<2/105, +15 to 35°C.)

2-142. INCREMENTAL MAGNETIC TAPE OUTPUT.
Data output of the HP 2115A Computer can be recorded
on 1/2 inch magnetic tape in 7-channel, NRZI, IBM-
compatible format with a Kennedy 1406 Incremental
Magnetic Tape Transport when used with the HP
12537A Interface Kit. No provision for tape read-
ing. Data is recorded with a density of 200 bpi, at
a speed of 400 characters/second. The Kennedy 1406
uses side-by-side 8-1/2 inch reels to economize in
panel height (12-1/4 inches). Reel capacity is 1200
feet of tape. Kennedy Model 1506, which uses the
same Interface Kit, is essentially the same transport,
but features 10-1/2 inch, 2400-foot capacity reels.
(Panel height 24-1/2 inches.)

2-143. DATA-PHONE INTERFACE. Information can
be transferred in or out of the HP 2115A Computer
over the telephone system with Interface Kit HP
12540A, which consists of the data Interface card and
interconnecting cable to operate with a Bell Telephone
Data Set 103A. Data transfer occurs bit-serially at
a rate of 10 eight-bit characters/second.

2-144. Any of the above Input/Output Options can be
added, upgraded, or deleted, and service priorities
changed, on a plug-in basis. No wiring changes to
the Computer are involved. Input/output software
(following paragraphs) also is modular, and a soft-
ware configurator (Paragraph 2-163) is furnished
which allows the user to change his software operat-
ing system to handle different hardware configurations
with minimal programming effort.

2-145. SOFTWARE.

2-146. GENERAL.

2-147. The HP 2115A Computer is supported by a
full range of software, normally furnished in the
form of punched paper tape. As standard accessories,
the following software packages are supplied with all

HP 2115A Computers, unless additions or deletions
are otherwise specified. All are operable with the
minimum HP 2115A system configuration; i.e., 4K
memory and Teleprinter input/output.

HP Basic Control System

HP Symbolic Editor

HP Assembler

HP Fortran Compiler

HP Fortran Library

HP System Input/Output

HP Hardware Diagnostics

2-148. Each of the software packages listed above
consists in most cases of a number of individual
tapes. The number of tapes furnished depends on
the Options purchased with a system; Driver tapes
and Test tapes are furnished as accessories to inter-
face Options when purchased, either with the initial
order or with field installation. Table 2-4 lists all
the standard tapes furnished with a typical system,
consisting of an HP 2752A Teleprinter, HP 2753A
Tape Punch, and HP 2737A Tape Reader. In this
case, 28 tapes would be furnished for Computers
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Table 2-4. Standard HP Software

TAPE DESCRIPTION
HP ACCESSORY NUMBER

4K Systems 8K Systems

Basic Control System
Input/Output Control
Relocating Loader
Debug Routines
Prepare Control System

BCS Teleprinter Driver
BCS Tape Reader Driver
**BCS Tape Punch Driver

,

HP 20000A
HP 20001A
HP 20002A
HP 20003A
HP 20004A
HP 20005A
HP 20006A

(Same as 4K)
si

is

i»

ti

h

Symbolic Editor
Assembler, basic, non-EAU
Fortran Compiler: Pass 1

Pass 2

Pass 3

Pass 4

Algol
Fortran and Algol (8K only) Library

HP 20100A
HP 20101B
HP 20102B
HP 20103B
HP 20104B
HP 20105B

None
HP 20202A

u

?i

HP 20106B
HP 20107B

None Required
None Required
HP 20109A
HP 20200B

System Input/Output

System Input/Output Dump
SIO Teleprinter Driver
SIO Tape Reader Driver
SIO Tape Punch Driver

HP 20301A
HP 20302A
HP 20303A
HP 20304A

(Same as 4K)
HP 20305A
HP 20306A
HP 20307A

Hardware Diagnostics
Alter-Skip Instruction Test
Memory Reference Instruction Test

Shift-Rotate Instruction Test

Memory Address Test (Low Core)

Memory Address Test (High Core)

Memory Checkerboard Test (Low Core)

Memory Checkerboard Test (High Core)
Teleprinter Test
Tape Reader Test
Tape Punch Test

HP 20400

A

HP 20401A
HP 20402A
HP 20403A
HP 20404A
HP 20513A
HP 20512A
HP 20407A
HP 20408A
HP 20409B

(pame as *±s\)

?i

tf

it

ft

ft

tt

t»

it

* A configured tape is furnished with the initial shipment both for the System Input/Output and for the

Basic Control System, in addition to the individual tapes listed above. These two additional tapes,

unique to each system, do not have HP Accessory Numbers; they are identified only by System

Serial number.
Driver tapes and Test tapes are furnished for each type of device in a system. The nine tapes listed

above are for a typical system.

having 4K, memories. For 8K memory Computers,
26 tapes would be furnished, since the Fortran

compiler requires only two Pass tapes instead of

lour. (Note: the list of Standard Software given

in Table 2-4 may change from time to time; check

the HP Software Catalog, available from Hewlett-

Packard Field Sales Offices, for latest informa-

tion.) In addition to these standard tapes, two

configured tapes, incorporating actual system device

assignments, are furnished with the initial ship-

ment, one for the System Input/Output Drivers and

one for the Basic Control System. The System
Input/Output (SIO) Drivers primarily provide input/

output capability for the Assembler, Symbolic Editor,

desired in user's programs. The Basic Control

System, on the other hand, is primarily intended to

provide a complete software input/output system for

2-20

user's programs (see Paragraph 2-159). These two

tapes are unique to each system, and do not have HP
Accessory Numbers and are not listed in the Software

Catalog. Subsequent reconfiguring of System Input/

Output and the Basic Control System, if desired,, is

easily accomplished by the user, with the aid of

supplied software (System Input/Output Dump, and

Prepare Control System).

2-149. TAPE IDENTIFICATION. Each software tape

is separately identifiable by description and HP
Accessory Number, labeled on both the tape container

and the tape itself. The letter at the end of the number
identifies a particular version of the tape (e.g., B
supersedes A). A detailed list of the software packed

with the system is given in the Software Installation
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Record, supplied with the system documentation at

the front of Volume Four, When ordering new or

duplicate tapes (or documentation), the latest appli-

cable version will automatically be furnished. Soft-

ware is ordered through Hewlett-Packard Field Sales

Offices.

2-150. SOFTWARE CATALOG. A fee is charged
for all software, except for the one set of standard
software tapes (paper only) defined in the preceding
paragraphs, included with the Computer (mylar tapes

are extra cost). The HP Software Catalog, which
is a supplement to the HP 2115A Computer Technical
Data sheet, lists prices for all available software, in-

cluding binary tapes, source tapes, mylar tapes,

and documentation. Jn addition to the standard
software packages listed inParagraph 2-147, Hewlett-
Packard maintains a constantly growing library of

HP programs, and new additions will be added
to the Software Catalog. The following paragraphs,
to the end of this Section, give a brief description of

the standard software packages supplied with the

Computer.

2-151. ASSEMBLER.

2-152. The HP Assembler is a program designed
to convert a symbolic source program into either

absolute or relocatable binary machine instructions,

optionally selectable by the programmer. Basically,

the Assembler provides a means of using the Com-
puter itself to relieve the programmer from the

tedious job of coding each instruction of his source
program in binary machine language. By reading
an input prepared in symbolic form by the pro-
grammer (using the 3-letter mnemonics defined
under Paragraph 2-52, plus special Assembler pseudo-
instructions) the Computer can produce (assemble)
the full 16-bit binary representation of each instruc-
tion. If a relocatable output is to be prepared, the

programmer need not be concerned about actual

memory addresses, since the Relocating Loader
(Paragraph 2-162) will assign these.

2-153. The Assembler is contained on a single spool
of punched paper tape which, when loaded into the

Computer, resides in memory throughout the assem-
bly process. To use the Assembler, the Teleprinter
Option is required (or an equivalent system) to read
the user's source program into the Computer, punch
the assembled result on tape, and print out Error
Messages. System Input/Output Drivers (see Table
2-4) are also required in order to use the Assembler.
Two or three passes of the source tape are required,
depending on whether or not a printed listing of the

assembled program is desired.

2-154. FORTRAN.

2-155. HP Fortran is an extended version of ASA
(American Standards Association) Basic Fortran;
source programs written according to ASA Basic
Fortran specifications can be compiled and executed
on the HP 2115A Computer. Fortran, being a "com-
piler" language, as opposed to "assembler" language,

Section H
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provides even greater user convenience since it is

still further removed from binary machine language.

Whereas the Assembler requires a statement for

each machine instruction, item for item, Fortran
accepts statements in a form resembling algebraic

formulas (hence the name FORmula TRANslation).
Each Fortran statement may result in a large number
of machine instructions.

2-156. HP Fortran is a four-pass system for Com-
puters having 4K memory; this reduces to two
passes for 8K Computers. The compiler is contained
on several individual tapes, one for each of the passes.
In addition, at least one System Input/Output Driver
is required (see Table 2-4). The output of the com-
pile process is a relocatable machine language object
program which can be loaded and executed under
control of the Basic Control System.

2-157. SYMBOLIC EDITOR.

2-158. The HP Symbolic Editor is a program which
enables use of the Computer to simplify the cor-
rection or updating of a user's Assembly language
or Fortran language program (or any other symbolic
program), thus avoiding the process of manually re-
punching the entire program off line. The Symbolic
Editor produces an updated tape from the source
tape and change instructions. Individual characters
and entire source statements can be inserted, de-
leted or replaced. The Symbolic Editor will also
provide a listing of a symbolic file, sequentially
numbering the statements. Diagnostic messages are
produced for errors detected in the format of the

edit control statements. System Input/Output Drivers
(see Table 2-4) are required in order to use the
Symbolic Editor.

2-159. BASIC CONTROL SYSTEM.

2-160. The HP Basic Control System provides a
complete software facility for input/output opera-
tions, so that programs written by the user need not
include input/output subroutines within the program.
This permits input/output statements in source pro-
grams to be general in nature (i.e., not tied to

specific devices), and allows easy modification when
input/output requirements change. When running
relocatable programs, the Basic Control System
will normally be present in the last page of memory,
and its subroutines are available by call from any
point in memory. To call input/output operations,
the user programs a five-word request in Assembly
language. The request includes the function to be per-
formed (read or write), the unit reference, a reject
address (in case the unit is not available), a buffer
address (the first location in core in which the data
is stored or will be stored), and a buffer length (the

number of words or characters that are to be
transmitted). The Basic Control System interprets
the request, initiates the data transfer, and returns
control to the program. Interrupts which occur
during or on termination of the data transfer are
processed entirely by the Basic Control System;
the program need not include interrupt handling
subroutines.
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2-161. The Basic Control System is modular in de-
sign, consisting of several programs which can be
combined to suit the user's particular hardware
configuration. In addition to the individual tapes

(see Table 2-4), Hewlett-Packard furnishes with

each system a complete configured tape, loadable by
the Basic Binary Loader and ready for use.

2-162. For loading and running relocatable pro-
grams, the routines required to be present in mem-
ory are:

a. Input/output Control. This program super-
vises the transmission of data between the Computer
memory and input/output devices. It does this by
transferring control to selected subroutines (Input/

Output Drivers) on request by the program being run.

b. Input/Output Drivers. A Driver subroutine
consists of specific instruction sequences to operate
one external device, and to request interrupt of the

main program when the device is ready for servicing.

Driver subroutines are different for each type of

Control program selects which Driver is to be used
with a particular device (initially set up by Prepare
Control System).

c. Relocating Loader. This program is required
for loading into memory relocatable user programs
produced by the Assembler and the Fortran compiler.
(A "relocatable" program is one which can be shifted

upward in memory a specified number of locations

relative to location zero. This provides efficient

loading of memory by minimizing or eliminating gaps.)
Features of the Relocating Loader enable it to link

a number of separately assembled relocatable pro-
grams into an intergrated unit, assign indirect ad-
dressing and base page references, and select and
load referenced library subroutines.

2-163. Routines not required for loading or running
object programs but which are considered as part of

the Basic Control System are:

a. Debugging Routines . This is a program con-
sisting oTsiveralindlvidual routines designed to help
check out a user-generated program. Separate
routines, which are individually selectable by typing
in request statements on the Teleprinter keyboard,
enable: printing of selected areas ofmemory ("mem-
ory dump"); executing andprinting of selected sections
of the program ("program trace"); modification of

selected areas of memory; execution of a program
and termination of the program when a specified
location or memory reference is used; and punching
of a program in an absolute binary format acceptable
to the Basic Binary Loader. The Debugging Routines
program is loaded by the Relocating Loader.

b. Prepare Control System.' This is an inde-

pendent program used only to establish or change
the composition of the Basic Control System. The
desired Basic Control System components are read
into the Computer, and the Prepare Control System
instructions load the new Basic Control System into

the last page of memory. The new Basic Control
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System is then punched out for a permanent record,
and space occupied by the Prepare ControlSystem can
be used for other purposes. This program estab-
lishes the "equipment tables" which Input/Output
Control uses to relate software input/output ref-

erences to specific hardware peripherals.

2-164. HARDWARE DIAGNOSTICS,

2-165. To assist the user in hardware trouble-

shooting, an HP Hardware Diagnostics package is fur-
nished with all HP 2115A Computers. The programs
in this package are separate and independent, and are
used in conjunction with maintenance information
given in the HP 2115A Installation and Maintenance
Manual (Volume Two). Maintenance documentation
gives procedures to determine that the hardware
system is capable of accepting and using the HP
Hardware Diagnostics programs. Then the supplied
software may be loaded and run according to set

procedures. Programs supplied (HP 20400A through
HP 20409A in Table 2-4) are:

a. Instruction Tests. These tests check out all

instruction codes in groups, halting the Computer
when an instruction fails to perform its function.

The first test program checks out a few basic in-

structions (Alter-Skip), so that those instructions can
be used by the next testprogram (Memory Reference),
which in turn enables checking out the final group
(Shift-Rotate).

b. Memory Address Tests . A Low-Core Test
and a High-Core Test are supplied as separate test

programs, so that the program may be loaded at 'the

end of memory to check all core locations below the
test block, or it may be loaded at the bottom of mem-
ory to check all higher locations. Kach Test checks
the addressing logic of a selectable section erf mem-
ory, and halts when an error is detected. The display
on the Computer front panel is used to identify the

error.

c. Memory Checkerboard Tests . These Tests,
which also consist of a Low-Core Test and a High-
Core Test, verify that data is correctly stored in

memory and is correctly transferred to and from
the T-Register. Like the Memory Address Tests,
the Computer halts when an error is detected, and
identifies the error on the front-panel display.

d. Input/Output Tests. A separate test program
is supplied for each type of input/output device in a
user's hardware system. For example, the HP 2752A
Teleprinter Test Program checks operation of the
print, punch, and read functions with the Computer.
After it is determined that the print function is

operating correctly, the program prints requests itor

data to be typed in so that the punch and read functions
can be checked. Errors are indicated by a printout.
(Test programs for other devices require that a
message printing facility, such as provided by the
HP 2752A Teleprinter, be present in the hardware
system.)
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SECTION III

FUNDAMENTALS OF COMPUTER OPERATION

3-1. INTRODUCTION.

3-2. This Section describes how the HP 2115A Com-
puter manipulates information internally to execute the

basic instructions defined in the preceding Specifica-

tions section. In the interest ofusers without previous

computer experience, the material in this and the fol-

lowing Section is organized to begin at an elementary

level, and to progress on the basis of previously given

information, in the form of a training course.

3-3. The fundamental operations described in this

Section (and the following Section) are in practice near-

ly always accomplished with the aid of software and in-

put/output devices. However, for simplicity it will be

assumed that the Computer is an independent instru-

ment and will be operated only by front panel controls.

Additionally, it will be assumed for descriptive pur-

poses that the Computer runs slowly enough to observe

the operations step by step. When running, the HP
211 5A Computer reads and executes each instruction

usually in 2.0 or 4.0 microseconds. Thus only the be-

ginning and ending conditions are normally readable on

the front panel display. (Note: it is possible to single-

step the Computer through each instruction, one phase

at a time, by using the SINGLE CYCLE pushbutton.

This technique will be used in Section IV.)

3-4. The Computer performs its operations solely by

instructions inserted into its memory by the user. The

front panel controls therefore do not "operate" the

Computer, but rather are used for entering instructions

and data into memory, and for initiating operation at the

starting instruction. Very basically, the overall op-

eration is:

a. The user enters instructions and data (all man-
ually set in binary coded numbers on the 16 switches of

the SWIGHT REGISTER) into the Computer's memory,
using the LOAD ADDRESS and LOAD MEMORY push-

buttons.

b. When the program of instructions is complete in

memory and is ready to be run, the user enters the ad-

dress of the starting instruction, which points the Com-
puter to the location in memory where this first in-

struction has been stored. The SWITCH REGISTER and

LOAD ADDRESS switches are used for this purpose.

c. The user presses the RUN pushbutton.

d. The Computer reads and executes the instruction

contained in the memory cell designatedby the starting

address.

e. The Computer automatically continues to the next

and all succeeding instructions, operating on the in-

ternally stored data, until reaching a halt instruction.

f. The user, having prepared the instructions and

knowing where the computed answer is stored, reads

the result. (The LOAD ADDRESS and DISPLAY MEM-
ORY pushbuttons may be used to display the answer

on the front panel.)
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3-5. FRONT PANEL PRESENTATION .

3-6. To present the material of this Section in the

most practical form from the user's point of view,

the descriptions will relate to the front-panel view

of the Computer. Figure 3-1 is a simplified block

F | BUFFER

r
c F BUFFER

Figure 3-1. HP 2115A Simplified Block Diagram
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diagram of the HP 2115A, showing the relationship

of the display registers. The block diagram, which
corresponds to the physical layout of the panel
(shaded blocks), will be used for descriptions of
register operations later in this Section.

3-7. As observed from Figure 1-1, information is

displayed in rows of 16 lights, numbered through 15,

and the Switch Register consists of 16 switches
similarly numbered. Each light or switch represents
a bit (condensed from "binary digit") in the binary
numbering system, where a light off or a switch down
is a "zero", and a light on or a switch up is a "one".
In the binary system, there are only two digits, and
1, which are easily stored and manipulated by a
computer using bistable devices. Thus input infor-

mation which is applied to the Computer in binary
form (such as by the Switch Register) is said to be in

"machine language" since the Computer can handle
these numbers directly without conversions of any
kind. For the user, however, binary numbers (such
as 1011010011101000) are difficult to read and use,
so the bits are grouped in threes for convenient
notation in the "octal" numbering system.

3-8. Thus it is seen at this point that before a dis-

cussion of computer operation can be presented, some
familiarity with both binary and octal numbering
systems, as well as with conversions to and from the

decimal system, is necessary. The remainder of

this Introduction (through Paragraph 3-39) provides
this basic information.

3-9. OCTAL NOTATION. There are five 3-bit

groups in each row of panel lights and the Switch
Register, with one bit remaining at the left end.

Since this last bit, Bit 15, is normally used for

special purposes (e.g., to indicate Direct/Indirect

addressing or +/- numbers), the following intro-

ductory paragraphs, through Paragraph 3-22, will

disregard this bit and will deal only with the 15 bits

numbered through 14. The concept of using Bit 15
for signed numbers is introduced later in Paragraph
3-35.

3-10. In converting each group of 3 bits to an octal

digit, the binary significance of each bit is converted
to its absolute value, which is then considered to be
absent or present, depending on whether the bit is a
"zero" (light off) or a "one" (light on) respectively.

This is shown in Figure 3-2.

REGISTER LIGHTS I. •

t

Binary Significance

t

2
2

t

2' 2°

Value if On ("1") 4 2 1

Value if Off ("0")

ome-»-io

Figure 3-2. Composition of Octal Digit
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3-11. By various combinations of on and off states,

eight digits are possible, through 7. The digits

8 and 9 never appear in the octal numbering system.
Figure 3-3 lists all eight binary/octal equivalents,

along with some examples of numbers as might be
read from an HP 2115A display register.

Binary Octal Interpretation Octal

000

001 1 1

010 2 2

All011 = 2 +1 3

100 4 4

101 4 +1 5

110 4 +2 6

111 = 4+2+1 7

EXAMPLES

2 6 1

1 1 1
|

1 1 1 | 1

4 3 5

ll 1 ll 10 1 1
|

1 1 o

7 7 7 7

ll 111 111 1 1 1
|

1 1 1 1 1 1

02111- «- It

Figure 3-3. Binary/Octal Conversions

3-12. As can be seen from the last example in

Figure 3-3, the largest possible number which can
be displayed by a register is 77777 (all lights on).

Since there are no 8's or 9's in the octal system, this

number must correspond to some lower value in the

decimal system (specifically 32767; method of con-
version given later under Paragraph 3-18). To avoid
confusion when numbers are written in more than one
numbering system, a subscripted digit is attached to

the number to identify the system used. Thus:

lllllllllllllllj = 77777
g

= 3276710 .

3-13. The HP 2115A manuals will use these sub-
scripts or the word binary, octal, or decimal when-
ever such confusion may occur .

3-14. OCTAL COUNTING. When counting in the

octal system, the "carry" to the next more significant
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column occurs as rollover from 7
8

to
8

That is, 10
8

follows 7
8 .

octal is:

00000
00001
00002
00003
00004
00005
00006
00007
00010
00011
00012

etc.

3-15. NUMBER CONVERSIONS.

occurs.
The counting sequence in

7 x 8
3 =

6 x 8
2 =

8x8' =

4x8° =

3x8"' =

2x8":* =

1 x 8" 3
=

x 64
x 8

x 1

X. 1

64

612

Section m
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7 x 512 =

6

5

4

3

2

1

3584.

384.

40.

4.

.375

.03125

.001953125

4012.408203125

3-19. Using this method, the decimal equivalent of

the highest whole positive number which can be con-
tained In the HP 2115A's registers is derived as
shown below. (Note: special constructions to repre-
sent larger, fractional, and negative numbers will be
discussed later.)

3-16. COMPARISON OF SYSTEMS. Integral and
fractional parts of a number are separated by a

"decimal point" in the decimal system, an "octal
point" in the octal system, and a "binary point" in

the binary system. The significance of digit positions

in a number in any system increases by positive

powers of the system's base when going left from the

point, and decreases by negative powers of the system's
base when going right from the point. This is shown
in Figure 3-4.

X X X X . XXX

r
Dec: X10 3 X10' X10 1 X10° X10'' XIO" 2 X10'3

Oct: X8 3 X8 2 X8 1 X8° X8"' X8' 2 X8~ 3

Bin: X2' X2 2
X2' X2° X2~' X2' 2 X2' 3

02II6-A-12

111111111111111,

77777,
8

1 X 2
U = 16384

1 X 2' 3 = 8192
1 X 2' 2 = 4096
1 X 2" = 2048
1 X 2'° = 1024
1 X 2 9 = 512
1 X 2 8 = 256
1 X 2 7 = 128
1 X 2 4 = 64

1 X 2 5 = 32

1 X 2
4 = 16

1 X 2 3 = 8

1 X 2 2 = 4

1 X 2' = 2

1 X 2° = 1

32767,

7 X 8
4 = 28672

7 X 8
3 = 3584

7 X 8 ? = 448
7 X 8' = 56

7 X 8° = 7

32767,10

Figure 3-4. Significance of Digits in

Three Systems

3-17. The information in Figure 3-4 provides the

basis for converting octal or binary to the decimal
system. The procedure is given in Paragraph 3-18.

The reverse conversion from decimal to octal or
binary is given in Paragraph 3-20.

3-20. CONVERTING FROM DECIMAL. Integral and
fractional parts of a decimal number require separate
operations when converting to the binary or octal

system. Because of this added complexity, the ease
of octal/binary conversion, and the large number of

operations required to construct a 15-bit binary
number, it is recommended to limit decimal con-
versions to octal only, and then to construct the

binary equivalent if necessary from the octal number.
No example of decimal-to-binary conversion is given
here, although the technique is identical to the

decimal-to-octal conversion shown.

3-18. CONVERTING TO DECIMAL. Convertingoc-
tal or binary numbers to the decimal system consists
only of performing the individual multiplications in-

dicated in Figure 3-4 (digit times its significance)
for each of the digits in the number, and then summing
the individual results. Thus the octal number 7654.321
has the decimal equivalent of:

3-21. Basically, the procedure for the integral part
of the number is first to divide the new base (8, if

converting to octal) into this part of the number,
stopping at the decimal point. The resulting number
is a whole number and a fractional remainder (e.g.,

32767 -r 8 = 4095 plus a remainder of 7 eighths). The
remainder (7) becomes the least significant integer
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of the new number being constructed (i.e., Immediately
to the left of the octal point). The whole portion

(4095) is again divided by the base (8), and the process
is continued until the whole portion is reduced to

zero.

32767 4- 8

4095 + 8 =

511+8 =

63 8 =

7 4-8 =

4095 4

511 +
63 +

7 +

7 7 7 7

3-26. To explain the latter octal addition, note that

when adding the rightmost column (3 sevens), (the

total if adding decimal would be 21, which means that

the base (8) has been exceeded twice (i.e., 16 or
higher), with a remainder of 5. The remainder of 5

is written as the column sum (just as in the decimal
system) and the number of times the base has been
reached (2) is carried to the next column (again, this

is exactly what is done for a decimal carry). In the

case of the latter binary addition, the first column
(rightmost) reaches the base once (one carry), while

the second and third columns reach the base twice

(two carries).

3-22. To convert the fractional part of a decimal
number to octal, multiply by the base and use the

whole portion of the resulting number as the first

digit to the right of the octal point. Continue by
multiplying the fractional part of the same resulting

number by the base again, to as many places of

accuracy as desired. Thus 0.135 decimal is approx-
imately:

.135 .08 .64 .12 .96

x8 x8 x8 x8 x8

1.080 0.64 5.12 0.96 7.68

ir
10507.

3-23. ARITHMETIC OPERATIONS.

3-24. Since the Computer performs arithmetic

operations in binary and the user reads the numbers
in octal, familiarity with basic binary and octal

arithmetic is essential. The important rule to

remember when performing arithmetic in any num-
bering system is that all digits, whether written or
carried mentally, must be smaller than the system's
base. Thus 2 or 3 cannot appear in the binary system
and 8 or 9 cannot appear in the octal system.

3-25. ADDITION. In the decimal system, a carry
is generated each time the addition in a column ex-
ceeds 9. Similarly, in the octal or binary systems,
a carry is generated each time the addition in a
column exceeds 7 or 1 respectively.

Carries:

Decimal

i i i

999

Octal

1 1

1

777

Binary

i i i

111

3-27. SUBTRACTION. Borrows from a preceding
column have the value of the system's base. Thus
a borrow in the decimal system is 10, in octal is 8,

and in binary is 2.

Borrows:

Decimal Octal Binary

101010 8 8 8 2 2

9123 7123 1010

-798 -567 -101

8325 6334 101

3-28. MULTIPLICATION. As in addition, a carry
is generated each time a product reaches a multiple

of the base. When the multiplier has more than one
digit, remember to perform the final addition in the

same system. Carries are not denoted for the second
set of examples below; for practice, the reader should
work out these problems independently to see how
the answers are obtained.

Decimal

394

x5

Carries:

550

1 4 2

1970

Octal

274

x5

234

142

1654

Binary

111

_xll

111

_m_
1001

n
10101

Carries:

+001 +001 + 001

1000 1000 1000
Decimal Octal Binary

Decimal Octal Binary

i i

563 563 1111

222 222 i i i i x75 x75 xlll

789 567 111 2815 3477 lllll

789 567 111 3941 5045 1111

789 567 111 42225 54147 1111

2367 2145 10101 1101001

3-4 02471-1
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3-29. DIVISION. Division in the octal or binary
system is the same as decimal division except that

the intermediate multiplications and subtractions

must be performed in the appropriate system. The
borrows for subtraction are not shown in the examples
below; again, the reader should work out every step of

these problems to obtain the given answers.

Decimal Octal Binary

Section m
Paragraphs 3-29 to 3-36

Decimal Octal Binary

9123 7123 1010

+9202 +7211 +1011

18325 16334 10101

or or or

8325 6334 101

75

563

T 42225

375

472

450

225

225

563

75 Y54147

1111

461

604

556

267

267

111 TllOlOOl

111

1100

111

1010

111

111

111

3-30. COMPUTER ARITHMETIC. In the basic in-

structions of the HP 2115A Computer, there is an
"add" instruction but no subtract, multiply, or
divide. Therefore these three latter operations
must be constructed from the add instruction or by
some other method. Although it is possible to per-
form multiplication and division by successive addi-

tion or subtraction respectively, the more efficient

method is by register manipulations available through
special computer programming. The following para-
graphs deal with subtraction and the representation
of negative numbers.

3-31. To subtract, the operation is to convert the

subtrahend (i.e., the negative number) to its "true
complement" value, and then to add as ifboth numbers
were positive. The result will be the true difference

between the two numbers when the last carry digit

is removed. Simple logic in the Computer drops the

excess carry, so that the user need not be aware of it.

3- 32. The true complement of a number in any sys-
tem is obtained by subtracting the number from any
power of the base large enough to allow the arithmetic
to be performed. That is, five digits are required if

4- digit numbers are involved, as shown below. Using
the same subtraction examples given in Paragraph
3-27, the complements for the negative numbers are:

Decimal

10000

-798

9202

Octal

10000

-567

7211

Binary

10000

-101

1011

3-33. Then, completing the operation by straight

addition and dropping the excess carry, the answers
are the same as obtained previously.

3-34. In computers such as the HP 2115A, it is

simpler to use the "one's" complement (subtracting

from l's instead of 0's) since this is simply a matter
of switching all l's to 0's and 0's to l's. This is

precisely what the complement instructions do (CMA/
B, CME, CCA/B, CCE). Adding one then converts
the result to the true two's complement. One's
complement in binary corresponds to nine's comple-
ment in decimal and seven's complement in octal.

Using the same examples:

Add:

Decimal

9999

-798

9201

1

9202

Octal

7777

-567

7210

1

7211

Binary

1111

-101

1010

1

1011

3-35. Negative numbers are constructed and used
in the HP 2115A in exactly this way. For example, if

the negative number 07000 8 is wanted for some later

arithmetic, this number is taken in positive form,
one's complemented and incremented, and is then
ready for use as a two's complement negative number.
Additionally, however, it is necessary to identify the

number as negative, and this is done by a one-bit in

the Bit 15 position. In binary representation:

Positive:

Complement:
Increment:

Negative:

Sign

I

000 111 000 000 000
1 111 000 111 111 111

+

1

1 111 001 000 000 000

(equals 171000 8 )

3-36. If it is now desired to perform a subtraction
(say, 600008 - 070008 = 510008 ), the Computer will

add the positive number and the two's complement
representation of the negative number as shown below.
(For comparison, a subtraction producing a negative
answer is also shown.) Note that Bit 15 is treated
as part of the negative number in all arithmetic
operations and, unless Overflow occurs, it will always
come up as a zero for computed answers which are
positive, or as a one for negative answers. Since
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there are only 16 bit places available to represent
the total in any register, the final carry (17th bit,

carried to the Extend Register) is disregarded, and
the displayed result is the true difference.

POSITIVE ANSWER

Binary

110 000 000 000 000

1 111 001 000 000 000

(1) 101 001 000 000 000

NEGATIVE ANSWER

1 010 000 000 000 000

1 000 111 000 000 000

1 010 111 000 000 000

Octal

(+60000)

(-07000)

(+51000)

(-60000)

(+07000)

(-51000)

3-37. Since the HP 2115A's instruction list includes

basic instructions to perform the positive-to-negative

conversion (one's complement and increment), it is

usually not necessary for the user to figure the com-
plements before entering them into the Computer. It

should also be noted that the reverse conversion
from negative to positive is done in exactly the same
way (one's complement, then increment). Thus if the

negative number 070008 is present in Computer
memory (stored as 1710008 ), conversion back to

positive would be:

Negative:

Complement:
Increment:

Positive:

1 111 001 000 000 000
000 110 HI 111 111

+ 1

000 111 000 000 000

(equal3 007000 B )

3-38. It should be apparent that as the negative

number grows larger, its representation in two's

complement form grows smaller. The largest neg-

ative number which can be represented in a display

register is therefore a one with 15 zeros. This would
be equivalent to a positive number of:

3-40. COMPUTER STRUCTURE.

3-41. Figure 3-1, the Simplified Block Diagram of

the HP 2115A Computer, is the basis for the partial

versions used to illustrate descriptions in this Section.

This figure will be reconstructed step by step as the

explanations progress. The first step is Figure 3-5,

which outlines the blocks and signal routes mentioned
in the following discussion of memory, Paragraphs
3-42 through 3-49. The block diagrams make use of

several "and" gate symbols in addition to circuit

blocks. These gates can produce an output only when
all inputs are present ("true"). For example (refer-

ring to Figure 3-1), data on the T Bus can enter the

T-Register only if a Store signal is also present at

the gate leading to the T-Register input. Since the

Store signal is selective (although this is not indicated
on the diagram), only this one gate is enabled, while
the remaining four are disabled. Thus the data enters
only the selected register.

TIMING

GENERATOR RE»0/ WRITE *[

MEMORY ADDRESS

DECODER

Y X

MEMORY

|
T-REGlSTER

|

DZItB- A- 24 M-REGISTER

Figure 3-5. Memory Block Diagram

Negative: 1 000 000 000 000 000
Complement: 111 111 111 111 111

Increment- +1 3-42. The MEMORY MODULE.

Positive: 1 000 000 000 000 000

or 1000008

or 32768! o

3-39. This number is one greater than the largest

possible positive number (32767| , or 0777778 ), as

previously noted in Paragraph 3-19), since, as shown
by the preceding paragraph, 1000000000000000 2 is

legitimately interpreted as - 100000 8 .

3-43. Memory of a computer is its information stor-
age area. "Information" is a broad term intended to

cover anything which can be represented as a bina;t7

number; this includes instruction codes, memory
addresses, and alphabetic codes, as well sis pure
numeric data. The primary storage of the HP 211 SiA

Computer is a "core memory", and is internal in the
Computer. Auxiliary storage for the HP 2115A is avail-
able in the form of disc storage and magnetic tape;
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however, these units are accessed through the Com-
puter's input/output system (Paragraph 3-69) and
are not treated as an extension of memory in this

discussion. Figure 3-8 shows the physical structure

of the memory module, and the following paragraphs
(through 3-49) describe each of the four components
identified in the figure, beginning with the smallest
individual component, the ferrite core.

PARITY BIT FRAME
2

Page ^ Page

Page 1

Page _2_"^

Page 3

Paqe 1

"Page"
2""

Page 3

Page
!

Poge

Page 1 Page 1

Page 2 Page 2

Page 3 Page 3

.I
1

.

<!
ii

Ml
I I

I !

ii'

J

4K
MEMORY
MODULE

BIT PLANE

Figure 3-6. Core Memory Module

3-44. CORE. As explained in the Introduction of

this Section, the Computer handles all information

in binary form; i.e., as a number representable by
only two digits, zero and one. The ferrite core, which
is a small ring of magnetic material, has the ability

to store this binary information in that clockwise and
counterclockwise magnetization can be assigned digital

values of one and zero. By threading a current-
carrying wire through the core, the core's direction

of magnetization can be reversed simply by changing
direction of the current. Since the mass of the core
is very small (diameter of .03 inch), little magnetizing
force is required to switch the binary state, thus

permitting fast switching speeds (about 400 nano-
seconds in the HP 211 5A), The magnetic state remains
indefinitely after the current is removed, so that

switching can be accomplished by bidirectional current
pulses. This is shown in Figure 3-7.

3-45. Since it is necessary to be able to select de-

sired units of information in the module, four wires
are required to be threaded through each core, as in

Figure 3-8. In practice, the wires do not "loop"
through the core, as shown for clarity in the figure,

but simply pass through the center of a series of

cores. Figure 3-8 shows how one bit of information

is addressed and transferred to and from the T-
Register. Action is as follows:

II 10 9 8 7 6 54 3 ? I

M- REGISTER

BINARY - TO - OCTAL
DECODER

i >

WRITE

LOCATION:

rrrrn

Figure 3-8. Core Addressing, Reading,
and Writing

a. Assume that the Computer is running, and that

the program has set the M-Register to a memory
location number (address), desiring access to that

location.

CORE CORE

A STORING A "ONE" B. STORING A "ZERO"

b. The address from the M-Register, consisting
of 12 binary bits, is applied to a binary -to-octal de-
coder, which reduces the 12 binary address lines to

four octal lines which thread, in pairs, through the
selected core. For purposes of illustration, the diode
decoding matrix is shown as four switches. Note that

each of these switches can select one of eight ends of

X and Y wires, thus making possible 8x8x8x8 = 4096
combinations to address 4096 core locations.

02116-A 14

Figure 3-7. Binary Storage in a Magnetic Core

02471-1

c. At a specific time in the Computer's timing
sequence (start of each memory cycle), all 16 bits of

the T-Register are reset to zero.

3-7
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d. A Read pulse is then applied to the decoder.
Many cores will receive either Y-current or X-current
pulses, neither of which alone is sufficient to switch
the state of the core, taut only one core out of 4096 on
a plane ("plane" defined in Paragraph 3-48) receives
both Y-current and X-current pulses. The Read
current is always in the direction which would
magnetize the core in the "zero" direction. (If more
than one module is present, module selection is
accomplished simply by routing the Read pulse to the
appropriate module, as determined by Bits 12, 13, 14
of the M- Register.)

e. If the core was previously magnetized in the
"one" direction, the Read current, in switching the
core, causes a flux change which induces a current
into the Sense output line. This output is amplified
and used to set the corresponding bit flip-flop of the
T-Register (assumed as Bit in Figure 3-8). If the
core was in the "zero" state, there is no flux change
and the T-Register bit remains zero (as reset in
step c).

f. Since steps d and e destroyed the stored in-
formation, It is necessary to "write" the information
back. This information, which is now in the T-
Register, is connected back to the core via the Inhibit
line. Then the X and Y lines are pulsed with a Write
current pulse, which is of opposite polarity to the
Read pulse (i.e., tending to magnetize in the "one"
direction).

g. If the inhibit current is not turned on, the
core switches back to the "one" state. If the Inhibit
current is turned on, it cancels part of the Write
magnetizing force, so that the Cere cannot switch,
and the core remains in the "zero" state.

3-46. The sequence of events in the preceding
paragraph briefly describes the HP 2115A's 'memory
cycle". There are two exceptions which modify the
memory cycle slightly: 1) during the Execute phase
of the "store" instructions (STA, STB, JSB), the out-
put of the Sense Amplifier is inhibited, and instead
the data to be storedistransferredintothe T-Register
from the A or B Register during the read time
period; 2) during the Execute phase of the ISZ in-
struction (Increment, Skip if Zero), the T-Register is

incremented between the read and write time periods.

3-47. MEMORY LOCATION. The word length of
the HP 2115A is 16 bits, only one of which is shown
in Figure 3-8. To store one 16-bit word, 16 cores are
required, as indicated in Figure 3-6. These 16 cores
comprise a "memory location", sometimes also
referred to as a "memory cell". When information
is transferred into or out of a memory location, the
information in all 16 bits must be transferred simul-
taneously. Therefore the X and Y selection lines will
be strung through the 16 cores, causing reading and
writing of all 16 cores simultaneously. Figure 3-9
illustrates this, showing only three cores for sim-
plicity. Note that each of these cores is on a different
"bit plane " (next defined).

3-8
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Figure 3-9. Memory Cell Selection

3-48. BIT PLANE. Cores are strung on a grid of
wires as shown in Figure 3-10. There are 4096 cores
on this grid, called a bit plane, and a 4K module
consists of five frames (nine frames if 8K) with each
of the first four frames (first eight if 8K) having four
bit planes each (Figure 3-6) and the fifth frame (ninth
if 8K) having only one (two if 8K) bit plane. The
last frame in both the 4K and 8K module contain the
bit plane (or planes) for the parity bit. Each bit
position of the T-Register is wired by the Sense
and Inhibit lines through all 4096 (8192 if 8K) cores on

Figure 3-10. A bit Plane and Frame
(Upper Left Corner)
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the corresponding bit plane. Since only one core on

an individual bit plane is sensed (addressed) at a

given instant of time, the Sense line needs only to

detect a flux change anywhere on the bit plane.

Similarly, the Inhibit signal is applied to the entire

bit plane when writing, but actually affects only the

selected core.

3-49. PAGE. Pages of memory are not physical

divisions of the module. Wiring of the bit planes is

symmetrical and does not account forpage boundaries.

The page boundaries are determined only by the bit

format of Memory Reference instructions, and are

shown as broken lines in Figure 3-6 for visualizing

the physical placement of memory pages.

3-50. THE REGISTERS.

3-51. Figure 3-11 shows the seven working registers

of the HP 2115A. The five principal registers (T, P,

M, A, B) are purposely shown as being independent of

each other since, in fact, information is not transferred

directly from register to register. Rather, informa-

tion is transmitted via the Bus System (described

later under Paragraph 3-59) under command of the

Instruction Logic (Paragraph 3-63). The following

paragraphs, through 3-58, explain why the registers

TIMING

!»[«>!/ WRITE

1
DECODER

Y X

MEMORY

T-REGISTER

P- REGISTER

[ M-R EGISTER

A- REGISTER

8- REGISTER

E
^ zu
|eXTENd| |0VERF10w|

Figure 3-11. Register Block Diagram
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are needed, not how they are operated. In essence,

these registers are short-term information storage

devices consisting of flip-flop circuits, with front-

panel indicator lamps to indicate the status of each

bit.

3-52. T-REGISTER. The T-Register was briefly

mentioned in the description of how memory operates

(Paragraph 3-45). As can be assumed from that

description, and from the front-panel engraving

(MEMORY DATA), the T-Register holds data that is

read out of and written into memory. For the majority

of operations when a computer is running, the principal

concern is with the data read out of a memory cell;

once a word of information is in the T-Register, it is

accessible for arithmetic operations and for transfers

to other registers via the Bus System. For the reverse

(write) operation, the T-Register is loadedby transfers

from other registers, and the information is stored in

memory during the latter half of the memory cycle.

3-53. P-REGISTER. The P-Register is the com-
puter's Program Counter. This means that this

register goes through a step-by-step counting sequence

and causes the computer to read successive memory
locations, corresponding to the existing count. In the

simplest case, the P-Register would start at zero
when the RUN pushbutton is pressed, causing memory
location 00000 to be read into the T-Register; the

computer would act on the instruction code in the

read-out data, then advance the P-Register to one

(memory location 00001 ). This process of stepping

through memory locations (at a rate of 2.0 or 4.0

microseconds per step for most instructions) con-

tinues until one of the instructions read out is a halt,

which terminates the program. Of necessity, this

simple case is not typical. First, programs do not

normally begin at locations lower than 00077, since

these locations are reserved for special purposes
(Paragraph 2-27). Therefore the starting address of

a program must be manually set into the P-Register
before pressing RUN. Second, the strict sequential

stepping can be altered in the course of a program,
either by a skip instruction (which causes the P-
Register to increment by two instead of one, thus

skipping one memory location) or by a jump instruc-

tion (which transfers numbers from another register

into the P-Register, thus causing the program to

continue at a different point in memory).

3-54. M-REGISTER. As implied by Figure 3-1, the

M-Register (MEMORY ADDRESS) is the only means of

addressing specific memory locations. The addressing

of memory was previously discussed in Paragraph
3-45. The setting of the M-Register can occur from
any of the other registers, depending on the effects of

instructions. In the preceding paragraph, it could be

assumed that the P-Register directly addresses

memory; in actual fact, however, the computer must
transfer the desired address from the P-Register to

the M-Register, which in turn addresses the desired

memory location. Thus it is seen that these two
registers will frequently contain the same number.
The reason why both registers are needed is that it

is necessary for one register (the P-Register) to

keep track of the location of the current instruction
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in case the instruction is a multiple phase type. In

this case, the M-Register may have to be changed
several times in the course of executing an Instruc-
tion. A common example would be when the instruc-

tion is to "add the contents cf location 100a to the

A-Register" (ADA 100). The P and M Registers
would be identical while reading this instruction out
of memory (say the instruction is in location 500 8 ;

both registers indicate this value). Then the M-
Register would have to change to 100 to get the

contents of this location for the addition. After the
addition has been executed, the contents of the P-
Register are incremented by one (501 8 ). The P and
M Registers are then both set to this new value, and
the Computer is then rea<$ to read the next instruction.

3-55. A-REGISTER. The A-Register is one of the

HP 2USA's two accumulators. An accumulator in a
computer accumulates the results of arithmetic opera-
tions. A simple example was given in the preceding
paragraph, where one number from memory was
added to the existing contents of the A-Register.
Assuming that the A-Register previously held the

number 1000 9 , and the number in location 100 was
22 g , the number left in the A-Register after execution
of the instruction would be 1022 8 . Other types of

operations which may be done with the A-Register are:

boolean logic operations ("and", "exclusive or",
"inclusive or"), comparison for equality with a
memory word, shifting or rotating of bits left or
right, testing the status of individual bits, comple-
menting of bits, and accepting or holding data for

transfer to and from external devices. All of these
operations are accomplished by the Instruction Logic
(Paragraph 3-63).

3-56. B-REGISTER. The B-Register is the second
of the two accumulators. It has the same capabilities

as the A-Register, except that the three boolean logic

instructions (AND, XOR, IOR) can apply only to the

A-Register. The main reason for having two accumu-
lators is to provide faster, more flexible arithmetic
than can be accomplished with one accumulator. This
advantage will be seen later in programming of the

HP2115A.

3-57. EXTEND. The Extend register is shown con-
nected to Bit 15 (left end bit) ofboth A and B Registers.
This is to indicate that this one-bit register becomes
set whenever there is a carry out cf Bit 15 of either

accumulator; i.e., whenever the quantity accumulated
exceeds 16 ones. This fact is frequently of signif-

icance. For example, if the quantity in an accumulator
is 16 ones and an ADD instruction adds one, the result

in the accumulator will be 16 zeros. This answer is

obviously incorrect; it is correct if the Extend bit,

which is now in the set state ("1") is temporarily
assumed to be "Bit 16". The program can be written
to make this assumption, and it can proceed without
error on the basis of the resulting information. To be
certain that the Extend information is valid, the

Extend register is normally cleared by an instruction

(CLE) before the addition is done. Another valuable
feature of the Extend register, is its ability to link the

two accumulators (effectively providing a single 32-

bit accumulator).

Model 2115A
Volume One

3-58. OVERFLOW. The Overflow register is sim-
ilar in purpose to the Extend register. The difference

is that, whereas the Extend register indicates that

the largest 16-bit quantity has been exceeded, the

Overflow register indicates that the largest "signed"
quantity has been exceeded. (A program may work
with both signed and unsigned numbers.) Since Bit 15

is the sign bit, Bit 14 (as shown In Figure 3-11) is

the source of the significant carry. Having two
possible signs (+ and -) means that detection of over-
flow requires two different sets of conditions. For
addition of two positive numbers, overflow occurs if

there is a carry from Bit 14 to Bit 15 In one of the

accumulators. For addition of two negative numbers
(which are represented in two's complement form),
overflow occurs if there is not^ a carry from Bit 14
to Bit 15. Obviously overflow cannot occur when
adding numbers of opposing signs, since the resulting

quantity cannot be greater than the larger of the two
numbers. As with the Extend register, the Overflow
register should be cleared before an addition.

3-59. THE BUS SYSTEM.

3-60. Figure 3-12 outlines the routes by which data
travels internally from one register to another.
Although the buses are represented by a single line

in this figure, assume each line to be composed of 16
individual lines, one for each register bit. Included
in the figure is an "Arithmetic Logic" block, which
has not previously been discussed. It is shown here
mainly to illustrate the linkage between buses.

3-61. The HP 2115A Computer uses an "R-S-T"
bus configuration. This is a conventional notation
designating a three-bus system which applies two
input buses (R and S) to an arithmetic unit with output
on the third bus (T). The use of two input buses per-
mits arithmetic operations combining the contents of

two registers. A common example would be the ex-
ecution of the "ADA 100" instruption previously used
in Paragraphs 3-54 and 3-55. In this example, the

contents of location 100 is the number 22 g. During
execution of the instruction, this number (22) would
be read into the T-Register. The other number
(1000 8 ) is in the A-Register. Simultaneously (by a
method described under the next paragraph heading,
Instruction Logic) both the T-Register and the A-
Register are read onto their respective buses (S and
R). The two numbers are added in the Arithmetic
Logic circuits, and the result (1022 8 ) is stored via the

T Bus back into the A-Register as the accumulated
sum.

3-62. Note that several register combinations are
possible as inputs to the Arithmetic Logic. One point
worth noting is that since the A and B Registers are
addressable as memory locations, the contents of
these registers can be transferred via the R and T
Buses into the T-Register. From this point, the

contents can be combined in the manner described
above with either accumulator (including combining
the number with itself; e.g., "add A to A"). This is

all accomplished in one instruction.
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Figure 3-12. Bus System: Block Diagram Figure 3-13. Instruction Logic Block Diagram

3-63. THE INSTRUCTION LOGIC.

3-64. Figure 3-13 shows the elements of the In-

struction Logic in the HP 2115A. As indicated in the

figure, timing is essential to the operation of the

Instruction Logic. The following descriptions do not

detail all timing relationships, since these vary with

instructions, but it should be understood that timing

pulses are gated with each operation to make it occur

in proper sequence. A general introduction to machine
timing is given in Paragraph 2-13 of the Specifications

section.

3-65. As shown in Figure 3-li3, the six most signif-

icant bits read out of memory during each memory
cycle are applied to the 6-bit Instruction Register

(I-Reg), which decodes the instruction. (Actually, the

Instruction Register receives its information via the

T-Register; for simplicity Figure 3-13 shows a

direct connection to memory.) Only during the Fetch

phase, however, are these bits recognized as an
instruction code (as determined by a "Fetch Phase"
signal from the Timing Generator). At this time, the

decoded instruction enables three functional opera-

tions, which in turn will become active at specific

times, depending on the instruction. These operations

are described individually in the next three paragraphs.

3-66. READ. The Read signal, shown connected to

the output gate of all five working registers, strobes

the data of one or two registers onto their correspond-

ing buses (R and S), This places the data at the inputs

of the arithmetic logic circuits.

3-67. FUNCTION. The Function signal activates

one of the six listed arithmetic functions. The
selected function alters or combines the data on the

R and/or S Buses, and routes the resulting data out

on the T Bus.
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3-68. STORE. The Store signal, shown connected
to the input gate of all five working registers,
effectively opens the input of one or more of these
registers to accept the data which appears on the
T Bus (preceding paragraph). In many cases, de-
pending on the instruction, only part of the informa-
tion on the T Bus is stored into a register.

3-69. THE INPUT/OUTPUT SYSTEM.

3-70. Figure 3-14 shows the means by which data is

transferred in and out of the Computer. This is the

02116-A-2S [cJf] buffer I [c|f] buffer" I

T— i

—

DATA I IN 0ATAT0UT

Figure 3-14. Input/Output System
Block Diagram

Model 2115A
Volume One

Input/Output System; all elements shown are contained
within the main frame. Interface arrangements are
shown for only two external devices, one input and one
output. Actually the arrangement has capability for
8 interfaces in the main frame, plus 32 or 8 additional
interfaces by use of an HP 2150A or EIP 2151A
Extender. The Switch Register is shown as part of
the Input/Output System, and is considered to be an
input device.

3-71. As indicated by Figure 3-14, the Input/Output
Control logic is used to process all input/oulput
operations. Input/Output Control operates in two
ways:

a. Processes input/output instructions.

b. Processes service requests by peripheral
devices.

3-72. These two types of operations are separately
discussed in the following paragraphs.

3-73. PROCESSING INSTRUCTIONS. Input/Output
instructions decoded by the Instruction Register are
routed to Input/Output Control, which translates the
instruction into appropriate driving signals. One
such signal is an "In" signal, which strobes all

interface positions for input (represented by two
"and" gates in Figure 3-14, one accepting dita from
a Buffer register and one accepting data from the
Switch Register). Only one of these interface positions
can be enabled, according to the Select Code (Bits
through 5 from the T-Register), and the correspond-

ing data is strobed by the "In" pulse onto the S Bus.
From there it is transferred via the T Bus into the
A or B Register (as enabled by a Store signal at the
A or B input gate).

3-74. Another driving signal is the "Out" signal.
This signal strobes all interface positions for output
(one shown in Figure 3-14). The Select Code from the
T-Register enables one interface position, andpermits
the "Out" signal to strobe the data on the R Bus into
the corresponding output Buffer. (The data on the R
Bus was read out of the A or B Registers by a Read
signal.)

3-75. In addition to transferring data, as in the
preceding two paragraphs, Input/Output Control can
(according to instruction) seed out signals to test the
state of Control and Flag bits (C and F), or to set or
reset these bits. The Select Code determines which
interface will receive the signal from Input/Output
Control. The Control and Flag bits are command
signals for transferring data between the Buffer and
the peripheral device (peripheral not shown).

3-76. PROCESSING SERVICE REQUESTS. If a
specific instruction has at some previous time en-
abled the interrupt system (considered to be in the
Input/Output Control block in Figure 3-14), a periph-
eral device may request new data from the Computer
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(if output) or request to feed new data to the Computer
(If input). This request for service is done by setting

the interface Flag bit. The Flag signal, via Input/

Output Control, interrupts the Computer's operation

by forcing the M-Register to be set (via the T Bus) to

a memory address uniquely specified by the Flag. At
the same time, the Fetch phase is set so that the

Computer must execute the instruction contained in

the specified memory cell. Generally this instruction

will be a jump to a service subroutine. This sub-
routine consists of instructions that will prepare or
accept the new data. On completion of service, it is

the subroutine's responsibility to return the P and
M Register to the values they contained before being

interrupted.

3-77. IMPLEMENTATION OF INSTRUCTIONS.

3-78. The following paragraphs, through 3-154, de-
scribe how the 70 basic instructions are implemented
internally in the Computer. The three illustrations

on the following pages expand on the Machine Timing
diagram (Figure 2-2) given in Section II, Specifications.

Figure 3-1, the Simplified Block Diagram, is also

used as a reference throughout the following descrip-
tions. Most signals named can be identified in this

figure; e.g., "Read A onto R Bus" is the line from
the Read block to the A-Register output gate (which
outputs onto the R Bus). The block diagram should be
referred to frequently as the discussion progresses,
in order to visualize the bit manipulations. The right-

pointing arrows in the figures should be read as
"into" or "onto" (e.g., "into" T-Register, or "onto"
R Bus). New mnemonics are introduced in these
descriptions which will be defined within the text;

however the alphabetical listing of mnemonics in the

Appendix of this Volume may also be referred to if

necessary.

3-79. The cycle of Time Periods shown at the top

of Figures 3-15, 3-16, and 3-17 (TO through T7)
repeats continuously every 1.6 microseconds while

Computer power is on. The Read/Write memory
cycle, although shown only once at the top of each
of these figures, actually occurs once in every phase
(except Interrupt). It is important to remember this

throughout the following descriptions.

3-80. MEMORY REFERENCE.

3-81. By comparing Figures 3-15, 3-16, and 3-17,

it is seen that Memory Reference instructions are
the only type of instructions requiring more than one
machine phase to execute; Indirect and Execute phases
are associated only with Memory Reference instruc-

tions. In the case of all these instructions except
JMP, the action during the Fetch and Indirect phases
(Phases 1 and 2) is similar, so these phases are
shown only once, implying that they are common to

all Memory Reference instructions. The exception,

JMP, is unique in that it does not use an Execute
phase; execution can occur in either the Fetch or the

Indirect phase. The action for JMP is shown sep-
arately in Figure 3-15 and is discussed first below.

. Sectionm
Paragraphs 3-77 to 3-84

Note

The descriptions for JMP and AND instruc-

tions are more detailed than for succeeding
instructions, which are similar in many re-

spects. These two should therefore be
studied in detail before advancing to the

others. It should also be noted that the

descriptions assume knowledge of instruc-

tion definitions, as outlined in the Specifica-

tions (Paragraph 2-60).

3-82. JMP. The Fetch phase for all instructions,

regardless of type, begins in exactly the same way,

since at this time the computer logic cannot know
anything about the instruction which is about to be

read out of memory. The only fact known is that the

word from memory will be read as an instruction (not

data); getting an instruction from memory is the first

function of the Fetch phase. During the first three

Time Periods of the Fetch phase, the following actions

occur:

a. During TO the T-Register is cleared.

b. The Read portion of the Memory Cycle begins

to read the contents of the currently addressed mem-
ory cell into the T-Register. This continues until

the middle of T2.

c. During Tl the Instruction Register is cleared.

d. Bits 10 through 15 (the instruction group and
code identification) of the T-Register are transferred
into the 6-bit Instruction Register.

3-83. During the latter portion of T2, the functions

to be used In implementing the JMP instruction are'

set up. This includes Read and Store as well as any
arithmetic functions (none in the case of JMP).
Functions are gated with Time Periods to occur in

the correct sequence.

3-84. At this point in time (end of T2), the instruc-
tion information is in Bits 10 through 15 of the T-
Register, and in the Instruction Register. The
Memory Address information is in Bits through 9

of the T-Register. The next event to occur is to

clear the P-Register at time T5 if the page Zero con-
dition exists (i.e., if Bit 10 of the Instruction Register
is a zero). This is done by a "Store T Bus into P"
function. Since nothing has been read onto any of the

buses, the T Bus is in the all-zero state, and 16
zeros are therefore stored into the P-Register.
(Actually, for resetting the program to page Zero, it

is only necessary to clear Bits 10 through 14 of the

P-Register; however it is convenient to clear the

entire P-Register at this time.) Note that the 6 most
significant bits of the page Zero address are zeros
(refer Paragraph 2-25); e.g. the last address on page
Zero is:

000 001 111 111 111
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PHASE

TIME PERIODS

TO Tl T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7

.25/1 Sec .50 .75 1.0 1.25 1.50 1.75 2.0

READ (Mem to TR) WRITE (TR to Mem)

FETCH

l[JMP)

1

Clear
TR

Clear
IR

TR(10-15)
-IR
(Set

Functions)

If Z:

-P

If Z: -M (10-15)

If D: TR -P,M (0-9)

and set PHI
If I: TR -M (0-9)

and set PH2

INDIRECT

(JMP)

2
Clear
TR

IfD: TR-P,M
and set PHI

If I: TR -M
and set PH2

FETCH 1 Clear
TR

Clear
IR

TR (10-15)

-IR
(Set

Functions)

IK —M \U - 9)

If Z: -M (10-15)

If I: Set PH2
If D: Set PH3

INDIRECT 2 Clear
TR

TR -M
If I: Set PH2
If D: Set PH3

EXECUTE

AND

XOR

IOR

J SB

ISZ

ADA/B

CPA/B

LDA/B

STA/B

3

Clear
TR

Read A -R Bus
Read TR -S Bus
Store T Bus (ANF) -A

Read P -R Bus
Read "1" -S Bus
Store T Bus (ADF) -

P,M
Set PHI

Clear
TR A (EOF) TR - A P+ 1 -P,M

Set PHI

Clear
TR A (IOF) TR - A P + l -P,M

Set PHI

Clear TR
Inhibit

Mem. Data
P+l - TR M -P P+l -P,M

Set PHI

Clear
TR

TR+1 -TR
If C16: Set Carry
Inhibit Write

Write
(Add 0. 4

fi Sec)

P+1+ Carry -P, M
Set PHI

Clear
TR

If A: A (ADF) TR
If B: B (ADF) TR
KC16: SetE

P + l -P,M
Set PHI

Clear
TR

If A: A (EOF) TR -T Bus
If B: B (EOF) TR -T Bus
If T Bus not zero, set Carry

P + l + Carry -P,M
Set PHI

Clear
TR

If A: TR - A
If B: TR -B

P+l -P,M
Set PHI

Clear TR
Inhibit

Mem. Data

HA: A - TR
If B: B - TR

P+l -P,M
Set PHI

Figure 3-15. Implementing Memory Reference Instructions
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Section in
Figure 3-16

ill

FETCH 1 Clear
TR

Clear
IR

TR (10-15)
- m

i

i

— Execute—
1

I

P+l+Carry -P,M
Set PHI

TIME PERIODS

TO Tl T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7

25/x Sec . 50

READ (Mem to TR)

,75 1.0 1.25
,

1.50 1.75 2.0

WRITE (TR to Mem)

SHIFT-ROTATE
INSTRUCTIONS

ALTER-SKIP
INSTRUCTIONS

All Shifts and Rotates

Read AorB-R Bus
Shift R Bus - T Bus
Store T Bus — A or B

CLA/B:

No Read (R Bus all zeros)

Store T Bus (EOF) - A/B

CMA/B:
Read A/B - R Bus
Store T Bus (CMF) -A/B

CCA/B:
No Read (R Bus all zeros)

Store T Bus (CMF) - A/B

SEZ: Set Carry if

E = and TR0 = 0,

E = 1 and TR0 = 1

or

Clear E and Skips

If TR5 = 1 -CLE
If TR3 = 1 (SLA/B):

Read A or B - R Bus
If RB0=0 - Set Carry

SSA/B:

Read A/B - R Bus
Set Carry if

RB15=0 and TR0 = 0,

RB15 = 1 and TR0 = 1

or

SLA/B:
Read A/B - R Bus
Set Carry if

RB0 = and TR0 = 0,

RB0 = 1 and TR0 = 1

or

INA/B:
Read A/B -R Bus
Read "1" -S Bus
Store T Bus (ADF) - A/B
If C16: Set E

All Shifts and Rotates

Read A or B - R Bus
Shift R Bus - T Bus
Store T Bus - A or B

SZA/B:
Read A/B - R Bus
<IOF) - T Bus
Set Carry if

T Bus all zeros and

TR0 = 0, or if

T Bus all ones and
TR0 = 1

CLE:
Reset E Flip-flop

CME:
Complement E Flip-flop

CCE:
Set E Flip-flop

* Combination of SSA/B,
SLA/B, and RSS is a
special case; see text.

02471-1
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PHASE

TIME PERIODS

TO Tl T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7

. 25jx Sec .50 .75 1.0 1. 25 1. 50 1. 75 2.

READ (Mem to TR) WRITE (TR to Mem)

FETCH

HLT

STF

CLF

SFC

SFS

MIA/B

UA/B

OTA/B

STC

CLC

STO

CLO

SOC

SOS

1

Clear
TR

Clear
IR

TR(10-15)
-IR

P+1 -P,M
Reset Run FF

Clear
TR

Clear
IR

TR - IR
Set Flag:

Select Code
P+1 -P,M
Set PHI

Clear
TR

Clear
IR

TR -IR Set Flag:

Select. Code
Clear Flag:

Select Code
P + 1 -P,M
Set PHI

Clear
TR

Clear
IR

TR -HI SFC —

Interface

SKF -
Carry

P +1+Carry - P,M
Set PHI

Clear
TR

Clear
IR

IR -m
SFS -
Interface

SKF -

Carry
P+l+Carry -P,M
Set PHI

Clear
TR

Clear
IR

TR — IR
-

Read A/B - R Bus
Buffer - S Bus
Store T Bus (IOF)

1
-A/B

TR9: CLF|

P+1 -P,M
Set PHI

Clear
TR

Clear
IR

TR -m.
Buffer - S Bus
Store T Bus (IOF)

-A/B
TR9: CLF|

P+1 -P,M
Set PHI

(p| r\j ltJc.il

TR
C\ par

IR
TR -IR Read A/E

R Bus -

TR9: CLF

1 - R Bus
Buffer

P + 1 -P,M
Set PHI

Clear
TR

Clear
IR

TR - IR
Set Control
(Sel. Code)

P + 1 -P,M
CM T5U1£>et Fxil

Clear
TR

Clear
IR

TR -IR Clr. Control
(Sel. Code)

P + 1 -P,M
Set PHI

Clear
1 11

Clear
IR

r

TR -IR STF -
Overflow

P + 1 -P,M
Set PHI

Clear
TR

Clear
IR

TR - IR
CLF -

Overflow
P + 1 -P,M
Set PHI

Clear
TR

Clear
IR

TR - IR
SFC -
OVF

SKF
Carry

P + l + Carry -P,M
Set PHI

>

Clear
TR

Clear
IR

TR - IR
SFS -
OVF

SKF -
Carry

P + l + Carry -P,M
Set PHI

INTERRUPT 4
Read P - R Bus
Store T Bus (CMF)

-P

Read P - R Bus
Read "1" -S Bus
Store T Bus (ADF)

- P

Read P -
R Bus

Store TBus
(CMF) -P

Reset M
(6-15)

Store T Bus
(0-5) -M
Set PHI

Figure 3-17. Implementing Input/Output Instructions
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Paragraphs 3-85 to 3-90

3-85. During Time Periods T6 and T7, the page
Zero indicator (if present) clears Bits 10 through 15
of the M-Register (not the entire register). The
method is the same as described above: "Store T
Bus into M-Register, Bits 10 through 15"; the T Bus
is still all zeros. Thus at this time both P and M
Registers point to page Zero, if so coded by Bit 10
being a zero (otherwise these registers are not
changed, leaving Bits 10 through 15 at the Current
page indication).

3-86. Also during T6 and T7, the Direct/Indirect bit

(Bit 15) of the T-Register is looked at, to see if the
Memory Address currently in the T-Register is the
"effective address" (the final address being jumped
to), or if another jump should be made from that
address to whatever address is contained in that
location (indirect addressing). Since the concept of
indirect addressing is important and not always simple
to grasp initially, it is treated separately in following
paragraphs. For direct addressing, the execution is

completed by the following steps:

a. The T-Register contents are Read onto the
S Bus, and appear on the T Bus.

b. Bits through 9 of the T Bus are stored into
the P and M Registers. This directs the Computer to

the "jump" location. (Remember from the preceding
paragraphs that Bits 10 through 15 of the P and M
Registers either have been reset to zero for page
Zero or have been left alone for Current page.)

c. The Phase 1 (Fetch) condition remains set so
that the contents of the "jump" location will be read
out and interpreted as an instruction during the next
machine phase.

3-87. Basically, the Indirect addressing indicator
(Bit 15 of T-Register being a one) tells the computer
logic that the contents of the location being jumped
to is not the next instruction, but rather the address
for another Jump. This additional jump is a continua-
tion of the same instruction, but requires an additional
phase. During T6 and T7 of Phase 1, the T-Register
contents are transferred to the M-Register (not both
P and M as for the Direct condition). During T7 the
Phase 2 condition (PH2) is set, and the Indirect phase
begins.

3-88. During TO, the T-Register is cleared. Since
the "jump" is still in progress, the Instruction
Register is not cleared during Tl. The contents of
the location now addressed by the M-Register are
read into the T-Register during the Read memory
cycle. Then, during T6 and T7 (assuming Bit 15 of
the T-Register is now for Direct), all 16 bits of the
T-Register are transferred into the P andM Registers
in the usual way: Read T-Register onto S Bus, and
Store T Bus (with no arithmetic) into P and M Reg-
isters. These registers now contain the effective
address, so Phase 1 is set, and the next machine
phase will be a Fetch phase, to read out the next
instruction from that address. Note that if Bit 15 of
the T-Register were again a one (for Indirect) a
jump would be made to still another location by
repeating the process of these two paragraphs (3-87
and 3-88).
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3-89. In summary, as illustrated in Figure 3-18, an
indirect jump occurs by the following register actions:

a. The word containing the jump instruction is

read out of memory by a Fetch phase into the T-
Register.

b. The address portion of the read-out word is

transferred into the corresponding portion of the

M-Register.

c. The Zero/Current page bit of the read-out
word tells the computer logic to clear (Zero) or
leave (Current) the remaining bits (10 through 15) of
the M-Register.

d. Steps b and c now comprise the address of a
location which is read out of memory into the T-
Register at the start of the Indirect phase.

e. All bits of this new read-out word are trans-
ferred into the P and M Registers. The Computer is

now "at" the location specified by these Registers.

T- REG

RESET FOR
P»GE ZERO > FETCH

m-reg mm

V
READ MEMORY

T- REG

PSM -REG

> INDIRECT

02116- A- 17

Figure 3-18, Register Manipulations
for Indirect Jump

3-90. AND. The Fetch phase for the AND instruc-
tion is the same as for all other Memory Reference
instructions listed below it in Figure 3-15, with the
exception that different functions will be set up at T2.
This phase begins in the same way as for JMP: The
T-Register is cleared at time TO, the Read memory
cycle reads the instruction word into the T-Register,
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the Instruction Register is cleared during Tl, and
T-Register Bits 10 through 15 (instruction code) are
transferred into the Instruction Register at T2. At
this time all necessary functions for this instruction
are set up, to be used at the appropriate times.
During T6 and T7, T-Register Bits through 9
(memory address portion of the instruction word)
are transferred into the corresponding bits of the

M-Register (via S and T Buses). If the Zero page
indicator is present (Bit 10 of the Instruction Register
is a zero), a "Reset M(10-15)" command clears Bits

10 through 15 of the M-Register.

3-91. Unlike the JMP instruction, an Execute or an
Indirect phase must follow the Fetch phase of an AND
instruction. (Execute never occurs for JMP; Indirect

is optional.) If Bit 15 of the T-Register is zero (for

Direct), Phase 3 (Execute) is set. Assume an Indirect
phase is required (Bit 15 =1). (If the Direct condition
exists, the action of the next paragraph would be
skipped.)

3-92. The Indirect phase begins by clearing the

T-Register during TO. Then a new word is read into

the T-Register from the memory location specified

by the M-Register (as set up in Paragraph 3-90).

This word is an address, not data, since indirect

addressing really means: "go to another location

for the data". During T6 and T7 of the Indirect
phase, this address is transferred from the T-Register
to the M-Register (all 16 bits). Note that it is

possible for Bit 15 to again specify Indirect address-
ing; if so, Phase 2 remains set and the procedure of

this paragraph is repeated, and could be repeated
several times. When Bit 15 is a zero (Direct),

Phase 3 is set.

3-93. The Execute phase begins by clearing the

T-Register. The Instruction Register remains un-
changed, since the various functions are still needed.
This time, the Read portion of the memory cycle
reads data from memory into the T-Register. During
T3 and T4, this data is read onto the S Bus and the

A-Register contents are read onto the R Bus. The
"and" function (ANF) previously set up by the

Instruction Register, now combines the data on the

two buses by "anding". (See Table 2-1 for the

arithmetic resulting from an "and" operation.) The
result on the T Bus is then stored into the A-Register.

3-94. To advance the computer to the next instruc-
tion, the P and M Registers must be incremented by
one. This is done during T6 and T7 of the Execute
phase. It is accomplished by reading the P-Register
onto the R Bus and a "one" onto the S Bus, then
adding the two buses (Add function ADF) and storing

the result into the P and M Registers.

3-95. In summary, as illustrated in Figure 3-19, an
AND Indirect instruction is executed by the following
register actions:

a. The word containing the AND instruction is

read out of memory by a Fetch phase into the T-
Register.

Figure 3-19. Register Manipulations
for Indirect AND

b. The address portion of the read-out word is

transferred into the corresponding portion of the

M-Register.

c. The Zero/Current page bit of the read-out
word tells the computer logic to clear (Zero) or leave
(Current) the remaining bits of the M-Register.

d. Steps b and c now comprise the address of a
location which is read out of memory into the T-
Register at the start of the Indirect phase.

e. All bits of this new read-out word are trans-
ferred into the M-Register, thus addressing the loca-
tion of the desired data.

f. At the start of the Execute phase the data thus
addressed is read into the T-Register from memory.

g. The contents of the T-Register andA-Register
are "anded" together and deposited back into toe
A-Register.
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Note

For the remainder of Memory Reference
instructions, the Fetch and Indirect phases
are the same as described above for the AND
instruction (Paragraphs 3-90 through. 3-92).

The following paragraphs therefore describe
only the Execute phase for each instruction.

3-96. XOR. The Execute phase of the XOR ("Ex-
clusive Or") instruction begins as usual by clearing
the T-Register Just before the Read portion of the

Memory cycle. The action occurring during T3 and
T4 is shown in abbreviated form in Figure 3-15, to

be read as follows: the contents of the A-Register is

combined by an "exclusive or" function with the con-
tents of the T-Register, and stored back into the A-
Register. Actually this action consists of three steps
as shown for the AND instruction. For XOR, these
three steps are: 1) Read T-Register onto S Bus;
2) Read A onto R Bus; 3) Store T Bus (which carries
the "exclusive or" combination of the S and R Buses)
into the A-Register. The action during T6 and T7 is

also abbreviated: add "one" to P, and store into P
and M. The three steps which accomplish this are
detailed for the AND instruction in Figure 3-15. The
last action is to reset the Computer to the Phase 1

(Fetch) condition.

3-97. IOR. The Execute phase of the IOR ("Inclusive
Or") instruction is the same as XOR described in the

preceding paragraph, except that the "inclusive or"
function is used in place of "exclusive or". The
difference in arithmetic is shown in Table 2-1 of the

Specifications section.

3-98. JSB. The principal operation of the Execute
phase for JSB (Jump to Subroutine) is to store the
return address (Program Counter contents plus one)

in the memory location being jumped to. This -is done
during TO through T2. Since the only way into memory
is through the T-Register, the T-Register must be
loaded with the return address prior to the Write
portion of the memory cycle. Therefore the memory
contents read out during the Read portion of the

memory cycle must be inhibited, and instead (during
Tl and T2) the current contents of the P-Register,
plus one, is stored into the T-Register. (Action:

Read P onto R Bus, Read "1" onto S Bus, Store with
add function into T-Register.) This information is

then stored into memory during Write. To complete
the Jump process, the contents of the M-Register
(which received the "Jump" memory address during
the Fetch or Indirect phase) must be transferred into

the P-Register. This is done during T3: Read M onto
S Bus, Store T Bus in P. As usual, to advance the

Computer to the location of the next instruction both
P and M Registers are incremented by one during T6
and T7, and the Fetch phase condition is set.

3-99. ISZ. During the Execute phase of the ISZ
instruction (Increment, Skip if Zero), the contents of
the addressed memory cell must be altered and checked
between the Read and Write portions of the memory
cycle. These actions require more time than is

normally available in this interval, so the Write
portion is delayed. Once the word read from memory

Section III
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is in the T-Register (T3 and T4), it is incremented

by reading onto the S Bus, adding "one" in the arith-

metic logic and storing back into the T-Register. If

previously the word read out was all ones, the

addition of another one causes a rollover to all zeros,

and produces a signal (C16) which sets a Carry flip-

flop in the arithmetic logic. Then, at T5, the Write

portion of the memory cycle is permitted to begin,

and two Time Periods (0.4 microsecond) are inserted

at this time for writing the incremented value back
into memory. During T6 and T7, the P-Register is

read onto the R Bus, and a "one" is read onto the S

Bus. These are added together, and ifthe Carry flip-

flop is set, another "one" is added and the result is

stored in the P and M Registers. Thus, if the Carry
flip-flop was set, .the P and M Registers are incre-

mented by two instead of one, skipping one memory
location for the next Fetch phase. (The Carry flip-

flop is automatically reset at the start of the next

phase.)

3-100. ADA/B. If Bit 11 of the Instruction Register

indicates A (zero), the contents of the A-Register are

combined with the T-Register contents by the add
function (ADF), and stored into the A-Register.
Similar action involving the B-Register occurs during
this time (T3 through T4) if Bit 11 of the Instruction

Register is a one.

3-101. CPA/B. Depending on the status of Bit 11 of

the Instruction Register, either the A-Register or the

B-Register is combined with the T-Register contents

by the "exclusive or" function. The result appears
on the T Bus, but is not stored anywhere. Logic not

shown in Figure 3-1 tests the T Bus for a non-zero
condition which, if it exists, sets the Carry flip-flop.

Then during T6 and T7 (as for ISZ), the P and M
Registers are incremented by either one (Carry not

set) or two (Carry set).

3-102. LDA/B. During T3 and T4, the information
read into the T-Register by the Read portion of the

memory cycle is simply transferred to either the A
or B Register via the S and T Buses.

3-103. STA/B. Like JSB, the STA/B instruction

(Store A or B) deposits new information into a
memory cell, with no concern for the existing memory
contents. The memory data read out during the Read
portion of the memory cycle is therefore inhibited

while the A or B Register contents are read and
stored into the T-Register (during Tl and T2). The
Write portion of the memory cycle deposits this in-

formation into memory.

3-104. REGISTER REFERENCE.

3-105. All Register Reference instructions, as shown
by Figure 3-16, are fully executed in only one phase
(Fetch) . Actual execution is accomplished during Time
Periods T3 through T5. Actions during the other Time
Periods are similar to those previously described
for Memory Reference instructions:

a. During Time Periods TO through T2, the T-
Register and Instruction Register are cleared, and
Bits 10 through 15 of the instruction word read out
of memory are transferred to the Instruction Reg-
ister. Unlike Memory Reference, the Instruction
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Register does not set up functions, but rather it pro-

vides gating signals to identify the type (Register

Reference) and group (Shift-Rotate, or Alter-Skip)

o f instructions. The remaining bits of the T-Register
are used to execute the individual instructions by

setting up the appropriate functions! Figures 2-5 and
2- 6 define which bits encode each instruction.

b. During Time Periods T6 and T7, the P-
liegister is read onto the R Bus and a "one" is read

onto the S Bus. If the Carry flip-flop has been set

by a "skip" condition during T3 through T5, another

"one" is added and the total (P-Register incremented

by one or two) is stored into the P and M Registers.

This advances the Computer to the next instruction.

3- 106. Paragraphs 3-107 through 3-132 detail the

notions which execute all Register Reference in-

structions.

3-107. SHIFT-ROTATE INSTRUCTIONS.

3-108. Figure 3-16 shows that shifts and rotates can
be executed either during T3 or T5, or both. CLE
(Clear Extend) or SLA/B (Skip if Least significant

bit of A or B Registers is zero) can be executed only

during T4. The shifts and rotates are executed

simply by reading A or B Registers onto the R Bus,
applying a "Shift Function" to shift some or all of the

bits to a different position on the T-Bus, then storing

the T Bus back into the A or B Register. Since the

Shift Function is the key to understanding how shifts

and rotates occur, the following instruction descrip-

tions, through Paragraph 3-116, concentrate on this

aspect (CLE and SLA/B are described later in Para-
graphs 3-117 and 3-118). Table 3-1 is the main
reference for these descriptions.

Table 3-1. Shift -Rotate Functions

INSTRUCTION FUNCTIONS DIAGRAMS

A/BLS

A/BRS

ItA/11L

HA/BR

A/BLR

ERA/B

ELA/B

SLM • RB(0-13)

RB15 -TB15

SRM • RB(1-15)

RB15 -TB15

SLM • RB(0-13)

SL14 • RB14

RLL • RB15

SRM • RB(1-15)

RRS • RB0

SLM • RB(0-13)

SRM • RB(1-15)

E -TB15

RB0 -E

SLM • RB(0-13)

SL14 • RB14

E -TB0

RB15 — E

A/BLF RL4 • RB(0-15)

n oo A ORB

LL
15 14 13

rm
2 1

h
15 j

oo
-0-

OO
-0-

SLM Shift Left Magnitude RB R Bus
SRM Shift Right Magnitude TB T Bus
RLL Rotate Left to Least significant bit SL Shift Left

RRS Rotate Right to Sign bit RL Rotate Left
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3-109. A/BLS. As shown by the Table 3-1 diagram
for A/BLS (A or B Left Shift), the desired end result

is to have Bits through 13 shifted left one place,

with Bit 15 unchanged and a zero moved into Bit 0.

Assuming that Bits 6 through 9 of the T-Register
dictate an A/BLS during T3, an SLM (Shift Left Mag-
nitude) signal at this time is "anded" with each of

the 14 R Bus bits (0 through 13), with the output of

each "and" gate appearing on the next higher T Bus
line. The Function listed in Table 3-1 for this

instruction (SLM RB(0-13)) f
is therefore to be read:

Shift Left Magnitude "anded" with R Bus Bits

through 13. Bit 15 of the R Bus is routed directly

out to Bit 15 of the T Bus. Since nothing has been
placed onto Bit of the T Bus, its state is "zero",
and therefore no deliberate action is necessary to en-

sure storing a zero in Bit of the A or B Register.

3-110. A/BRS. A Shift Right Magnitude "anded"
with R Bus Bits 1 through 15 shifts these bits to Bits

through 14 of the T Bus. Bit of the R Bus is not

recognized, and Bit 15 (as well as moving onto Bit 14

of the T Bus) also is routed directly to Bit 15 of the

T Bus.

3-111. RA/BL. To rotate A or B left, an SLM
"anded" with R Bus Bits through 13, together with

a "Shift Left bit 14" to R Bus bit 14, move Bits

through 14 to Bits 1 through 15 of the T Bus. Rotating

Bit 15 of the R Bus around to Bit of the T Bus is

accomplished by "anding" RLL (Rotate Left to Least
significant bit) with R Bus Bit 15; the "and" gate

outputs to T Bus Bit 0.

3-112. RA/BR. A Shift Right Magnitude "anded"
with R Bus Bits 1 through 15 shifts these bits to Bits

through 14 of the T Bus. An RRS (Rotate Right to

Sign bit) "anded" with R Bus Bit rotates this bit to

Bit 15 of the T Bus.

3-113. A/BLR. A Shift Left Magnitude with R Bus
Bits through 13 shifts these bits to Bits 1 through 14

of the T Bus. Bits and 14 of the T Bus remain in

the "zero" state, since nothing is placed on these
lines.

3-114. ERA/B. A Shift Right Magnitude with R Bus
Bits 1 through 15 causes shift to TBus Bits through
14. The content of the Extend register is transferred
into Bit 1 5 of the T Bus. Then, during the latter half

of T3 (or T5), Bit of the R Bus is transferred into

the Extend register.

3-115. ELA/B. A Shift Left Magnitude "anded" with

R Bus Bits through 13, and a Shift Left 14 with R
Bus Bit 14 shifts these bits to Bits 1 through 15 of

the T Bus. The Extend content is transferred onto

T Bus Bit 0, and then Bit 15 of the R Bus is trans-
ferred into the Extend register.

3-116. A/BLF. A Rotate Left 4 "anded" with all bits

of the R Bus shifts each bit four places to the left on
the T Bus. The four most significant bits are placed
into the least significant bit positions.

Section HI
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3-117. CLE. During T4, if Bit 5 of the T-Register is

a one, a reset signal is generated which clears the

Extend register.

3-118. SLA/B. During T4, if Bit 3 of the T-Register
is a one, the A or B Register is read onto the R Bus.

(Bit 11 determines which register is read out.) If Bit

0, the least significant bit, is a zero, the Carry flip-

flop is set. This will cause the P and M Registers to

be incremented by two (for a skip) during T6 and T7.

3-119. ALTER-SKIP INSTRUCTIONS.

3-120. Figure 3-16 individually lists all Alter-Skip

instructions. The grouping into three Time Periods
explains the grouping of columns in the Selection

Table of Figure 2-6. That is, during T3 one instruc-

tion involving the accumulators can be executed (clear,

complement, or clear-complement), and two possible

instructions involving the Extend register can be
executed (skip if zero, and clear or complement or

clear-complement). Incrementing of accumulators
(INA/B) effectively occurs after tests for sign and
least significant bits (SSA/B and SLA/B, at T4), but

before the test for zero accumulator (SZA/B, at T5).

3-121. The alter instructions (clear, complement, and

increment) use a Store or direct transfer function.

The skip instructions, however, simply read infor-

mation onto the T Bus for testing; a Store function is

not required. If skip conditions' are met, the Carry
flip-flop is set, causing the P and M Registers to be
incremented by two during T6 and T7.

3-122. CLA/B. To clear the A or B Register, the

Read function is omitted. This means that both R and
S Buses are in the all-zero state. The "exclusive or"
function, in combining zeros with zeros, can only

produce zeros on the T Bus. Thus when the T Bus is

stored into A or B, the result is all zeros.

3-123. CMA/B. To complement A or B, the register

is read onto the R Bus, the complement function

(CMF) reverses each bit before being released to the

T Bus, and the T Bus is stored back into the A or B
Register.

4
3-124. CCA/B. The procedures of the two preceding
paragraphs are combined to clear and complement an
accumulator; i.e., with no Read, R and S Buses remain
all-zero, and the complement function reverses this

state to all ones on the T Bus. The T Bus is then
stored into the A or B Register.

3-125. SEZ. If Bit 5 of the T-Register is a one, the

Extend flip-flop and Bit of the T-Register (Reverse
Skip Sense) are looked at by the computer logic,

causing the Carry flip-flop to be set if: a) both bits

are zero, b) both bits are one. Although the next
three instructions described below can alter the state

of the Extend flip-flop, the test is completed before
the alteration.
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3-126. CLE. If Bits 6 and 7 of the T-Register encode
the Clear E instruction, a reset signal is generated
during the latter half of T3 to reset the Extend
flip-flop.

3-127. CME. If Bits 6 and 7 of the T-Register en-
code Complement E, the state of the Extend flip-flop

is reversed during the latter half of T3.

3-128. CCE. If Bits 6 and 7 of the T-Register en-
code Clear and Complement E, the Extend flip-flop is

set during the latter half of T3.

3-129. SSA/B. If Bit 4 of the T-Register is a one,
the A or B Register is read onto the R Bus. Bit 15 of
the R Bus (sigii bit) and Bit of the T-Register
(Reverse Skip Sense) are tested. The Carry flip-flop

will be set if both bits are zero (meaning: "skip if

sign bit is zero"), or if both bits are one (meaning:
"Skip if sign bit is not zero"). This is accomplished
during T4.

3-130. SLA/B. If Bit 3 of the T-Register is a one,
the A or B Register is read onto the R Bus. Bit of
the R Bus (least significant bit) and Bit of the T-
Register (Reverse Skip Sense) are tested. The Carry
flip-flop will be set if both bits are zero (meaning:
"skip if least significant bit is zero"), or if both bits
are one (meaning: "skip if least significant bit is not
zero"). This is accomplished during T4. The combi-
nation of SLA/B, SZA/B, and RSS is a special case;
refer to the RSS description in Paragraph 2-82.

2-131. INA/B. If Bit 2 of the T-Register is a one,
the A or B Register is read onto the R Bus, and a
"One" is read onto the S Bus. These are combined
by an add function (ADF) and stored back into the A or
B Register during the latter half of T5.

3-132. SZA/B. If Bit 1 of the T-Register is a one,
the A or B Register is read onto the R Bus and trans-
mitted to the T Bus. All bits of the T Bus are applied
to an "inclusive or" gate. The outputof this gate and
Bit of the T-Register are tested. The Carry flip-

flop will be set if both TRO and the gate output are
zero (meaning: "skip if accumulator is zero"), or if

both TRO and the gate output are one (meaning: "skip
if accumulator is not zero").

3-133. INPUT/OUTPUT INSTRUCTIONS.

3-134. Like the Register Reference instructions,
Input/Output instructions, as shown by Figure 3-17,
are fully executed in only one phase (Fetch). The
Interrupt phase, shown at the bottom of Figure 3-17,
is not involved in the execution of these instructions.
It is separately discussed at the end of this section
(Paragraph 3-150), since it is related to input/output
operations as described under Paragraph 2-113 of
the Specifications.

Model 2115A
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3-135. The following descriptions will concentrate on
actions occurring during Time Periods T3, T4, and
T5, since as can be seenfrom Figure 3-17, the actions
during other Time Periods are nearly identical from
instruction to instruction. That is, the T-Register is

cleared during TO, the Instruction Register is cleared
during Tl, and the P andM Registers are incremented
by one (or two, if a Carry bit is present) during T6
and T7. The method of incrementing by one was
described in Paragraph 3-94, and the method for in-

crementing by two was described in Paragraph 3-09.

In all cases, Bits 10 through 15 of the T-Register are
transferred to the Instruction Register during T2.

3-136. HLT. If Bits 8, 7, 6 of the T-Register encode
the Halt instruction, these bits cause the Run flip-flop

to be reset during the latter half of T7.

3-137. STF. During T3 a. Set Flag signal is routed
to all input/output interface cards, and will set the
Flag flip-flop of the card which is currently enabled
by the Select Code (Bits through 5 of the T-Register).

3-138. CLF. During T4 a Clear Flag signal is routed
to all input/output interface cards, and will reset the

Flag flip-flop of the card which is currently enabled
by the Select Code.

3-139. SFC. A Skip if Flag Clear signal (SFC) is

routed, to the selected interface card beginning at T3.
The interface card will return a Skip Flag signal
(SKF) during T4 if its Flag flip-flop is not set. This
signal sets the Carry flip-flop to cause a skip during
T6 and T7.

3-140. SFS. A Skip if Flag Set signal (SFS) is routed
to the selected Interface card beginning at T3. The
interface card will return a Skip Flag signal (SKF)
during T4 if its Flag flip-flop is set. This signal sets
the Carry flip-flop to cause a skip during T6 and T7.

3-141. MIA/B. During T4 and T5 an IOIC signal
(I/O Input Control) transfers the input data from the
interface Buffer register to the S Bus. During the
same time the A or B Register is read onto the R Bus,
and the R and S Bus data is combined by the "inclusive
or" function (IOF) and applied to the T Bus. The
result (a "merge", or "inclusive or") is stored back
into the A or B Register. If Bit 9 of the T-Register is

a one, a Clear Flag signal (CLF) is routed to the Flag
flip-flop of the selected interface card, as described
in Paragraph 3-138.

3-142. LIA/B. The action for LIA/B (Loadlnputinto
A or B) is the same as described for MIA/B in the
preceding paragraph, except that nothing is read onto
the R Bus. The "inclusive or" function therefore
transmits the R Bus unchanged to the T Bus for
storing into the A or B Register. As for MIA/B, Bit
9 can clear the Flag flip-flop.
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3-143. OTA/B. During T4 and T5 the A or B Reg-
ister is read onto the R Bus. which in turn is trans-

ferred by an IOOC signal (I/O Output Control) to the

interface Buffer register. As for MIA/B, Bit 9 can

clear the Flag flip-flop.

3-144. STC. A Set Control signal is routed to all

input/output interface cards, and during T4 will set

the Control flip-flop of the interface card which is

currently enabled by the Select Code (Bits through 5

of the T-Register).

3-145. CLC. A Clear Control signal is routed to all

interface cards during T4, <ind will reset the Control

flip-flop of the interface card currently enabled by

the Select Code.

3-146. STO. A Set Flag signal during T3, combined
with the Select Code for the Overflow flip-flop (01,

octal), sets the Overflow flip-flop.

3-147. CLO. A Clear Flag signal during T4, com-
bined with the Select Code for the Overflow flip-flop

(01, octal), resets the Overflow flip-flop.

3-148. SOC. During T3, a Skip if Flag Clear signal

(SFC), combined with the Select Code for Overflow,

tests the state of the Overflow flip-flop. If this flip-

flop is in the reset state, a Skip Flag signal (SKF) sets

the Carry flip-flop at T4, to cause a skip at T6 and T7.

3-149. SOS. During T3, a Skip if Flag Set signal

(SFS), combined with the Select Code for Overflow,

tests the state of the Overflow flip-flop. If this flip-

flop is in the set state, a Skip Flag signal (SKF) sets

the Carry flip-flop at T4, to cause a skip at T6 and T7.

3-150. INTERRUPT PHASE.

3-151. The actions occurring during the Interrupt

phase (Phase 4) are shown at the bottom of Figure

3-17. Two operations are accomplished during the

Interrupt phase:

a. The P-Register is decremented. This is done

so that any instruction which has not been fully ex-

ecuted at the time of interrupt will be repeated. On
the other hand, if the instruction is fully executed

Section III

Paragraphs 3-143 to 3-154

(which means that the P-Register has been advanced

for the next instruction), it is still necessary to

decrement. This is because the P-Register is incre-

mented for a second time following execution of the

instruction contained in the interrupt location.

b. The "interrupt address" must be transferred

into the M-Register, and Phase 1 is set. This causes

the instruction contained in the interrupt location to

be read out of memory for execution during the next

machine phase. Note that the interrupt address is not

placed into the P-Register. While the instruction in

the interrupt location is being executed, the P-
Register remains at the value one lower than the

point at which interrupt occurred.

3-152. Decrementing the P-Register is accomplished

by complementing, incrementing, then complementing

again. In simplified form, using only four binary

digits for an example, this process is:

Original Value: 01102 (6„)

Complement: 1001

Increment: 1010

Complement: 0101 (58)

3-153. During Tl and T2 of the Interrupt phase

(remember that there is no Read/Write memory
cycle), the P-Register is read onto the R Bus. The
complement function (CMF) reverses all bits before

application to the T; Bus, and then the T Bus is stored

back into the P-Register. During T3 and T4 the P-
Register is again read onto the R Bus. A "one" read

onto the S Bus is combined with this by the add func-

tion (ADF), and the incremented result is stored back

into the P-Register. During T5, the P-Register is

read onto the R Bus for the third time, is com-
plemented, applied to the T Bus, and stored back into

the P-Register.

3-154. The interrupt address is placed into the

M-Register during T7. Since no interrupt address

is greater than 778 (see Table 2-2), M-Register Bits

6 through 15 are first reset. The interrupt address

is read directly onto the T Bus from Input/Output

Control logic (see Figure 3-1), and Bits through 5

are Stored into the M-Register. Setting the Phase 1

condition completes the Interrupt phase.
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SECTION IV

BASIC OPERATION OF HP 2U5A COMPUTER

4-1. INTRODUCTION.

4-2. The purpose of this Section is to relate the

"theoretical" operations described in the preceding

section to actual visible actions. Specific information

is given for the user to gain familiarity with the panel

controls, and to be able to perform basic operations

on the Computer, when necessary, without input/output

devices or software aids. These purely manual
operations are most commonly encountered in com-
puter maintenance, and for loading, examining, and
changing small sections of memory (e.g., loading the

Basic Binary Loader).

4-3. Obviously manual usage of the Computer is not

the intended mode of operation for practical applica-

tions. Therefore this Section does not attempt to teach

programming to the extent of practical problem
solving. This aspect is the subject of training

materials supplied with the User Training Course,

which is provided by the Palo Alto Division of

Hewlett-Packard. User training concentrates on the

efficient use of software to solve problems. In-

structions for usage of the Computer via input/output

devices are given in Volumes Three and Four of the

HP 2115A manual (Input/Output System Operation

Manual, and Programmer's Reference Manuals).

4-4. CODING.

4-5. This Section assumes familiarity with binary

and octal numbering systems, as outlined in the

Introduction to Section III. Table A-4 (Consolidated

Coding Table) in the Appendix of this Volume is used
as a reference for instruction codes; if more detail is

required, refer also to the information given under
Paragraph 2-52 (Instructions) in Specifications, Sec-

tion n. As a reminder: a "one" is coded by a switch

of the Switch Register being in the up position, and is

indicated by a register light being on. A "zero" is

coded by a switch in the down position, and is indi-

cated by a register light being off.

4-6. All numbers used for addresses or contents in

this Section are octal numbers unless otherwise

specified. Notation of instruction codes in octal

numbers is an operator's convenience for loading

and reading binary information. The meaning of the

octal code can be understood only when it is broken
down into its binary elements. For example, note the

first instruction code to appear in this text, which
occurs in Paragraph 4-19 (also Step 3 of Figure 4-4).

The instruction is STA 3000 (Store A-Register into

memory location 003000; initial zeros of address
assumed). The coded instruction word is 073000.

Refer now to the Consolidated Coding Table (Table

A-4 in the Appendix), or to Figure 2-4 in Section II,

Specifications. Note that the code for STA consists

of ones in bit positions 14, 13, and 12, and a zero in

bit position 11. Since indirect addressing is not being

used at tltts time, Bit 15 is a zero. Bit 10 must be a

one, since the program and all references will be on

the same (Current) memory page. (An elaboration

of the page concept is given later under Paragraph
4-47.) This accounts for Bits 10 through 15. See

Figure 4-1. The remaining bits (0 through 9), which

comprise the Memory Address, are simply the

corresponding bits of the desired address. The desired

address in this case is 003000. This breaks down in

binary form as shown in the top row of Figure 4-1.

Note that all bits higher than Bit 9 of the desired

address are disregarded by the programmer when
composing the instruction word. This is because these

bits fall outside of the page-size limits. The M-
Register, which contains the page-designating bits,

will hold the bits constant at execute time, as

commanded by Bit 10 of the instruction code.

DfTSIRED 15 14 13 12 II 10 9 8 76 543 210
ADDRESS 1 1 1

DISREGARDED
(CURRENT PAGE)

INSTRUCTION 15 14 13 12 II 10

l'ooo'ooo'o'oo

l'ooo'ooo'ooo

CO0E 1 1 1 1 >0 1

INSTRUCTION 7 3
WORD

' 1 1 1 ' 1

02MB-A-29

Figure 4-1. Coding a Memory Reference
Instruction Word

4-7. It is evident that the octal digit "3" in the

resultant instruction word 073000 is the result of

three individual factors: Bit 11 (a zero) specifies

the A-Register, Bit 10 (a one) specifies Current page,
and Bit 9 (a one) is an address bit. This requirement
of using bits having separate, individual meanings to

compose an octal digit is frequently encountered. For
example, suppose that it is desired to rotate the B-
Register left three places and clear the Extend bit,

all in one instruction. From the Shift-Rotate group
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definitions (Paragraph 2-81), it is determined that a
suitable method for a three-place rotation is to rotate
the B-Register left four places (BLF), then right one
place (RBR). The resultant octal code for the instruc-
tion which will accomplish these actions (including the
clearing of the Extend bit) is 005763. The way this

number was composed can be shown by breaking it

down into its binary components, as follows:

005763

000 1 1 111 110 011

Register B- SRG
Reference Reg
Instruction

Type

BLF CLE RBR
Enable
this

instr 'J
Enable
this

instr. -

CAUTION

The following procedures, to the end of this

Section, are designed to be performed on the
Computer while reading the text. Consider-
able loading effort can be saved if the entire
set of procedures is performed in the se-
quence given, without any interruptions which
might disturb procedures in progress. Since
these procedures alter memory, the operator
should also be certain that he is not destroy-
ing valuable information which may have been
stored previously in the Computer. Memory
locations used in these procedures are:

1001 through 1010

1020 through 1036

2166 through 2207

2766 through 3036

3777 through 4003

4-11. PRELIMINARY OPERATIONS.

Note

The ability to code instructions in octal form
is essential to the procedures given in the
remainder of this Section. It is therefore
strongly recommended that the reader take
the time at this point to study the composition
of the above instruction code, with reference
to the Consolidated Coding Table in the
Appendix. As an exercise, do a similar
breakdown of the following example: 003145,
which is a single-word instruction to skip if

Extend is set, clear Extend, and complement
and increment the A-Register. Five micro-
instructions are involved. Determine which
ones, from the code.

4-8. COMPUTER TURN-ON.

4-9. Assuming that installation of the Computer
has been completed, power is turned on simply by
putting the toggle switch marked POWER in the
up position. This will initially light the HALT
pushbutton and the FETCH indication. The reg-
ister lights will come on in a random pattern.
Should one or more of these indications fail when
turning on the Computer, refer to Volume Two,
Installation and Maintenance Manual.

4-10. It is good practice when turning on the Com-
puter, or when beginning any new operation, to press
the PRESET pushbutton and to ensure that the LOADER
switch is in the PROTECTED position.

4-12. The first and most basic operation is to put
some information into the Computer's memory. The
following paragraphs, through 4-21, outline in detail
two methods of doing this. One method is to manually
store the setting of the Switch Register directly into a
specified memory cell, by using the front-panel
operating controls. The other method is to let the
Computer itself do the storing operation. The pur-
pose in showing these two methods is to demonstrate
that computer "instructions" are equivalent to
operating controls.

4-13. Figure 4-2 illustrates the two memory storing
methods. Note that in the first case the information is

transferred from the Switch Register to a location in
memory. In the second case (Programmed Loading),
the transfer is from the A-Register. For simplicity,
information will be put into the A-Register manually
from the Switch Register (broken LOAD A line), How-
ever, as will be seen later, this information could
come from anywhere in memory or from the B-
Register (broken LDA lines). Note also that, for
simplicity, Figure 4-2 omits detailed routing via the
Bus System and T-Register as described in the
preceding Section.

4-14. MANUAL STORING.

4-15. First it is necessary to decide where in
memory the information is to be stored. For illus-
trative purposes, an address in the middle of the
second memory page has been selected (refer to
Paragraph 2-23): location 003000. To direct the
Computer to this address, set the number into the
Switch Register, as shown in Step 1 of Figure 4-3.
Then press the LOAD ADDRESS pushbutton (Step 2).

This immediately transfers the setting of the Switch
Registers into the P and M Registers, as can be
read from the indicator lights. The Computer is now
"at" location 003000 (the addressed location).
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A. MANUAL STORING

BIT PLANE

LOAD
MEMORY

SWITCH REGISTER

8. PROGRAMMED STORING

BIT PLANE

STA I
LDA

A - REGISTER
LDA

LOAD A B-REGISTER

SWITCH REGISTER

Figure 4-2. Two Methods of Storing

Information in Memory

4-16. Now the operator can store any desired in-

formation into the addressed location. An easy to

recognize pattern of zeros and ones in alternating

groups of three is suggested in Figure 4-3 (in octal:

070707). Complete Steps 3 and 4 of Figure 4-3. Note
that the P and M Registers have incremented to the

next location (which will not be used at this point).

The T-Register indicates the information (070707)

which went into memory.

4-17. To verify that location 003000 does indeed con-
tain the information 070707, complete Steps 5 through
8. Again, note that the P and M Registers, at the

conclusion of this procedure, are one step "ahead" of

the information displayed in the T-Register. This is

because the P and M Registers must direct the Com-
puter to the next location, whereas the T-Register
always indicates information resulting from previous
action.

4-18. PROGRAMMED STORING.

4-19. For the Computer to perform its own storing

operation, it is first necessary to put into memory the

instruction (STA, Store contents of A-Register) which
will accomplish this. Then the Computer can be

directed to the place in memory where this instruction

is located; pressing the RUN pushbutton will then let

the Computer go ahead and execute the instruction.

After doing so, the Computer will look for its next

instruction in the following location, and will attempt

to continue running. Since it is unknown what other

information may be in memory, it is necessary to stop

the Computer as soon as the desired action is com-
pleted, simply by putting a halt (HLT) instruction in

the immediately succeeding location. The required

"program" therefore consists of two instructions:

STA, HLT.

4-20. The manual-storage procedure of Paragraphs
4-14 through 4-17 put an easy to recognize pattern

(070707) into location 003000. It is the objective of

the next paragraph (procedure detailed in Figure 4-4)

to let the Computer put a different pattern (all ones)

into the same location, replacing the previous pattern.

This new pattern is loaded into the A-Register before

the program is run.

4-21. Steps 1 through 6 of Figure 4-4 store the two-

word program into memory, using the two locations

immediately preceding the location to be altered

(003000). Steps 7 and 8 load the new pattern into the

A-Register. Steps 9 and 10 verify that the old pattern

is still in location 003000. Steps 11, 12, 13 cause the

program to be run. The Computer executes this pro-
gram in 4.8 microseconds; therefore the Computer
will be back in the halt condition (HALT light on)

faster than can be visually detected. Steps 14 and 15

verify that the new pattern (177777) is now in location

003000.

4-22. THE STORED PROGRAM.

4-23. The preceding descriptions have demonstrated
that internal presettable commands can control op-
eration of the Computer in the same manner as front-

panel controls. If the Computer were constructed like

a mechanical calculator, there might be panel controls

to "add" or "subtract", but this would be defeating

the design principles of a computer. The intent is to

provide flexibility through use of internal commands
which can be arranged to occur in a specific sequence,

and to limit panel controls to the minimum required
to initiate operation. This, in essence, is the concept
of the stored-program computer. The following

paragraphs discuss the elements of the stored
program.

4-24. A program consists of a sequence of computer
words, stored in memory, which control operation of

the Computer. The general term "computer words"
is used rather than the restrictive term "instruc-

tions" since the stored information generally includes
three types of words:

The Instruction worda.

b.

c.

The Data word

The Address word
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1. Set to 003000 (0 000 011 000 000 000).

2. Press LOAD ADDRESS.
store

<J
3. Set to 070707 (0 111 000 111 000 111).

i. Press LOAD MEMORY. Photograph shows
conditions existing at this time.

5. Set to 003000.

5. Press LOAD ADDRESS.
check <; 7. Press DISPLAY MEMORY.

3. T-Rcgister indicates contents of memory
location 003000: 070707 (no change).

4-4

Figure 4-3. Storing Information Manually

O2T1S-A-30
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Set Switch Register to 002776.

Press LOAD ADDRESS.
Set to 073000 (STA 3000).

Press LOAD MEMORY.
Set to 102000 (HLT).
Press LOAD MEMORY.

Set to 177777.

Press LOAD A.

Press DISPLAY MEMORY.
T-Register indicates contents of memory
location 003000: 070707 (from Manual
Storing Procedure). Photograph shows
conditions existing at this time.

Set to 002776.
Press LOAD ADDRESS.
Press RUN.

Press DISPLAY MEMORY.
T-Register indicates new contents of

memory location 003000: 177777.

LOAD
PROGRAM

LOAD NEW
INFORMATION

CHECK OLD
INFORMATION

RUN
PROGRAM

CHECK NEW
INFORMATIC

02n8-A-31

Figure 4-4. Storing Information by Program
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4-25. Although these terms are to some extent self-

explanatory, the distinction and usage requires illus-

tration. For purposes of illustration, the simple
program example used in the preceding descriptions
will be expanded and examined in more detail, be-
ginning at Paragraph 4-31. Before proceeding,
however, the method of writing programs in a concise,
meaningful form will be presented. Notation of this

kind becomes increasingly necessary as programs
grow larger.

4-26. PROGRAM TABLE.

4-27. Table 4-1 puts into tabular form the two-word
program previously used as an example in Paragraphs
4-18 through 4-21. The information in this table

corresponds to Steps 1 through fl of Figure 4-4. The
format of the table is used for explanatory purposes
within this Volume only, but resembles in general
arrangement the format required for using the Assem-
bler Coding Forms. Sample programs in this Section
are organized to expand on each preceding program,
step by step. Shaded portions of the Program Tables
correspond exactly to previously discussed material,
and are therefore not described in detail. This per-
mits the discussions to concentrate on the new
(unshaded) portions of the sample program.

4-28. ADDRESS. The Address column of the Pro-
gram Table states where in memory the program
words (contents) are to be stored. The first listed

address states where the program is to begin; this is

termed the "Starting Address". The Starting Address
of the program shown in Table 4-1 is 002776; the

program stops at the location immediately following

(002777). Although the program never advances to

location 003000 (the location immediately following

002777) , this address must be listed in the Program
Table as a reminder that this memory location will be
used by the program.

4-29. CONTENTS. As explained above (Paragraph
4-24), the stored program can consist of three types
of words: instructions, data, or even the address of

another location. Therefore the contents of a location
specified by an address may take various forms in the

Contents column. Most memory locations of a pro-
gram will be instructions; the instruction mnemonic
is listed under "Instruction (or Data)" in the table.

If the content is not an instruction (usually a pure
number representing data or an address), it will also
appear under this heading, as shown in Table 4-2. In

the case of Memory Reference instructions, the

Model 2118A
Volume One

address of the location affected by the instruction is

listed under the Memory Reference heading;. For
example, the first instruction listed in Table 4-1 is

a command to store the A-Register contents into

location 003000. Location 003000 is the affected

location (i.e., the Memory Reference). The D/I, A/B,
and Z/C headings are also used only in the case of

Memory Reference instructions. As a reminder to

code a one-bit for I (Indirect addressing), B (B-
Register), and C (Current page), only these three
indicators will be given in the tables; D (Direct
addressing), A (A-Register), and Z (page Zero), all

coded by zero-bits, are otherwise assumed. The
Octal Code column is used for the coded version of
the desired contents. This column comprises the

"machine-language program", since this is the in-

formation which is loaded into the Computer. As far

as the Computer is concerned, these numbers are
the program. Note that no specific contents need be
loaded for address 003000, since the STA 3000 in-

struction will destroy any information previously
contained here.

4-30. REMARKS. A short explanation accompany-
ing each assigned address of the program is helpful

in communicating the intent of program details to

other persons, and also can serve as a reminder to

the original programmer when re-examining the

program at a later time. Words used for the Remarks
column should be carefully chosen to be as concise
and meaningful as possible. Understanding a given
program can be difficult enough without adding con-
fusion through vague documentation. For example, it

would not be incorrect to say for the first instruction

of Table 4-1: "Store contents of A in location 3000."
However this does not say any more than the instruc-
tion word itself says (STA 3000). The remark
suggested in Table 4- 1 states what is expected to be
in the A-Register (a "pattern"), and raises the

questions of what the pattern is, and how it happened
to get into the A-Register. This leads the operator
to look for further documentation (in this case the

text of this Manual), which tells him how to preset the

A-Register. Additional words to indicate the need for
presetting the A-Register could be added, improving
the message still further. Conversely, the simple
remark "Halt" in the next line requires no additional

comment.

4-31. PROGRAM EXECUTION.

4-32. Table 4-2 lists the program used as an ex-
ample in this discussion. The main purpose of the

Table 4-1. Program Table

ADDRESS CONTENTS REMARKS

Instruction

(or Data)
Memory
Reference

D/I A/B Z/C Octal
Code

002776
002777
003000

STA 3000 C
HLT

073000
102000

Get pattern from A, put in 3000.
Halt.

Reserved for answer.
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Table 4-2. Program to Show Instruction, Data, and Address Words

CONTENTS REMARKS

Instruction

(or Data)

Memory
Reference

D/I A/B Z/C
Octal
Code

002774 LDA 3001 c 063001 Put augend in A.

002775 ADA 3777 I c 143777 Add the addend specified by 3777.

v002776 STA 3000 c 073000 Put answer in 3000.

902777 HLT 102000 Halt.

003000 Reserved for answer.

003001 5 000005 Data.

003777 3001 003001 Address of addend is 3001.

program is to show where and when the three types of

program words (instruction, data, and address) occur.

In the process of so doing, detailed actions for simple

addition and indirect addressing will also be illus-

trated. The program adds 5 to 5, and puts the result

(10 decimal, or 12 octal) into location 003000. Note

that the middle three lines of the program are the

same as the example given in Table 4-1. The first

two lines expand the program to accomplish the

addition, and the last two lines are data and address

words used by the program.

4-33. LOADING THE PROGRAM. The program is

loaded into the Computer manually, using the sample
procedure given in Steps 1 through 4 of Figure 4-3.

Steps 1 and 2 need be done only once for most of the

program, since each LOAD MEMORY operation auto-

matically increments the address in the P and M
Registers. Specifically, the procedure is:

a. Set the Switch Register to the Starting Address

(002774), and press LOAD ADDRESS.

b. Set the Switch Register to the first word of the

program (063001), and press LOAD MEMORY.

c. Set the Switch Register to the next word of the

program, press LOAD MEMORY, and repeat this step

until the first six words have been loaded. For the

fifth word (which requires no contents), it is con-

venient to simply press LOAD MEMORY with the HLT
code still in the Switch Register. A halt instruction

in this location does no harm.

d. For the seventh word, which is not in sequence

with the other six, it is necessary to set the address

(003777) into the Switch Register and press LOAD
ADDRESS. Then set the Switch Register to the

Contents (003001), and press LOAD MEMORY.

4-34. RUNNING THE PROGRAM. Again set the

Switch Register to the Starting Address (002774) and

press LOAD ADDRESS. Now press RUN. Immediately

the Computer switches to the Halt condition, having

executed the problem and stored the answer in loca-

tion 003000 in 16.0 microseconds. To verify that the

Computer has arrived at the right answer (000012),

press the DISPLAY MEMORY pushbutton. The

answer is in the T-Register . This demonstrates how

fast the Computer operates, but does not show what

operations it went through to arrive at its answer.

Therefore the following paragraphs will re- run the

program step by step in order to show these operations.

4-35. SINGLE CYCLE OPERATION. Table 4-3

shows the contents of each register following each

operation of the SINGLE CYCLE pushbutton. The
program will be executed in eight steps (i.e., eight

machine phases). The following eight paragraphs

describe each of these steps. The program is

initially set up by setting the Switch Register to the

Starting Address (002774) and pressing the LOAD
ADDRESS pushbutton. The conditions now existing

are shown in the top line of Table 4-3: the P and M
Registers hold the Starting Address, and the re-

maining registers can be in any state. The FETCH
phase indicator light on the panel is on, indicating

that the first machine phase will be a Fetch phase;

this is an effect of the LOAD ADDRESS switch.

4-36. Press the SINGLE CYCLE pushbutton (first

step). The conditions of the registers after the

Computer has completed this first phase are shown

in the Step 1 line of Table 4-3. As an additional

reference, refer back to Figure 3-15 in the preceding

Section; the Fetch phase actions for all Memory
Reference instructions except JMP apply to this dis-

cussion. Note also the Read/Write memory cycle,

which is what reads the contents of the addressed

location (contents of 002774 is 063001) into the T-
Register. This is accomplished early in the Fetch

phase. The Computer interprets any word read out

of memory during a Fetch phase as an instruction

word. It is the programmer's responsibility to ensure

that the Computer does find an instruction in every

location to which the P-Register goes. This is en-

sured by properly filling out the Program Table; e.g.,

in Table 4-2, the program (P-Register) starts at

002774, and stops at 002777. Every one of these

locations must have an instruction word as its con-

tents. Later in the Fetch phase (T6 and T7), the

memory reference bits (0 through 9) of the T-Register

are transferred into Bits through 9 of the M-
Register. The remaining bits of the M-Register are

left unchanged (since there is no reference to page

Zero), thus completing the memory reference address
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Table 4-3. Single Cycle Execution of a Program

St op Instruction m -rtegister A -Register B -Register Phase

Any 002774 002774 Any (Not used) FETCH

1 T.DA r 063001 002774 003001 Any EXECUTE

2 000005 002775 002775 000005 FETCH

3 ADA, 143777 002775 003777 000005 INDIRECT

4

'1
003001 002775 003001 000005 EXECUTE

5 000005 002776 002776 000012 FETCH

6 STA 073000 002776 003000 000012 EXECUTE

7 000012 002777 002777 000012 FETCH

8 HLT 102000 003000 003000 000012 FETCH

in the M-Register. In comparing the contents of the
T and M Registers in Step 1 of Table 4-3, be careful
not to assume that the complete octal digits "3001"
are transferred; the digit "3" (like the situation
shown in Figure 4-1 and explained in Paragraphs 4-6
and 4-7) is a composite of three binary bits with
different code meanings. Also occurring at the end
of the Fetch phase is the setting of the EXECUTE
(Phase 3) condition. The P and A Registers are not
yet affected.

4-37. Press the SINGLE CYCLE pushbutton again
(Step 2) to complete execution of the LDA 3001 in-
struction. Step 2 of Table 4-3 shows register con-
ditions existing after completion of theExecutepha.se.
This is the phase in which the Computer gets the data
requested by the memory reference, and does with it

whatever is commanded by the instruction code. The
Read portion of the memory cycle reads the contents
of the location addressed by the M-Register (now at
003001) into the T-Register. This information, read
out of memory by the Execute phase, is a data word.
It is the programmer's responsibility to ensure that a
data word (or an indirect address) is contained in all

locations to which there is a memory reference (un-
less the location is to be used by the program for
storage). As seen in Table 4-2, there are three
memory references; therefore the table accounts for
three addresses in addition to the four addresses
assigned to the program instructions. One of these
three is a storage location, one is data, and one is an
indirect address. In this Step, the information read
out is the data "5". As shown in Figure 3-15 (LDA/B),
the data is transferred from the T-Register to the A-
Register during the Execute phase. Therefore the
number 5 appears in both registers. At the end of
this phase the P andM Registers are set to the address
of the next instruction (002775), and the Fetch con-
dition is set (FETCH light on), for reading of the next
instruction.

4-38. Press SINGLE CYCLE (Step 3). This fetches
the next instruction (143777) out of location 002775.
The code 143777 means: add to whatever is in the
A-Register the contents of a memory location which
can be found by going first to location 3777 for more
information. This is what is implied by the symbolic
form: ADA 3777, Indirect. The Indirect bit (Bit 15 of
the word now in the T-Register) caused the setting of
the Indirect phase (INDIRECT light on), and the mem-
ory reference bits (0 through 9) have been transferred
into the M-Register. The P and A Registers remain
as they were. The Indirect phase is ready to begin.

4-39. Press SINGLE CYCLE (Step 4). The Computer
always interprets information read out of memory
during an Indirect phase as an address word. This
word (003001) is transferred to the M-Register as the
new memory reference for the current ADA instruc-
tion. Both T and M Registers therefore now contain
003001. Since Bit 15 of this word is a zero (Direct
address), the Execute condition is set (EXECUTE
light on). If this bit had been a one (Indirect), the
Indirect condition would remain set, and a further
memory reference would be obtained in the next Stepi.

However, with this example, the Computer now knows
that the addend data is located in 003001. It happens,
in this example, that this is the same locatioii from
which the augend was taken; however, the address
word could just as well refer to any location in
memory.

4-40. Press SINGLE CYCLE (Step 5). In the Execute
phase of the ADA instruction, the data in location
003001 is read out (the number 5), and is added to the
existing contents of the A-Register (whichupuntil now
also contained the number 5). The T-Register there
fore contains 5, and the A-Register contains 12. As
usual, the last operation for any instruction, is to
advance the P and M Registers to the location of this

next instruction (002776) and to set the Fetch phase
condition.
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4-41. Press SINGLE CYCLE (Step 6). The Fetch

phase of the STA 3000 instruction reads the instruc-

tion word (073000) out of location 002776, transfers

the memory reference bits to the M-Register and sets

the Execute phase condition.

4-42. Press SINGLE CYCLE (Step 7). The Execute

phase puts the A-Register contents (000012) into the

memory via the T-Register. Therefore both registers

indicate this value. As usual, the P and M Registers

are advanced to the address of the next instruction

(002777), and the Fetch phase condition is set.

4-43. Press SINGLE CYCLE (Step 8). The Halt in-

struction is read out of memory, and the Computer
is in the same state as after the running of the pro-

gram in Paragraph 4-34. As before, the DISPLAY
MEMORY pushbutton can now be pressed to verify

that location 003000 again has received the correct

answer, 000012.

4-44. REFERENCING OTHER PAGES.

4-45. The procedures given in the preceding para-

graphs used three Memory Reference instructions:

LDA 3001; ADA 3777, I; and STA 3000. All of these

instructions were stored in the second page of mem-
ory (refer to Paragraph 2-23); i.e., they were stored

in locations 2774, 2775, and 2776. In addition, the

addresses to which these instructions referred (3001,

3777, 3000) were also located in the second page of

memory. Thus each memory reference is a "Current

page" reference; i.e., no reference is made to an

Section IV
Paragraphs 4-41 to 4-48

address which is outside the page in which the pro-

gram itself is operating.

4-46. One program reference (ADA 3777, I) went to

the page limit. This instruction could not have been

ADA 4000, I, which refers to a location just one

address higher. Location 4000 is not on the Current

page. On the other hand, ADA 1777 (with or without I)

is possible, even though location 1777 also is not on

the Current page. The following paragraphs, through

4-62, deal with thefj special considerations for ref-

erencing memory pages other than the Current page.

The first step is to know what constitutes a "page" of

memory.

4-47. CONCEPT OF THE MEMORY PAGE.

4-48. The necessity for dividing memory into pages

arises in small computers, such as the HP 2115A,

from the fundamental design concept of combining the

instruction code and the memory reference into one

computer word. This contributes to speed and

efficiency in the computer, but also limits the number
of bits available for the memory reference. As shown

in Figures 2-3 and 2-4 of the Specifications section,

Bits through 9 of the Memory Reference instructions

are available for the memory reference address.

Refer now to Table 4-4 and note under the "Memory
Reference Bits" column that the possible range of

numbers using these bits is (in octal) 0000 through

1777. To form addresses any higher than 1777 re-

quires the addition of bits listed under the "Page
Bits" column.

Table 4-4. Memory Pages

Page
No.

Octal
Addresses

Complete Binary Addresses (M -Register)

Page Bits Memory Reference Bits

00000 (*) o

01777 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 02000 1

03777 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

2 04000 1

05777 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

3 06000 1 1

07777 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

4 10000 1

11777 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

5 12000 1 1

13777 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

6 14000 1 1

15777 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

7 16000 1 1 1

17777 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Direct/Indirect bit does not form part of an address.
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4-49. In the Computer, a reference to memory is

implemented by transferring Bits through 9 of the
instruction word from the T-Register to the M-
Register during the Fetch phase (see Figure 3-15).
The remaining bits, during the Fetch phase, can only
stay at the value they used when addressing the current
instruction location, before the Fetch phase began.
(Optionally, these bits can be reset to zero for a
reference to page Zero; this is relatively simple to
accomplish internally.) Thus the programmer must
know if these bits currently agree with the correspond-
ing bits of the address he wishes to reference. To
assist the programmer in this task, the convention is

established of dividing memory into blocks called
"pages". Each block contains 2000 (octal) memory
locations (or 1024 decimal). This block size is

determined by the range of direct addressing capability
(0000 through 1777), and each such block is assigned
a "page number".

4-50. Identification of page numbers is simplifiedby
considering the 5 page bits (see Table 4-4) as a
separate binary word. Thus 00000 is PageO; 00001
is Page 2; etc. Going back to the problem example
in Paragraph 4-46 (where it was stated that the ADA
instruction in location 2775 could not reference
location 4100), the situation can be analyzed as
follows:

a. Current address is 000 010 111 111 101
(02775)

b. Page number (first five bits) is 00001 (Page
1)

2

DIRECT / INDIRECT

PAGE
O

/*•— -»

1 J
2775

2

3

L

BIT PLANE

Figure 4-5. Direct and Indirect
References to Other
Pages

must always be considered when coding any Mem-
ory Reference instruction, or an erroneous reference
may be made. The memory reference bits alone are
not sufficient to identify a location. For example. ADA
5777 and ADA 1777 (assuming that the program its

operating in Page 2) have identical memory reference
bits:

c. Desired reference is 000 100 000 000 000
(04000)

d. Page number (first five bits) is 00010„ (Page
2)

2

4-51. The desired reference requires a page change,
or, in other words, Bits 10 through 15 of the M-
Register must be altered, in addition to the usual
alteration of Bits through 9. To do so requires use
of a programming technique described under Para-
graph 4-55 (Indirect References). A simpler tech-
nique of addressing another page (limited to page
Zero only) is discussed first in the following para-
graph. Figure 4-5 shows individual memory cells
which are addressable from a location on Page 1.

This source location may be thought of as location
2775, the same example as in the preceding discus-
sions. Page 1 is the Current page.

ADA 5777: 100 01(1 111 111 111)

ADA 1777: 100 00(1 111 111 111)

4-54. Only Bit 10, the Zero/Current indicator, can
make the, distinction. The "C" in the Coding Table lis

a reminder that Bit 10 must be coded a one when ref-
erencing Current page. Otherwise it must be a zero
for all Memory Reference instructions. Remember
that Bit 10 of the instruction word is not an address
bit. Its function is to control Bits 10 through 15 of the
M-Register: to either reset these bits to zero, or
leave them alone. This provides an easy, direct
access to information on Page from any other page,
thus making Page useful for storage olE data.
Programs are generally stored in other pages (as the
examples in this Section do) in order to reserve Page
for information which may be referred to frequently.

4-52. DIRECT REFERENCES. 4-55. INDIRECT REFERENCES.

4-53. The arrows going left from "location 2775" in
Figure 4-5 show that, without using an indirect ad-
dress, an instruction at this point can reference a
location on either the Current page or Page 0. This
doubles the range of possible references for instruc-
tions which are located on any page other than Page 0.

Bit 10 of the instruction word is reserved for
distinguishing which page is referenced (zero for
Page 0, or one for Current page). This distinction

4-10

4-56. The arrows going right from "location 2775"
in Figure 4-5 show that, by using an indirect address
in the first referenced location, any location in
memory can then be accessed. As in the preceding
paragraph, the initial reference (contained in the in-
struction word), can refer to a location on either the
Current page or Page 0. Broken lines in Figure 4-S
indicate this optional choice. Either way, the initial

reference is simply an intermediate step to the final
desired reference. Obviously an added machine
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operation (Indirect phase) is required, as well as the

added memory location. The means of telling the

Computer that this additional step is desired is to

code a one in Bit 15 of the instruction word. An "I"

in the Coding Table is a reminder to do this.

4-57. PROGRAM EXAMPLE.

4-58. Table 4-5 lists a program illustrating both a

direct reference to Page and an indirect reference

to Page 2. As before, the program itself operates

approximately in the middle of Page 1. This program
differs from that of Table 4-2 in that the data, instead

of being stored on the Current page (location 3001),

now appears in two different locations: location 1001

on Page 0, and location 4000 on Page 2. Figure 4-6

shows in simplified form the referencing accomplished

by this program.

PAGE
(0ATA)

1001

( PROGRAM

)

— • •— ( REF)

z)-
4000 I0ATA)

2

ADD 5 INDIRECT LOAD 5 DIRECT

A-REGISTER I O OOO OOO 00 001 010
I i OZIIfi-A-t!

Figure 4-6. Examples of Interpage

Referencing

4-59. LOADING THE PROGRAM. Unless memory
has been distrubed, the program of Table 4-5 can be

loaded by making a few changes to the existing con-

ditions of the Computer on completion of the preceding

procedures. (The reader, at this point in the text,

should be able to load a complete program, given octal

addresses and octal-coded contents; refer back to

Paragraph 4-33 if necessary.) Changes required are:

a. Load location 002774 with contents 061001.

b. Load location 003777 with contents 004000.

c. Load location 004000 with contents 000005.

d. Load location 001001 with contents 000005.

4-60. DIRECT REFERENCE. Set the Switch Reg-
ister to the Starting Address (002774), and press

LOAD ADDRESS. Remembering that only Bits

through 9 of the word about to be read out of memory
are transferred to the M-Register, watch Bit 10 of

the M-Register and press SINGLE CYCLE once. Bit

10, a page bit, has changed from a one to a zero, thus

changing pages. This situation is shown in Figure 4-6,

where the instruction word in location 2774 is causing

location 1001 to be addressed. The contents of location

1001 is known to be "5"; this will be loaded into the

A-Register in the next (Execute phase). Again watch
Bit 10 of the M-Register and press SINGLE CYCLE.
The page indication returns to Page 1 to address the

next instruction (in 2775), and the data (octal 5) is in

the A-Register. Referring to Figure 4-6, an instruc-

tion on Page 1 has commanded data from Page (by

direct reference) to be put into the A-Register.

4-61. INDIRECT REFERENCE. Previously, in

Paragraphs 4-46 and 4-50, it was pointed out that a

direct reference from location 2775 to 4000 is not

possible. These two paragraphs describe the indirect

method for making this reference. Briefly, the method
is to make an initial reference to a location on the

Current page, pick up a 15-bit address there, and use
that address to reference location 4000 (refer to

Figure 4-6). Although the initial reference could be
anywhere on the Current page or Page 0, location

3777 (which is immediately adjacent to location 4000)

has been chosen to emphasize the concept of page
boundaries.

Table 4-5. Program for Interpage Referencing

ADDRESS CONTENTS REMARKS

Instruction

(or Data)

Memory
Reference

D/I A/B Z/C
Octal
Code

002774 LDA 1001 061001 Get augend from page Zero, put in A.

002775 ADA 3777 I c 143777 Add the addend specified by 3777.

002776 STA 3000 c 073000 Put answer in 3000.

002777 HLT 102000 Halt.

003000 Reserved for answer.
003777 4000 004000 Address of addend is 4000.

004000 5 000005 Data (on Page 2).

001001 5 000005 Data (on Page 0).
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4-62. Watching Bits 11 and 10 of the M-Register,
press SINGLE CYCLE. These bits remain 01 2 (Page
1) for the initial reference to location 3777 on the
Current page. Note that the Computer has ack-
nowledged the fact that indirect addressing is de-
sired, since the INDIRECT light is on; this condition
was specified by a one in Bit 15 of the instruction
word (now visible in the T-Register). Again watching
Bits 11 and 10 of the M-Register, press SINGLE
CYCLE. These bits change to 10 2 (Page 2) for the
indirect reference to location 4000. Since Bit 15 of
the T-Register Is now a zero (not "Indirect"), the
EXECUTE phase condition is indicated. This means
that the next phase will execute the instruction, and
the M-Register will return to Page 1 for the next in-
struction. Watching Bits 11 and 10 of the M-Regi ster,

press SINGLE CYCLE. These bits return to 01 2 to

address location 2776. The remaining actions are the
same as in Table 4-3, Steps 6, 7, and 8. Press
SINGLE CYCLE three more times to complete ttie

program.

4-63. JUMPS.

4-64. In all previous examples, although random
references to various points in memory were made,
the program itself (i.e., the list of instruction words)
was located in a few consecutive locations in Page 1.

This strict sequential operation would be severely
limiting for practical applications. Therefore pro-
vision must be made for the program to move freely
throughout available memory. The jump instructions
(JMP and JSB) provide this capability.

4-65. The essential difference between these two
instructions is that the JMP (Jump) instruction un-
conditionally suspends operation at the currentlyused
area of memory and continues operation in a new
area, whereas JSB (Jump to Subroutine) provides a

Model 2115A
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means of "remembering" the location where the jump
command was given, thus enabling a return to that

point at some later time. Table 4-6 illustrates bath
kinds of jumps by treating the program previously
developed as a "subroutine" (to add 5+5), and adding
a few preliminary instructions. These preliminary
instructions represent the "main program"; for
simplicity of illustration, several NOP (No Operation)
instructions are inserted to represent a more lengthy
sequence of working instructions.

4-66. The special considerations for referencing
other pages, as covered in the preceding discussion
(Paragraphs 4-44 through 4-62), apply to toe jump
instructions. This means that the program can jump
directly to any location on either Current page or
page Zero, or indirectly to any location in memory.
The program example in Table 4-6 illustrates both a
direct JMP and an indirect JMP, but only a direct
JSB. An indirect JSB occurs in the same way as does
the indirect JMP.

4-67. LOADING THE PROGRAM. If memory re-
mains undisturbed from preceding procedures, the
new program can be loaded simply by loading the
"Octal Code" contents into the corresponding "Ad-
dress" for those items not shaded in Table 4-6.
Otherwise it is necessary to load all 15 addresses
listed in the table. Note that LOAD ADDRESS must
be used three times, since three separate areas of
memory are being loaded.

4-68. THE JMP INSTRUCTION. Set the Switch
Register to the Starting Address (002100), and press
LOAD ADDRESS. Assume that a working program
has been running sequentially up to this point (i.e.,

the P-Register increments by one on completion of
each instruction). For example, watch the P-Register
and press SINGLE CYCLE. This causes execution of
the first NOP instruction, and advances the P-Register

Table 4-6. Examples of Program Jumps

ADDRESS CONTENTS REMARKS

Instruction

(or Diita)

Memory
Reference

D/I A/B Z/C Octal
Code

002100
002101
002200

NOP
JMP 2200 C
NOP

000000
026200
000000

Program starts here (no operation).

Jump to 2200.

No operation.
002201
002202
002203

NOP
JSB 2773 C
HLT

000000
016773
102000

No operation.

Jump to 5 + 5 subroutine at 2773.
Halt.

002773
002774
002775

LDA 1001
ADA 3777 I C

061001
143777

Reserved for return address.
Get augend from page Zero, put in A.
Add the addend specified by 3777.

002776
002777
003000

STA 3000 C
JMP 2773 I C

073000
126773

Put answer in 3000.

Return to main program via 2773..

Reserved for answer.
003777
004000
001001

4000
5

5

004000
000005
000005

Address of addend is 4000.
Data (on Page 2).

Data (on Page 0).
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from 002100 to 002101. In location 2101 is the in-

struction to jump to location 2200. Since a direct

jump is a one-phase instruction, the jump will be

completed in the next operation. Watch the P-
Register and press SINGLE CYCLE, noting that the

indication does not increment by one, but rather

"jumps" from 002101 to 002200. If the intervening

locations had contained instructions, those instruc-

tions would be omitted from the sequence of this

program. Press SINGLE CYCLE two more times, and

note that the P-Register increments normally from
the new operating point of 002200.

4-69. THE JSB INSTRUCTION. The P-Register is

now at the location (2202) which contains the instruc-

tion to jump to the subroutine which begins at location

2773. This subroutine, as the Remarks column
states, is a procedure to add 5 plus 5. It is desired,

upon completion of the subroutine, to return to the

main program at the succeeding location (2203). It

happens that the HLT instruction is located in 2203,

but a program-continuing instruction could as well be

stored there, and the program (P-Register) would

advance as usual to 2204, 2205, etc.

4-70. The JSB instruction, unlike JMP, requires two

phases. The first phase (Fetch) only references the

location being jumped to; i.e., the P-Register does
not change in this phase. Watch the M-Register and

press SINGLE CYCLE, noting that location 2773 is

referenced, but the P-Register still "remembers"
the location (2202) where the jump command was
given. The next phase will store the return address

into the referenced location, and will complete the

jump. Watch the P and M Registers and press
SINGLE CYCLE. Both registers now address the

first instruction of the subroutine location 2774.

Note also that the T-Register indicates the number
2203, the return address, which was stored into

location 2773 in the phase just completed. This value

is one higher than the location jumped from, since

obviously a return to location 2202 would send the

program right back into the subroutine, and it would
loop continuously without ever reaching 2203.

4-71. Now press the SINGLE CYCLE pushbutton

seven more times. This executes the three instruc-

tions of the subroutine, which are identical to the

instructions of the previous program (Table 4-5).

The content of location 2777, however, is now an in-

direct jump via location 2773. Location 2773, re-

member, contains the return address. Watch the

M-Register andpress SINGLE CYCLE; this references

location 2773. Since the next phase will be an Indirect

phase (INDIRECT light is on), the content of the

referenced location will be interpreted as an address.

The Indirect phase will complete the jump to that

address. Watch the P and M Registers and again

press SINGLE CYCLE. These registers now address
location 2203 of the main program, completing the

jump out of the subroutine. Press SINGLE CYCLE to

execute the HLT instruction contained in location

2203.

4-72. The preceding three paragraphs show how sub-

routines are accessed. By definition, a subroutine

is a sequence of instructions designed to perform a

Section IV
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single task, with provisions included to allow entry

from any point in a program and return to the same
point. The contents of locations 2773 through 2777

comprise a typical subroutine. The single task is an

addition, and the entry and return requirement is

guaranteed by storing the return address in location

2773 (a function of the JSB instruction) and by in-

cluding an indirect jump via this location at the end

of the subroutine (programmer's responsibility).

4-73. INTRODUCTION TO PROGRAM
DEVELOPMENT.

4-74. The program examples given in the preceding

discussions have been simple enough that no expla-

nations were offered to explain how the programs were
derived. The main object has been to demonstrate the

register manipulations which occur during the running

of the program. Refer ahead to the next program ex-

ample in Table 4-8, and note that 12 lines have been

added to the previous 15, nearly doubling the length of

the program. Readers without previous programming
experience may, at this point, wish to know just how
this sequence of instructions was developed. For

example, how was it known in advance that the new
Starting Address of the program would be 2166?

4-75. The answer is that preliminary development

in "rough" form preceded the assigning of actual

addresses. Temporary "labels" were used in place

of final addresses. This introduces the concept of

symbolic programming, which later becomes the ex-

clusive means of program writing when software is

involved. For such purposes, however, specific rules

governing the use of labels apply, which are beyond
the scope of this Volume. This Volume therefore uses

a symbolic notation (lower case letters) unique to

these discussions, with the implication that such

labels are temporary assignments for rough work
only. The appearance of lower case letters in a

written program provides an immediate and obvious

indication that the program is not completely

developed.

4-76. The following description of Looping and

Counting includes detailed information on the develop-

ment of the program example. Before going into

details of the program, however, it is first necessary
to decide on general techniques, based on the problem
to be solved. Suppose that the problem to be solved is:

[ 5 + 3(2)] + 5 = 1610

4-77. The previously developed program showed how
to use a subroutine to add two numbers, both of which
happened to be 5. For convenience, the same sub-
routine can be used by letting one of the numbers be

5, and the other can be the result of the 5 + 3(2) cal-

culation. Now it is only necessary, at some time
before going into the subroutine, to perform the

5 + 3(2) calculation and store the result in an easily

referenced location. It is the object of the following

paragraphs to show how to do this calculation with a

simple loop. Therefore the general techniques de-

cided upon are: use a loop to calculate (5 + 3(2)),

and use the previously established subroutine to add
the result to the number 5.
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4-78. LOOPING AND COUNTING.

4-79. THE PROGRAM LOOP.

4-80. To save core space (and incidentally to ease
the burden on the programmer), it is frequently con-
venient to use a program loop when a sequence of
instructions within a program is to be repeated
several times, with little or no change on each repeat.
As in the present example, suppose it is desired to
add 2+2+2 etc., any number of times to the number 5.

To accomplish this, it would be possible to put the
number 5 into location "z", 2 into location "y", and
then add repeatedly:

a. LDA z

b. ADA y
c. ADA y
d. ADA y, etc.

z. 5

y. 2

4-81. By simply Jumping back to the first add in-
struction immediately after it has been once com-
pleted, an endless program loop is created, accom-
plishing the same effect:

a. LDA z

Cb. ADA y
c. JMP b
z. 5

y. 2

4-82. The program starts at location a, which loads
the contents of z (the number 5) into the A-Register,
then advances to location b, which adds the number
2 to the existing contents of the A-Register (i.e.,

5+2). Location c contains the instruction to jump back
to location b, and thus add 2 again to the existing
contents of the A-Register (i.e., 5+2+2). This is the
essential concept of the program loop. Obviously this

simple sequence is not practical as it stands, since
the loop will repeat endlessly. Some means must be
provided for getting out of the loop after it has been
repeated a desired number oftimes. This necessitates
an instruction sequence to count each loop as it occurs,
and then to exit from the loop when the desired count
has been reached. The required sequence is next
discussed.

4-83. COUNTING TO A LIMIT.

4-84. The ISZ instruction (Increment, and Skip if

Zero) is commonly used for counting to apreset limit,

since its special features include both the counting
(incrementing) and exit (skip) capabilities in one in-
struction word. A location in memory can be re-
served for use as a "counter"; each time this location
is referenced by the ISZ instruction, it is incremented
by one (in the positive direction). If the counter
location is initially set to a negative value, it will
increment toward zero each time it is referenced. In
the present example, if the counter is set to -3 before
the loop is entered, the counter will go to zero on the
third pass through the loop. This is the condition
which causes the program to skip the next instruction.
If the skipped instruction is the JMP instruction which
causes the loop to repeat, the skip provides the means
of getting out of the loop (after the third pass). This
gives the following sequence:
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a. LDA z

1 ~b. ADA y
\ r "d. ISZ X
I 1

' 1" C - JMP b
•-—e. STA w

z. 5

y- 2

X. -3

w. reserved for subtotal

4-85. Note that it has been necessary to insert a
new location (labeled d) between locations b and c.

Remember that the lower case letters are labels
only; they need not be in alphabetic sequence. The
instruction sequence here is a,b,d,c,e. The STA in-
struction in location e has been added to define where
the program continues on exit from the loop. Also
it has been necessary to add location x for the

counter (preset to -3), and to add location w to store
the result of the calculation. Storage of the result
(which is obtained in the A-Register) is necessary
since the A-Register will be used for other purposes
in the program.

4-86. The program begins by loading 5 into the A-
Register, then advances to location b to add 2. Next,
the ISZ instruction increments counter location x to

-2. Then the JMP instruction causes a return to

location b, where again 2 is added to the A-Register.
ISZ increments counter location x to -1. The JMP
instruction causes a second return to location b,

where 2 is added for the third (final) time to the
A-Register. ISZ increments counter location x to CI,

and the program skips the JMP instruction and goes
instead to location e. Here, the contents of the A-
Register are stored into location w, and the program
continues to whatever instruction is next.

4-87. TALLYING.

4-88. Occasions arise in which it is desired simply
to count, or produce a "tally", of the number of
times a particular event occurs. This does not in-
volve a loop or a skip, but again the incrementing
feature of the ISZ instruction can be used. For ex-
ample, suppose it is desired to know (or verify) how
many passes through a loop are actually executed.
In the present simple example of a program loop,
the purpose of the tally would be to count how many
times the number 2 is added to the number 5 (loaded
into the A-Register before the loop begins). There-
fore an ISZ instruction, located ahead of the ADA
instruction, can be used to increment a reserved
tally location each time ADA is about to occur. (In

this simple example, the tally could be placed either
before or after the addition. In more complex pro-
grams, a definite placement may be dictated by the
structure of the program). The tally, in this case
should be 3 after the program has been run, indi-
cating that three passes through the loop were made .

Since the "skip if zero" feature of the ISZ instruc-
tion is not used, a NOP (No Operation) instruction
could follow ISZ, so that if the total should happen to
exceed +32767 (and thus rolls over to zero), the
resulting skip won't affect the operation of the pro-
gram. The program loop now consists of the following
sequence:
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a.— f.

g-

b.—
- d.— c.

~e.
z.

y-

X.

w.

V.

(note new reference)

LDA z

ISZ v
NOP
ADA y
ISZ x
JMP f

STA w
5

2

-3 (Counter)

reserved for subtotal

(Tally)

Section IV

Paragraphs 4-89 to 4-94

the Initialization, by using the combined Register

Reference instructions CMA and INA (Complement

and Increment the A-Register). It is then necessary

only to provide positive numbers for constants. Thus

the complete initialization for both the counter and

the tally would consist of five instructions:

aa. LDA u
ab. CMA, INA
ac. STA x
ad. CLA
ae. STA v
u 3

}
>

Set counter to -3

Set tally to

4-89. INITIALIZATION.

4-90. The need for initialization frequently occurs in

programming, and is not exclusively associated with

counting and tallying. It is introduced here as a

typical example of the principle. Initialization enables

a program to be repeated any number of times, by

presetting to starting values all locations which must
be in a specific state at the start of a program but

are in a different state at the end of the program.

This applies particularly to counters and tally lo-

cations. In the above examples, the counter starts

at -3 and ends at 0, while the tally starts at and ends

at 3. To permit the program to be run a second time,

the counter must be set back to -3 and the tally must

be set back to 0. This is generally done at the start of

a program; hence the term "initialization".

4-91. Creating the two's complement form of a

negative number can also be accomplished easily in

4-92. Location u has been added to contain the

positive number 3. The first instruction of the pro-

gram puts this number into the A-Register. The next

instruction, in location ab, converts this number to

-3. Then the result is stored in the location (x)

previously established for the counter (Paragraph

4-84). Location ad clears the A-Register (all zeros),

and this value of is put into the location (v) pre-

viously established for the tally (Paragraph 4-88).

4-93. COMPLETE PROGRAM.

4-94. Putting together all parts of the symbolic pro-

gram developed in Paragraphs 4-78 through 4-92,

and then combining them with the previously developed

subroutine, the partially developed listing given in

Table 4-7 is obtained. Note that two of the locations

assigned symbolic addresses (z and w) already have

Table 4-7. Preliminary Program Development 1

ADDRESS CONTENTS REMARKS

Instruction

(or Data)

Memory
Reference

D/I A/B Z/C
Octal

Code

aa
ab
ac

LDA u C
CMA, INA
STA x C

Start. Put "3" in A.

Convert to -3.

Put -3 in Loop Counter.

ad
ae
a

CLA
STA v C
LDA 3777 (z) I C

Zero the A-Register. !

Put in Tally.

Put "5" in A.

f

b

ISZ v c
NOP
ADA y C

Add 1 to Tally.

No Operation (void skip).

Add 2 to value in A.

d
c

e

ISZ x C
JMP f C
STA 1001 (w)

Add 1 to Loop Counter. Exit if count 0.

Repeat Loop.
Store subtotal in w on exit from loop.

002202
002203
002773

JSB 2773 C
HLT

Jump to Add subroutine at 2773.

Halt.

Reserved for return address.

002774
002775
002776

LDA 1001 (w)

ADA 3777 I C
STA 3000 C

Get augend (subtotal), put in A.

Add the addend specified by 3777.

Put answer in 3000.

002777
003000
003777

JMP 2773 I C

4000

Return to main program via 2773.

Reserved for answer.
Address of Data is 4000.

004000 z

001001 w
u

5

3

Data (on Page 2).

Data (subtotal, on Page 0).

Constant.

X
V

y 2

Reserved for Loop Counter.

Reserved for Tally.

Data.
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actual addresses assigned: 3777, which references
the addend requested by the subroutine, and 1001,
which contains the augend (formerly the fixed number
5, now the subtotal produced by the loop). Looking
under the Memory Reference column, it is seen that
four other references (u,x,v,y) require an assignment
in the Address column. These are symbolically
listed at the end of the program as a reminder to

assign specific addresses for these references. There
can be no unassigned references.

4-95. Now it is simply a matter of assigning actual
addresses for the instructions by working backward
from the first fixed address (2202), thus arriving at

2166 for the Starting Address. For ease of reference,
the locations reserved for counters and constants
are assigned locations on Page 0, starting at the first

fixed address, 1001. The resulting assignments for
the fully developed program are shown in Table 4-8.

4-96. A significant change in the Remarks column
has been introduced in the transposition from Table
4-7 to Table 4-8. In the former table it is necessary
to read the remark for every instruction in order to

understand the intended operation. Table 4-8 simpli-
fies the reading by letting one remark apply to a
group of instructions, assuming that the reader already
understands such fundamentals as initialization, count-
ing, looping, and subroutine entry and exit.

4-97. LOADING THE PROGRAM. If memory re-
mains undisturbed from preceding procedures, the

program of Table 4-8 can be loaded simply by loading
the "Octal Code" contents into the corresponding
"Address" for those items not shaded in the table.

Otherwise it is necessary to load all 27 locations in

order to run the program.

4-98. RUNNING THE PROGRAM. As before, it is •

possible to step through the program one phase at a
time, by loading the new Starting Address andpressing
SINGLE CYCLE for each phase. For a program of
this length, 48 operations of the SINGLE CYCLE
pushbutton are necessary to step through the entire
program. If it is desired to examine in detail only
the new portions of the program (initialization,

looping, and counting), the instructions preceding
the JSB instruction should be stepped through (36
operations of SINGLE CYCLE) and then press RUN
to let the Computer execute the remainder auto-
matically. However, the program includes several
locations which can be checked, after the program
has been run, to verify that the program actually was
executed in the manner prescribed by the written
program. Simply load the Starting Address (002166),
press RUN, and check the results as in the following
paragraph.

Table 4-8. Program to Illustrate Looping and Counting

ADDRESS CONTENTS REMARKS

Instruction

(or Data)
Memory
Reference

D/I A/B Z/C
Octal

Code

002166
002167
002170

LDA J002
CMA, INA
STA 1003

061002
003004
071003

INITIALIZE.
Set Loop Counter to -3.

002171
002172
002173

CLA
STA 1004
LDA 3777 I C

002400
071004
163777

INITIALIZE.
Set Tally to 0.

PUT 5 into A.
002174
002175
002176

ISZ 1004
NOP
ADA 1005

035004
000000
041005

LOOP.
Add 2 three times to A.
Tally number of passes.

002177
002200
002201

ISZ 1003

•IMP 2174 C
STA 1001

035003
026174
071001 STORE subtotal from Loop in 1001.^~ 002202

002203
002773

jsb aws C
HLT

018773
102000

JUMP to Add subroutine at 2773.
HALT.
SUBROUTINE.

002774
002775
002776

LDA 1001

ADA 3777 I C
STA 3000 C

061001
143777
073000

Add 5 to subtotal from Loop.

002777
003000
003777

JMP 2773 I C

4000

126773

004000
ANSWER.
Address of Data is 4000.

004000
001001
001002

5

3

000005

000003

Data (on Page 2).

Data (subtotal, on Page 0).

Constant.
001003
001004
001005 2 000002

LOOP COUNTER.
TALLY.
Data (on Page 0).
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4-90. First, load the Answer address (003000) and

press DISPLAY MEMORY. Since the problem was
stated to be 5 + 3(2) + 5, the answer, obviously,

must be 16 (decimal) or 20, octal. That is, Bit 4 of

the T-Register must be on, and all others off. To
verify that the required three passes through the loop

were completed, three locations can be checked: the

subtotal, the loop counter, and the tally. Load the

address of the subtotal (001001) and press DISPLAY
MEMORY. The T-Register should indicate 000013

' (11, decimal), the result of calculating 5 + 3(2).

Press DISPLAY MEMORY to pass over the next

location (a constant) and then once more to display

the content of the loop counter. All T-Register lights

should be off (zero). Press DISPLAY MEMORY once
more to display the tally, which should be 000003,

indicating three passes.

4-100. SPECIAL ADDRESSING METHODS.

4-101. Table 4-9 is the final expansion of the pro-
gram developed in the preceding portion of this

Section. Two special addressing methods are illus-

trated by the added instructions: address modification

and inter- register referencing, in which an accum-
ulator is referenced as though it were a memory
location. For the purpose of illustration, the program
is expanded to solve the following problem:

[ 5 + 3(2) + (sum of 4 numbers) ]
-10

)0

4-102. The four numbers undefined in the term
"sum of 4 numbers" could be subtotals from other
parts of a complex program. Such a program could

be arranged to store these subtotals into four con-

secutive locations, thus making the numbers easily

accessible by the programming technique known as

address modification. This technique is described
under Paragraph 4-104. For simplicity, four fixed

numbers will be manually loaded into four consecutive
locations, starting at location 4000. This location

was previously assigned to contain the number 5; the

remaining three will be loaded as follows:

4001: 21 8

4002: 140 8

4003: 3570 8

4-103. In the previous program, the answer was
stored in location 3000 during the subroutine. Since

the new problem demands an additional operation

(subtract 10
)0),

the new program will delay storage of

the answer until this additional operation has been
completed (after the subroutine). The partial answer
from the subroutine will be retained in the A-Register
while the B-Register obtains the number -10. Then
the contents of the two accumulators can be combined
by the inter- register operation describedunder Para-
graph 4-110, Addressing the Accumulators.

4-104. ADDRESS MODIFICATION.

4-105. In explaining the operation of counters under
Paragraph 4-83, it was shown that the ISZ instruction

could be used to advance (or modify) a number con-

Section IV
Paragraphs 4-99 to 4-107

tained in a specific location. Since there is no

restriction on the type of word that can be in the

addressed location, the number could as well be an

address. For example, in the subroutine of the pro-

gram in Table 4-8, location 3777 contains the address

4000. The corresponding Remark states that the

"Address of Data is 4000". If an ISZ instruction,

referencing location 3777, incremented the number
to 4001, the applicable Remark would be "Address of

Data is 4001." Futhermore, if a loop were used to

increment location 3777 any number of times, an

entire block of data can be referenced with relatively

few instructions. The basic sequence is:

a. ADA 3777, I

b. ISZ 3777

c. JMP, a

4- 106. Assuming that location 3777 initially contains

the address 4000, the instruction in location a adds to

the A-Register the data whose address is contained

in location 3777 (i.e., the data in 4000 is added to A).

The ISZ instruction in location b increments the con-
tents of location 3777 to 4001. Then the program
jumps back to location a, and the data in location 4001

is added to the A-Register. As explained under
Looping and Counting (Paragraph 4-78), some means
must be provided for getting out of the loop. A
common method is to compare the current reference

with the last address of the block (in this case 4003),

and provide an indirect jump via the return address
out of the subroutine. Since the B-Register is not

in use, it can be used to hold the final address, for

comparison purposes, and is therefore first loaded

with 4003. Thus the complete sequence for the loop

(to be contained within the subroutine) is:

d. LDB z

a. ADA 3777, I

e. CPB 3777
f. JMP return address, I

b. ISZ 3777

c. JMP a

z. 4003

4-107. With the comparison limit in the B-Register,
the program advances to location a, where the quantity

5 (see Table 4-9) is added to the A-Register, in-

directly via location 3777 (which references 4000).

Then location e compares the contents of 3777
(currently 4000) with the contents of the B-Register
(fixed at 4003). Since the two numbers are unequal,

the terminating jump in location f is skipped (see

CPB definition in Paragraph 2-73 of Specifications),

and location b increments the contents of 3777 to

4001. Location c causes a jump back to the start

of the loop. The next pass through the loop adds the

quantity 21 (contents of 4001) to the total accumulating
in the A-Register. The comparison (4001 vs 4003)
causes another repeat of the loop, adding the quantity

140 (contents of 4002) to the A-Register. The next com-
parison (4002 vs 4003) is still unequal and another re-
peat of the loop adds 3570 (contents of 4003) . This time
the CPB instruction finds the contents of 3777 and of the

B-Register to be equal (4003 vs 4003), and the JMP
instruction in location f is taken. This ends the loop.
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Paragraphs 4-108 to 4-117

4-108. Note that location 3777 ends with the number
4003 in it, whereas initially it must contain 4000.
As explained under Paragraph 4-89, this condition
requires initialization. This is accomplished prior
to the start of the loop by getting the number 4000
into the A-Register from a location reserved to store
this number as a constant, and then storing it into

location 3777. Thus the following words are added to

the program:

g. LDA y
h. STA 3777
y. 4000

4-109. The instruction sequences listed in the two
preceding paragraphs account for all but one of the

instructions for the new version of the sub-routine.
The one remaining instruction (as in the previous
program) must put the results of the earlier subtotal

(in 1001) into the A-Register before the loop begins,
but after initialization. The resulting 10 locations
for the subroutine can now be assigned absolute
addresses and transferred into the program table

(locations 2766 through 2777). Location 2777 is re-
tained as the final location of the subroutine, and the

other locations are assigned working backward from
this point.

4-110. ADDRESSING THE ACCUMULATORS.

4-111. As stated in Paragraphs 2-35 and 2-36 of the
Specifications section, the A-Register and the B-
Register can be addressed as locations 0000 and
0001 respectively. The memory cells which would
ordinarily be identified by these addresses are not
available to the programmer. Thus, for example, an
"ADA 0001" instruction would add to the A-Register
the contents of the B-Register. Since both of these
registers are accumulators, it is possible to perform
separate arithmetic operations on the two accumu-
lators, and then combine the two accumulated results
with a single instruction.

4-112. In solving the problem given in Paragraph
4-101, the program, up to the point of coming out of

the subroutine, has performed all the arithmetic ex-
cept for the subtraction of the decimal number 10

(12 octal). The result exists in the A-Register. If it

were necessary to derive the subtrahend by some
arithmetic, such as conversion from a positive

number, this can be done in the B-Register, while
the minuend is held in the A-Register. Then the in-

struction "ADA 0001" (add B to A) can perform the

subtraction, and the result (existing in the A-Register)
can be stored in the location reserved for the answer
(3000). Since this completes the solution of the
problem, the HLT instruction can follow, and the
sequence of instructions which follow exit from the
subroutine will therefore be:

a. LDB z

b. CMB, INB
c. ADA 0001
d. STA 3000
e. HLT
z. 12

Model 2115A
Volume One

4-113. The instruction in location a puts the octal

number 12 into the B-Register. The combined in-

struction in location b converts this number to -12,
and the instruction in c adds the number to the existing
contents of the A-Register. Location d stores (the

final answer into location 3000, and the program halts

at location e. This sequence can now be transferred
to the program table as shown in Table 4-9, locations
2203 through 2207, with the constant 12 in location
1010.

4-114. LOADING THE PROGRAM. If memory re-
mains undisturbed from preceding procedures, 'the

program of Table 4-9 can be loaded simply by loading
the "Octal Code" contents into the corresponding
"Address" for those items not shaded in the table.

Otherwise it is necessary to load all 42 locations in

order to run the program. Five separate areas of

memory are loaded, so be sure to set LOAD ADDRESS
for each block.

4-115. RUNNING THE PROGRAM. Set the Starting

Address (002166) into the Switch Register and press
LOAD ADDRESS and then RUN. To verify that the
program actually was executed in the manner pre-
scribed by the written program check the final answer
and the subtotal. Load the Answer address (003000)
and press DISPLAY MEMORY. The answer to the

problem stated in Paragraphs 4-101 and 4-102 is

3757 (in octal, or in decimal 2031). Therefore the
octal number 3757 must be displayed in the T-Register.
Now load the subtotal address (001001) and press
DISPLAY MEMORY. The subtotal should be 'the

same as in the previous program, octal 13. If the

displayed subtotal is correct but the final answer is

not correct, assume a loading error in the new portion
of the program. If this is the case, use DISPLAY
MEMORY to find the error. Reload the incorrect
location and run the program again.

4-116. INTRODUCTION TO FLOWCHARTING.

4-117. In Paragraph 4-76 it was stated that the first

step in programming is to decide on general tech-
niques, based on the problem to be solved. At this

stage the programmer avoids thinking about the actions
of specific instructions, but rather attempts to vis-
ualize overall operations. To assist the programmer
in visualizing programs during development, flow-
charts are commonly used. Figure 4-7 is an ex-
ample of a flowchart. Documentation for HP 2116A
software uses ASA standard block symbols in flow-
charts, only three of which are used in Figure 4-7.
However the general principles of flowcharting can be
illustrated with these few symbols. The following
paragraphs trace the entire process of developing
a program from a stated problem through to actual
running of the program. The process consists of
four distinct steps:

a. Flowcharting the program.
b. Writing the program.
c. Loading the program.
d. Running the program.
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Section IV

Paragraphs 4-118 to 4-120

Table 4-9. Program to Illustrate Special Addressing Methods

ADDRESS CONTENTS REMARKS

Instruction

(or Data)

Memory
Reference

D/I A/B Z/C
Octal
Code

002166
002167

002170

LDA 1002
CMA, INA
STA 1003

061002
003004
071003

INITIALIZE.
Set Loop Counter to -3.

002171
002172
002173

CLA
STA 1004
LDA 1006 I

002400
071004
161006

INITIALIZE.
Set Tally to 0.

PUT 5 into A.

002174
002175
002176

ISZ 1004
NOP
ADA 1005

035004
000000
041005

LOOP.
Add 2 three times to A.
Tally number of passes.

002177
002200
002201

ISZ 1003
JMP 2174 C
STA 1001

035003
026174
071001 STORE subtotal from Loop in 1001.

002202
002203
002204

JSB 2766 C
LDB 1010 B
CMB, INB B

016766
065010
007004

JUMP to subroutine at 2766.

PUT -12

into B.
002205
002206
002207

ADA 0001
STA 3000 C
HLT

040001
073000
102000

ADD -12 to subroutine total.

PUT answer in 3000.

HALT.
002766
002767
002770

LDA 1006
STA 3777 C

061006
073777

SUBROUTINE.
Add block of numbers in

locations 4000 thru 4003
002771
002772
002773

LDA 1001

LDB 1007 B
ADA 3777 I C

061001
065007
143777

to subtotal in 1001.

Add Loop.
002774
002775
002776

CPB 3777 B C
JMP 2766 I C
ISZ 3777 C

057777
126766
037777

Check for Last Address.
Exit.

002777
003000
003777

JMP 2773 C 026773
ANSWER.
Reserved for Block addresses.

004000
004001
004002

5

21

140

000005
000021
000140

DATA BLOCK
(on Page 2).

004003
001001
001002

3570

3

003570

000003
Data (subtotal, on Page 0).

Constant.
001003
001004
001005 2 000002

LOOP COUNTER.
TALLY.
Data (on Page 0).

001006
001007
001010

4000
4003
12

004000
004003
000012

First address of Block.
Last address of Block.

Data (on Page 0).

4-118. FLOWCHARTING THE PROGRAM. Suppose
the problem is to set up a visual demonstration which
will show, by observing the panel register lights, the

action of shift and rotate instructions. (Such a

demonstration may be of benefit to persons not yet

well acquainted with computer operation.) The
demonstration should be activated by pressing the

RUN pushbutton (first symbol in Figure 4-7), and
should automatically terminate by a halt instruction

at the end of the program (last symbol in Figure
4-7). The shape of these symbols identifies a

"terminal operation" (start or stop).

4-110. An effective demonstration would be to put

an easy to watch pattern into one of the accumulators

(fourth block in Figure 4-7), and then somehow take
each of the shift-rotate instructions individually and
move the bits slowly left or right from one end of the

accumulator to the other. One shift per second
might be an acceptable rate, and 16 such shifts (the

length of the accumulator) should be sufficient time
to observe the action. The instruction being demon-
strated should therefore change after every 16 shifts.

(For brevity, a "shift" is meant to apply to the action

of either a shift or a rotate instruction.)

4-120. The conditions of the preceding paragraph
indicate the need for a means to time 1-second
intervals (block 7), a means to determine if 16 shifts
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INITIALIZE
PROGRAM

LOAD SHIFT
INSTRUCTION
IN LOOP (8)

4-121. A practical means for timing and counting

shifts would be to use counters; the check for last

instruction could be a comparison of current in-

struction (block 8) with the code for the final in-

struction. Since both counters will go through their

full count sequences several times, initialization

must be provided for both (block 5 and 6). A means
must also be provided (blocks 3 and 11) for inserting
the instruction into block 8, and for changing the

instruction for eachdemonstration loop. This accounts
for all twelve blocks. It is now only necessary to

arrange the program sequence and the internal loops.

SHIFT LOOP

CHANGE
INSTRUCTION

(3)

II

PUT ft

INI

kTTERN
0 A

INITIALIZE
SHIFT

COUNTER (9)

INITIALIZE
TIMER (7)

SHIFT A

02ll« ZS

10

12

Figure 4-7. Flowchart for Shift-Rotate

Demonstration

4-122. As usual, the first event in the program
(block 2) is to ensure, by initializing, that the program
is repeatable. At this time it may not be known ex-
actly what parts of the program will require initial-

ization, so no specific action is stated. Next (block

3), the appropriate shift instruction must be put into

the loop. Initialization in block 2 will ensure that

the first listed shift instruction gets put into the
loop; address modification can be used to ensure that

subsequent shift instructions are put into the loop for

succeeding demonstrations. Then, (block 4), since
the demonstration pattern will be altered or de-
stroyed during execution of the program, it is nec-
essary to put the pattern into the A-Register at a
point in the program where it will be reloaded at the

start of each separate instruction demonstration.
Next the Shift Counter and the Timer should be
initialized. The timer should start to run before
executing the first shift, so that the starting con-
dition of the pattern can be observed for at least

one second; this is why block 7 is placed ahead of
block 8. The timer (which is a very simple loop to

check if one second has elapsed), loops back on it-

self for the "No" condition and proceeds to the

execution block when the, "Yes" condition occurs.
The counting of shift executions immediately follows
block 8. Since the timer has run down to aero, it

must be re-initialized; therefore the "No" branch for
block 9 must loop back to a point ahead of block 6

(Initialize Timer). Block 5 cannot be included in the

loop, or the Shift Counter would never advance to 16.

After 16 loops have occurred (16 shifts), the "Yes"
branch of block 9 advances the program to block 10.

The check for last instruction must be placed after
the shift loop, since it is desired to have the "Yes"
condition halt the program; iff the check were placed
before the shift loop, the last shift instruction would
never be demonstrated. If the comparison is a "No"
(more instructions to demonstrate), the next event Is

to change the instruction in block 3, and loop back to

block 3. The entire process will then be repeated for
the new shift instruction.

have occurred (block 9), and lastly a means to de-
termine if all instructions have been demonstrated
(block 10) . Note that all of these blocks are diamond-
shaped, which, in the ASA standard, identifies a
decision making capability. Generally the input fact

is applied to the top of the diamond, with three
possible output "branches". The blocks in Figure 4-7
use only two output branches, representing yes or
no decisions.

4-123. WRITING THE PROGRAM. By creating the
flowchart in Figure 4-7, the following elements of
the program have already been established before
writing of the program begins:

a. The sequence of events.

b. The use of counters, loops and comparisons
at specific points in the sequence.

c. The number of shifts per demonstrated in-
struction (16).
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Section IV
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4-124. Factors which have not been established are;

how many loops comprise one second of elapsed

time, what specific instructions are to be demon-
strated, and what the pattern will be. A waiting loop

to create a time delay would consist of two instruc-

tions: ISZ timer, and JMP back to ISZ. The ISZ in-

struction takes 4.5 microseconds to execute (see

Paragraph 2-54 in Specifications), and JMP takes 2.0

microseconds. This is a total of 6. 5 microseconds
(.0000065 second) per loop. Dividing this figure into

1 second gives the information that approximately

154,000 loops will provide a delay of the required

time. Since the largest number the computer can

handle is 32,767 (Paragraph 2-106 in Specifications),

the Timer loop should count to 32,767 five times, by
use of a loop within a loop:

4-127. For most of these instructions, a pattern of

100401 8 is suitable to show the movement of bits. In

binary, this is:

1 000 000 100 000 001

4-128. For the ALF instruction, however, bits jump

four places on each shift. Therefore a single "one"
in the A-Register would be better than 3 ones. A
simple five-instruction sequence can be used to

switch the pattern for the ALF instruction:

pra. ISZ
1—

b

c

JMP a

ISZ y
-d. JMP a

e.

z.

y. -5

(not ALF) ba.

bb.

bd.

bf

.

bg.

w.

CPB w
JMP bf

be. LDA
JMP bg
CLA, INA"!

next

ALF
111111

(ALF)

4-125. Locations a and b increment location z from
to 32,767. The next increment returns the count to

0, location b is skipped, and location c increments

location y from -5 to -4. Then the program loops

back to location a, and the entire process repeats.

After location z has rolled over to zero five times,

location y will go from -1 to 0, causing a skip out of

the loop to location e. Initialization of the loop

consists of putting into location z (aa and ab), and
-5 into location y (ac through ae).

4-129. If the CPB instruction in location ba finds that

the shift instruction which is about to be demonstrated

is not ALF, location bb is skipped. Location be puts

the 100401 pattern into the A-Register, and then a

JMP instruction skips location bf. However, if the

demonstration instruction is ALF, the program steps

to location bb, where a Jump to location bf clears the

A-Register and increments the Register to 000001

(CLA, INA).

aa. CLB
ab. STB z

ac. LDB x
ad. CMB, INB
ae. STB y
x. 5

4-126. The instructions to be demonstrated can be

stored in consecutive locations in the order listed in

the Specifications (Paragraph 2-81). This provides

easy access by address modification, and also provides

for convenient cross-reference to the text while the

demonstration is in progress. Only the instructions

which shift or rotate the A-Register will be demon-
strated, since the actions for the B-Register are

identical, to those for the A-Register, and since it is

convenient to make use of the B-Register during the

program. Thus the instructions will be demonstrated

in the following order:

ALS Left Shift (arithmetic)

ARS Right Shift (arithmetic)

RAL Left Rotate (16 bits)

RAR Right Rotate (16 bits)

ALR Left Shift, clear sign

ERA Rotate Right with Extend
B1LA Rotate Left with Extend
ALF Rotate Left Four places

4-130. Finally, all the elements of the program can

be worked into the program table, as in Table 4-10.

Note that, in this example, the Remarks column
corresponds directly to the blocks in the flowchart,

Figure 4-7. This is not an absolute rule for pro-

gramming, but a close relationship between flowchart

and written program can frequently be a great help to

anyone studying the program. For addresses, two

blocks of memory locations (one for program in-

struction, one for reference data) have been assigned

which are adjacent to, but do not interefere with, the

locations assigned for the previous program (Table

4-9.) A CLE instruction has been inserted to ensure

that all demonstrations begin with the Extend light

off.

4-131. LOADING THE PROGRAM. Set the Switch

Register to the Starting Address (003001) and press

LOAD ADDRESS. The first 29 addresses are in

strict sequence from this Starting Address. There-
fore memory can be loaded simply by setting the

Octal Code into the Switch Register and pressing

LOAD MEMORY once for each line of Table 4-10.

LOAD MEMORY automatically increments the address
in the P and M Registers. Remember to press LOAD
MEMORY once also for the "reserved" locations
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Section IV
Paragraphs 4-132 to 4-134

(which can be given any contents). After location
3035 has been loaded, Set the Switch Register to
001020, press LOAD ADDRESS and load the remain-
ing 15 locations.

4-132. RUNNING THE PROGRAM; Before running
the program, refer to the definitions for shift and
rotate instructions in Paragraph 2-81. Set the
Starting Address into the Switch Register, then press
LOAD ADDRESS and RUN. Each of the eight A-
Register shifts and rotates will be demonstrated for
16 seconds, giving a total run time of about two
minutes.

Model 2115A
Volume One

4-133. SUMMARY.

4-134. This Volume has presented a basic introduction
to how the HP 2115A Computer operates, with equal
emphasis on both hardware and programming. The
succeeding three volumes present specialized de-
scriptions on each of these two aspects. Volume Two
describes the processor hardware in detail, and
Volume Three deals with the input/output hardware
system. Volume Four provides detailed information
for programming of the HP 2115A with the aid of
Hewlett-Packard software.

Table 4-10. Program to Demonstrate Shifts and Rotates

ADDRESS CONTENTS REMARKS

Instruction

(or Data)

Memory
Reference DA A/B Z/C Octal

Code

003001
003002
003003

LDA 1036
STA 3004 C
CLE

061036
073004
002100

INITIALIZE
Get first Load instruction.

003004
003005
003006

STB 3027 B C
CPB 1027 B

077027
055027

LOAD shift instruction

into loop.

PUT pattern into A.
003007
003010
003011

JMP 3012 C
LDA 1035
JMP 3013 C

027012
061035
027013

If ALF, use 000001.
All others use 100401.

003012
003013
003014

CLA INA
LDB 1034 B
CMB. INB B

002404
065034
007004

INITIALIZE Shift Counter.
Set to -16.

003015
003016
003017

STR 1 033 R
CLB B
STB 1030 B

075033
006400
075030

INITIALIZE Timer.
Set to loop for 1 second.

f 003020
003021
003022

T.DR 1039 R
CMB, INB B
STB 1031 B

065032
007004
075031

003023
003024
003025

ISZ 1030
JMP 1091 rUi.VM.Ir 0\J£iO K^s

ISZ 1031

035030
027023
035031

LOOP.
One second.

003026
003027
003030

JMP 3023 C

ISZ 1033

027023

035033
SHIFT. (Instruction loaded by 3003.

)

LOOP.
003031
003032
003033

JMP 3016 C
LDB 1027 B
CPB 3027 B C

027016
065027
057027

16 shifts, one per second.
CHECK
for last instruction.

003034
003035
003036

HLiT
ISZ 3004 C
JMP 3003 C

102000
037004
027003

HALT.
CHANGE instruction
and repeat demonstration.

001020
001021
001022

ALS
~

ARS
RAL

001000
001100
001200

DEMONSTRATION instructions.

001023
001024
001025

RAR
ALR
ERA

001300
001400
001500

001026
001027
001030

ELA
ALF

001600
001700

TIMER.
001031
001032
001033

5 000005
Rollover counter (-5).

Constant.
SHIFT COUNTER.

|

001034
001035
001036

20

100401
LDB 1020

000020
100401
065020

Decimal 16.

Pattern.
First Load instruction.

4-22
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Table A-l. Glossary of Terms Used in This Volume

absolute - Pertaining to an address fully defined by a

memory address number, or to a program which
contains such addresses (as opposed to one con-

taining symbolic addresses).

accumulator - A register in which numbers are to-

taled or manipulated, or temporarily stored for

transfers to and from memory or external devices.

add - Restrictive (HP 2115A): "two's complement"
addition of binary numbers. General: any arith-

metic addition.

address - A number (noun) which identifies one loca-

tion in memory. Also (verb), the process of di-

recting the computer to read a specified memory
location (synonymous with "reference").

address modification - A programming technique of

changing the address referred to by a Memory
Reference instruction, so that each time that par-

ticular instruction is executed, it will affect a

different memory location.

address word - A computer word which contains only

Die address of a memory location.

alter A modification of the contents of an accumu-
lator or extend bit; e. g. ,

clear, complement, or

increment.

analog - Pertaining to information which can have

continuously variable values, as opposed to digital

information, which can be varied in degrees no

smaller than the value of the least significant digit.

'and' A logical operation in which the resultant

quantity (or signal) is true if all of the input values

arc true, and ia false if at least one of the input

values is false.

A-Register -One of the HP 2115A Computer's two

accumulator registers. These registers are used

for arithmetic operations and for information

transfers to and from device interfaces.

arithmetic logic - The circuitry involved in mani-
pulating the information contained in a computer 's

accumulators.

arithmetic operation - Restrictive: a mathematical
operation involving fundamental arithmetic (addi-

tion, subtraction, multiplication, division), speci-

fically excluding logical and shifting operations.

General: any manipulation of numbers.

Assembler - A program for the HP 2115A Computer
(or any computer, if not capitalized) which con-

verts a program prepared in symbolic form (i. e.

,

using defined symbols and mnemonics to represent

instructions, addresses, etc. ) to binary machine
language.

base — The quantity of different digits used in a par-
ticular numbering system. The base in the binary
numbering system is two; thus there are two digits

(0 and 1). In the decimal system (base 10), there

are ten digits (0 through 9).

A -2

base page - The lowest numbered page of a compu-
ter's memory. It can be directly addressed from
any other page.

Basic Binary Loader - A series of instructions for

the HP 2115A Computer which will load, into mem-
ory, programs prepared with absolute addresses,

using defined input devices.

Basic Control System - A collection of programs for

the HP 2115A Computer which direct the loading,

combining, library searching, debugging, and in-

put/output procedures for programs generated by

the user.

binary - Denoting the numbering system based on the

radix two. Binary digits are restricted to the

values and 1.

binary-coded decimal - A coding method for repre-

senting each decimal digit (0-9) by specific com-
binations of four binary bits. For example, the

8-4-2-1 "bed" code commonly used with the HP
2115A Computer represents "1" as 0001, and "9"

as 1001.

binary point- The fractional dividing point of a bi-

nary numeral; equivalent to decimal point in the

decimal numbering system.

binary program - A program (or its recorded form)

in which all information is in binary machine lan-

guage.

bit - A single digit in a binary number, or in the re-

corded representation of such a number (by hole

punches, magnetic states, etc.). The digit can
have one of only two values, or 1.

bit density - A physical specification referring to the

number of bits which can be recorded per unit of

length or area.

bit-serial - One bit at a time, as opposed to bit-par-

allel in which all bits of a ; character can be handled

simultaneously.

bistable - Pertaining to an electronic circuit having

two stable states, controllable by external switch -

ing signals; analogous to an on -off switch.

B-Register -One of the HP 2115A Computer's two
accumulator registers. These registers are used
for arithmetic operations and for information trans -

fers to and from device interfaces.

buffer - A register used for intermediate storage of

information in the transfer sequence between the

computer's accumulators and a peripheral device.

In the HP2115A, the buffer is located inside the

computer on the device interface card.

bus - A major electrical path connecting two or more
electrical circuits.

carry - A digit, or equivalent signal, resulting from
an arithmetic operation which causes a positional

digit to equal or exceed the base of the effective

numbering system.
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character The general term to include all symbols
sucli as alphabetic letters, numerals, punctuation

marks, mathematical operators, etc. Also, the

coded representation of such symbols.

checkerboard - An alternating pattern of zeros and

ones stored in a computer for testing purposes.

clear - Reset; the binary "zero" condition.

code A system of symbols which can be used by ma-
chines such as a computer, and which in specific

arrangements have a special external meaning.

communication system - A computer system having

facilities for long-distance transfers of informa-
tion between remote and central stations.

comparator — An instrument for comparing digitized

measurements against presettable upper and lower

limits, and giving an indication of the comparison
result.

compiler - A language translation program, used to

transform symbols meaningful to a human oper-

ator to codes meaningful to a computer. More
restrictively, a program which translates a. ma-
chine-independent source language into the ma-
chine language of a specific computer, thus ex-

cluding assemblers.

computation - The processing of information within

the computer.

computer (digital) - An electronic instrument capa-

ble of accepting, storing, and arithmetically ma-
nipulating information, which includes both data

and the controlling program. The information

is handled in the form of coded binary digits (0

and 1), represented by dual voltage levels, mag-
netic states, punched holes, etc.

computer word - See "word".

configuration - The arrangement of either hardware
instruments or software routines when combined
to operate as a system.

configurator — A computer program whose purpose is

to combine a number of program segments into an

integrated whole, in a specific desired manner
(configuration).

contents - The information stored in a register or a

memory location.

Control bit - A signal, or the stored indication of this

signal, which controls the transfer of information

to and from peripheral devices associated with the

HP 2115A Computer.

core - The smallest element of a core storage mem-
ory module. It is a ring of ferrite material, .

03"

diameter in the HP 2115A, and can be magnetized
in clockwise or counterclockwise directions to

represent the two binary digits, and 1.

crossbar scanner - A device for sequentially connec-
ting multi-wire analog signals to a digital mea-
suring device, using a crossbar switch (a switch

specially designed for accurate transfer of low-
level, high-frequency, and high-impedance signals).

Current page - The memory page comprising all those

locations which are on the same page as a given

instruction.

data acquisition- The gathering, measuring, digiti-

zing, and recording of continuous form (analog)

information.

data reduction- The transformation of raw informa-
tion gathered by measuring or recording equipment
into a more condensed, organized, or useful form.

data word- A computer word consisting of a number,
a fact, or other information which is to be pro-
cessed by the computer.

debug- Check for and correct errors in a program.

decimal - Denoting the numbering system based on

the radix ten.

decrement - To change the value of a number in the

negative direction. If not otherwise stated, a de-
crement by one is usually assumed.

device — An electronic or electromechanical instru-

ment. Most commonly implies measuring, read-

ing, or recording equipment.

diagnostic - (adj) Relating to test programs for de-

tection of errors in the functioning of hardware or

software, or the messages resulting from such

tests. Also (noun), the test program or message
itself.

digital voltmeter - An electronic voltage measuring
device which provides a readout in digital form on
the instrument panel, and commonly (essential for

computer purposes) also codes the measurement
result in binary-coded decimal form as an electri-

cal output.

direct memory access - A means of transferring a
block of information words directly between an
external device and the computer's memory, by-
passing the need for repeating a service routine
for each word. This method greatly speeds the

transfer process.

disable - A signal condition which prohibits some
specific event from proceeding.

disc storage - A means of storing binary digits in the

form of magnetized spots on a rotating circular

metal plate coated with a magnetic material. The
information is stored and retrieved by read -write
heads positioned over the surface of the disc.

documentation - Manuals and other printed materials

(tables, listings, diagrams, etc. ) which provide

instructive information for usage and maintenance
of a manufactured product, including both hard-
ware and software.

double-length word- A word, due to its length, which
requires two computer words to represent it.

Double -length words are normally stored in two
adjacent memory locations.

driver - An input/output routine to provide automatic

operation of a specific device with the computer.

dump- To record memory contents on an external

medium (e. g. ,
tape).
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•ffactive address - The address of a memory location
ultimately affected by a memory reference in-
struction. It is possible for one instruction to go
through several indirect addresses to reach the
effective address.

electronic counter - An electronic instrument used to
measure physical quantities by specially controlled
counting of electrical pulses.

enable — A signal condition which permits some spe-
cific event to proceed, whenever it is ready to do
so.

'exclusive or' - A logical operation in which the re-
sultant quantity (or signal) is true if at least one
(but not all) of the input values is true, and is false
if the input values are all true or all false.

execute - To fully perform a specific operation, such
as would be accomplished by an instruction or a
program.

Execute phase - A predetermined state of the internal
computer logic which causes the computer to in-
terpret as data the information read out of memory
during a memory cycle.

exit sequence -A series of instructions to conclude
operation in one area of a program and to move to
another area.

Extend - A one-bit register in the HP 2115A Com-
puter, which extends the effective length of the A
or B Registers to 17 bits for certain additions and
rotations.

Fetch phase A predetermined state of the internal
computer logic which causes the computer to in-
terpret as an instruction the information read out
of memory during a memory cycle.

fixed point- A numerical notation in which the frac-
tional point (whether decimal, octal, or binary)
appears at a constant, predetermined position.
Compare with floating point.

Flag bit - A signal, or the stored indication of this
signal, which indicates the readiness of a peri-
pheral device of the HP 2115A Computer to trans-
fer information.

flip-flop - An electronic circuit having two stable
states, and thus capable of storing a binary digit.

Its states are controlled by signal levels at the
circuit input, and are sensed by signal levels at
the circuit output.

floating point- A numerical notation in which the in-
teger and the exponent of a number are separately
represented (frequently by two computer words),
so that the implied position of the fractional point
(decimal, octal, or binary) can be freely varied
with respect to the integer digits. Compare with
fixed point.

flowchart - A diagram representing the operation of
a computer program.

format - A predetermined arrangement of bits or
characters.

Model 2115A
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Glossary (Cont'd.

)

Formatter -A program which provides the linkage
between Fortran read/write statements and the
Basic Control System's Input/Output Control pro-
gram, with any appropriate conversiona

Fortran - A programming language (or the compiler
which translates this language) which permits pro-
grams to be written in a form resembling algebra,
rather than in detailed instruction-by -instruction
form (as for assemblers).

Fortran Library - A collection of programs for the
HP 2115A Computer to provide the user with com-
monly used mathematical and formatting routines.

gate - An electronic circuit capable of performing
logical functions such as "and", "or", "nor", etc.

hardware- Electronic or electromechanical compo-
nents, instruments, or systems.

Hardware Diagnostics - A collection of programs for
the HP 2115A Computer designed to assist in the
identification of hardware malfunctions.

high core - Core memory locations having high-num-
bered addresses.

'inclusive or' -A logical operation in which the re-
sultant quantity (or signal) is true if at least one of
the input values is true, and is false if the input
values are all false.

increment - To change the value of a number in the
positive direction. If not otherwise stated,, an in-
crement by one is usually assumed.

incremental magnetic tape - A form of magnetic tape
recording in which the recording transport ad-
vances by small increments (e. g. 0. 005"), stop-
ping the tape advancement long enough to record
one character at the spot located under the record-
ing head.

indirect address - The address initially specified by
an instruction when it is desired to use that lo-
cation to re -direct the computer to some other
location to find the "effective address" for the
instruction.

Indirect phase - A predetermined state of the internal
computer logic which causes the computer to in-
terpret as an address the Information read out of
memory during a memory cycle.

information - A unit or set of knowledge represented
in the form of discrete "words", consisting of an
arrangement of symbols or (so far as the digital
computer is concerned) binary digits.

inhibit - To prevent a specific event from occurring.

initialize - The procedure of setting various parts of

a stored program to starting values, so that the
program will behave the same way each time it is

repeated. The procedures are included as part of
the program itself.

input - information transferred from a peripheral de-
vice into the Computer. Also can apply to the
transfer process itself.

A -4
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input/output- Relating to the equipment or method
used for transmitting information into or out of the

computer.

input/output channel -The complete input or output

facility for one individual device or function, in-

cluding its assigned position in the computer, the

interface circuitry, and the external device.

Input/Output Control- A program of the HP 2115A's

Basic Control System which provides linkage be-

tween the input/output requests of a user program
and the appropriate drivers.

Input/Output System-The circuitry involved in trans-

ferring information between the HP 2115A's accu-

mulators and its peripheral devices.

instruction - A written statement, or the equivalent

computer -acceptable code, which tells the com-
puter to execute a specified single operation.

instruction code - The arrangement of binary digits

which tell the computer to execute a particular

instruction.

instruction logic - The circuitry involved in moving
binary Information between registers, memory,
and buffers in prescribed manners, according to

instruction codes.

Instruction Register -An internal 6-bit register of

the HP 2115A Computer, which forms part of its

instruction logic. The Instruction Register re-

ceives the 6 most significant bits of the T-Register

when each new instruction is read out of memory,
and retains these bits for instruction identifica-

tion. It is not usually considered to be a "working

register".

instruction word - A computer word containing an in-

struction code. The code bits may occupy all or

(as in the case of Memory Reference instruction

words) only part of the word.

interface - The connecting circuitry which links the

central processor of a computer system to its

peripheral devices.

interrupt - The process, initiated by an external de-

vice, which causes the computer to interrupt a

program in progress, generally for the purpose of

transferring information between that device and

the computer.

interrupt location - A memory location whose con-

tents (always an instruction) are executed upon in-

terrupt by a specific device.

Interrupt phase- A predetermined state of the in-

ternal computer logic which causes the computer

to suspend operation of a program in progress,

and branch to a specific service routine.

jump - An instruction which breaks the strict sequen-

tial location-by -location operation of a program,

and directs the computer to continue at another

specified location anywhere in memory.

02471-1

label- Any arrangement of symbols, usually alpha-

numeric, used in place of an absolute memory ad-

dress in computer programming.

language- The set of symbols, rules, and conven-

tions used to convey information, either at the

human level or at the computer level.

library routine - A routine designed to accomplish

some commonly used mathematical function, and

kept permanently available on a library program
tape (e. g. , HP Fortran Library).

linearizer - An instrument for converting the mea-
surements made by a digital voltmeter to the nor-

mal engineering units of the physical quantity being

measured.

load -Put information into (memory, a register,

etc. ). Also (e. g. ,
loading tape), to put the infor-

mation medium into the appropriate device.

loader- A program designed to assist in transferring

information from an external device into a com-
puter's memory.

location-A group of storage elements in the com-
puter's memory (e.g. , 17 cores in the HP 2115A

memory module), which can store one computer

word. Each such location is identified by a num-
ber ("address") to facilitate storage and retrieval

of information in selectable locations.

logical operation- A mathematical process based on

the principles of truth tables; e. g. "and", "inclu-

sive or" and "exclusive or" operations.

logic diagram -A diagram that represents the de-

tailed internal functioning of electronic hardware,

using binary logic symbols rather than electronic

component symbols (see "schematic diagram").

logic equation- A written mathematical statement,

using symbols and rules derived from Boolean al-

gebra. Specifically (hardware design), a means of

stating the conditions required to obtain a given

signal.

loop-A sequence of instructions in which the last

instruction is a jump back to the first instruction.

low core -Core memory locations having low-num-
bered addresses.

machine - Pertaining to the computer hardware (e. g.

,

machine timing, machine language).

machine language- The form of coded information

(consisting of binary digits) which can be directly

accepted and used by the computer. Other lan-

guages require translation to this form, generally

with the aid of translation programs (assemblers

and compilers).

machine timing - The regular cycle of events in the

operation of internal computer circuitry. The
actual events will differ for various processes,

but the timing is constant through each recurring
cycle.
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macroinstruction — An instruction, similar in binary
coding to the computer's basic machine language
instructions, which is capable of producing a vari-
able number of machine language instructions.

magnetic tape recording- A means of recording in-
formation on a strip of magnetic coated material,
such that binary bits can be represented by rever-
sals of the direction of magnetization.

magnitude- That portion of a computer word which
indicates the absolute value of a number, thus ex-
cluding the sign bit.

Math Routine- A program designed to accomplish a
single mathematical function.

media eonversion-The transferral of recorded infor-
mation from one recording medium (e. g. ,

punched
paper tape, magnetic tape, etc. ) to another re-
cording medium.

memory - An organized collection of storage elements
(e.g., ferrite cores), into which a unit of infor-
mation consisting of a binary digit can be stored,
and from which it can later be retrieved. Also, a
device not necessarily having individual storage
elements, but which has the same storage and re-
trieval capabilities (e. g. , magnetic discs).

memory cycle - That portion of the computer 's inter-
nal timing during which the contents of one location
of memory are read out (into the Transfer Regis-
ter) and written back into that location.

memory module- A complete segment of core stor-
age, capable of storing a definable number of com-
puter words (e.g., 4096 words in the HP 2115A
memory module). Computer storage capacity is

frequently rounded off and abbreviated as "4K"
(i.e., 4096 or approximately 4000 words) or "8K"
(8192 or 8000).

memory protect - A means of preventing inadvertent
alteration of a selectable segment of memory.

memory reference - The address of the memory lo-

cation specified by a Memory Reference instruc-
tion; i. e. , the location affected by the instruction.

merge — 'Inclusive Or".

microinstruction - An instruction which forms part of
a larger, composite instruction.

mnemonic - An abbreviation or arrangement of sym-
bols used to assist human memory. For example,
"STB" calls to mind the term "Store B-Register"
much more readily than would, say, "Instruction
74".

M-Regitter - The Memory Address register of the
HP 2115A Computer; i. e. , the register which con-
trols the access to each memory location.

multi-level indirect - Indirect addressing using two
or more indirect addresses in sequence to find the
effective address for the current instruction.

multiple-precision - Referring to arithmetic in which
the computer, for greater accuracy, uses two or
more words to represent one number.

Mylar - A DuPont trademark for a polyester film
used as a more durable medium (in place of paper
tape) for punched tape records, and as abase for
magnetic tape.

nine's complement - A number so modified that the

addition of the modified number and its original
value, plus one, will equal an even power of ten.

A nine's complement number is obtained mathe-
matically by subtracting the original value from a
string of 9's.

Non-Return to Zero- A technique of magnetic tape
recording in which the recording device does not
turn off the magnetizing flux between recording of
individual characters. The flux is always at satu-
ration level during recording, and bits are indi-
cated by reversals of flux polarity.

nuclear scaler - A system of electronic instruments
used to detect and analyze nuclear events, such as
gamma ray measurements.

octal - Denoting a numbering system based on the
radix eight. Octal digits are restricted to the va-
lues through 7.

octal code- A notation for writing machine language
programs with the use of octal numbers instead of
binary numbers.

octal point- The fractional dividing point of an octal
numeral; equivalent to decimal point in the decimal
numbering system.

off line- Pertaining to the operation of peripheral
equipment not under control of the computer.

one's complement— A number so modified that the
addition of the modified number and its original
value, plus one, will equal an even power of two.
A one's complement number is obtained mathema-
tically by subtracting the original value from a
string of l's, and electronically by inverting the
states of all binary bits in the number.

on line - Pertaining to the operation of peripheral
equipment under computer control.

output- Information transferred from the computer
to a peripheral device. Also can apply to the
transfer process itself.

output coupler- An instrument which provides the
interconnecting circuitry between a measuring in -

strument and a recording instrument.

Overflow - A one-bit register in the HP 2115A Com-
puter, which indicates that the result of an addition
in the A or B Register has exceeded the maximum
possible signed value (+32767 or -32768, decimal).
The addition result will therefore be missing one
or more significant bits.

packed word-A computer word containing two or
more independent units of information. This is
done to conserve storage when information re-
quires relatively few bits of the computer word..
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page - An artificial division of memory consisting

of :i fixed number of locations, dictated by the

direct addressing range of memory reference

instructions.

page Zero - The memory page which includes the

lowest numbered memory addresses.

parity bit- A supplementary bit added to an informa-
tion word to make the total of one -bits be always
either odd or even. This permits checking the

accuracy of information transfers.

pass The complete process of reading a set of re-

corded information (one tape, one set of cards,

etc.) through an input device, from beginning to

end.

peripheral device- An instrument or machine elec-

trically connected to the computer, but which is

not part of the computer itself.

phase - One of several specific states of the internal

computer logic, usually set up by instructions

being executed, to determine how the computer
should interpret information read out of memory.

photoelectric reader- An input device which senses

characters (on punched tape, cards, pages, etc.)

by optical light strobe and detection circuits. An
example is the HP 2737A Punched Tape Reader.

plane — An arrangement of ferrite cores on a matrix
of control and sensing wires. Several planes

stacked together form a "memory module".

power failure control - A means of sensing primary
power failure so that a special routine may be exe-

cuted in the finite period of time available before

the regulated dc supplies discharge to unusable
levels. The special routine may be used to pre-

serve the state of a program in progress, or to

shut down external processes.

P-Register - The Program Counter register of the

HP 2115A Computer; i. e. , the register which

keeps track of (or "counts") the stored locations of

the instructions in a program being executed.

Prepare Control System - A program designed to as-

sist in the preparation of a Basic Control System
program, to a specified arrangement of input/out-

put devices.

priority - The automatic regulation of events so that

chosen actions will take precedence over others in

cases of timing conflict.

program - A plan for the solution of a problem by a

computer, and consisting of a sequence of compu-
ter instructions.

process control - Automatic control of manufacturing

processes by use of a computer.

processor The central unit, of a computer system
(i. e. , the device which accomplishes the arith-

metic manipulations), exclusive of peripheral de-

vices. Frequently (when used as adjective) also

excludes interface components, even though nor-

mally contained within the processor unit; thus

"processor" options exclude interface ("input/out-

put") options.

program listing - A printed record (or equivalent bi-

nary-output program) of the instructions in a pro-

gram.

programmer - A person who writes computer pro-

grams. Also (hardware), an interface card or

instrument which sets up (or "programs") the

various functions of one measuring instrument.

programming -The process of creating a program.

pseudo-instruction - A symbolic statement, similar to

assembly language instructions in general form, but

meaningful only to the program containing it, rather

than to the computer as a machine instruction.

punched tape A strip of tape, usually paper, on

which information is represented by coded patterns

of holes punched in columns across the width of

the tape. Commonly (as used with the HP 2115A),

there are 8 hole positions (channels) across the

tape.

quartz thermometer- An electronic temperature
measuring instrument using the linear temperature

sensing properties of specially cut quartz crys-

tals. An example is the HP 2801A Quartz Ther-
mometer, which provides a digital output usable

as an input to a digital computer, such as the

HP2115A.

read - The process of transferring information from
an input device into the computer. Also, the pro-

cess of taking information out of the computer's
memory (see "memory cycle").

real time- Time elapsed between events occurring

externally to the computer. A computer which

accepts and processes information from one such

event and is ready for new information before the

next event occurs is said to operate in a "real -time

environment".

reference - Shortened form of "memory reference".

register - Anarray of hardware binary circuits (flip-

flops, switches, etc. ) for temporary storage of

information. Unlike mass storage devices such as

memory cores, registers can be wired to permit
flexible control of the contained information, for

arithmetic operations, shifts, transfers, etc.

relocatable- Pertaining to programs whose instruc-

tions can be loaded into any stated area of memory.

Relocating Loader- An HP Computer program
capable of loading and combining relocatable pro-

grams (i. e. ,
programs having symbolic rather

than absolute addresses).

reset - A signal condition representing a binary

"zero".

rotate - A positional shift of all bits in an accumula-
tor (and possibly an extend bit as well), with those

bits lost off one end of the accumulator "rotated"

around to enter vacated positions at the other end.

routine- A program or program segment designed to

accomplish a single function.
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sampling- The process of taking a measurement of a
signal existing at a measuring instrument's input

during a short ("sample") period. The length of

the sample period is a predetermined function of

the measuring instrument.

scanner - A device for sequentially switching multi-
ple signal sources to one measuring or recording
instrument.

schematic diagram A diagram that represents the

detailed internal electrical circuit arrangement of

electronic hardware, using conventional electronic
component symbols.

Select Cod* A number assigned to input/output chan-
nels for purposes of identification in information
transfers between the computer and external de-
vices.

service routine- A sequence of instructions designed
to accomplish the transfer of information between
a particular device and the computer.

set - A signal condition representing a binary "one".

seven's complement- A number so modified that the
addition of the modified number and its original
value, plus one, will equal an even power of eight.

A seven's complement number is obtained mathe-
matically by subtracting the original value from a
siring of 7's.

shift - Restrictive (arithmetic shift): to multiply or
divide the magnitude portion of a word (Bits

through 14 in the HP 21 15A) by a power of two,
using a positional shift of these bits. General:
any positional shift of bits.

sign - The algebraic plus or minus indicator for a
mathematical quantity. Also, the binary digit or
electrical polarity representing same.

significant digit A digit so positioned in a numeral
as to contribute a definable degree of precision to

the numeral. In conventional written form, the

most significant digit in a numeral is the leftmost
digit, and the least significant digit is the right-
most digit.

skip An instruction which causes the computer to

omit the instruction in the immediately following
location. A skip is usually arranged to occur only
if certain specified conditions are sensed and found
to be true, thus allowing various decisions to be
made.

software - Computer programs. Also, the tapes or
cards on which the programs are recorded.

software package - A complete collection of related
programs, not necessarily combined as a single
entity.

source program - A program (or its recorded form)
written in some programming language other than
machine language and thus requiring translation.

The translated form is the "object program".

starting address- The address of a memory location
in which is stored the first instruction of a given
program.

A -8

statement - An instruction in any computer -related
language other than machine language.

store - To put information into a memory location,

register, or device capable of retaining the infor-
mation for later access.

subroutine- A sequence of instructions designed to

perform a single task, with provisions included to

allow some other program to cause execution of

the task sequence as if it were part of its own
program.

symbolic addresss A label assigned inplace of abso-
lute numeric addresses, usually for purposes of

relocation (see "relocatable").

Symbolic Editor- A program for HP Computers
which is used to add, delete, or correct se-
lectable portions of any symbolic program.

symbolic file- A recorded collection of computer
words, with a symbolic address assigned to each
word.

system - An assembly of units (e. g. , hardware in-

struments or software routines), combined to work
as a larger integrated unit having the capabilities

of all the separate units.

System Input/Output (software)A collection of input

/output programs to add input/output capability to

HP Fortran, Assembler, and Symbolic Editor,
and to some user programs.

Time Period - The smallest division of time in the
HP 2116A Computer's internal timing cycle (see
"machine timing").

T-Register - The Transfer Register of the HP 2115A
Computer; i. e. , the register which directly re-
ceives words from memory, and directly applies

words to memory.

truth table- A table listing all possible configurations
and resultant values for any given Boolean algebra
function.

two's complement- A number so modified that the
addition of the modified number and its original
value will equal an even power of two. Also, a
kind of arithmetic which represents negative num-
bers in two's complement form so that all addition
can be accomplished in only one direction (positive

incrementation). A two's complement number is

obtained mathematically by subtracting the original
value from an appropriate power of the base two
(i.e., from 1,, 102 ,

1002 , etc.), and electronic-
ally by inverting the states of all binary bits in

the number and adding one (complement and in-

crement).

updated program- A program to which additions, de-
letions, or corrections have been made.

user - The person or persons who program and oper -

ate a particular computer.

utility routine- A standard routine to assist in the
operation of the computer (e. g. , device dr ivers,
sorting routines, etc. ) as opposed to mathematical
("library") routines.
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waiting loop - A sequence of instructions (frequently

only two) which are repeated indefinitely until a

desired external event occurs, such as the receipt

of a Flag signal.

word - A set of binary digits handled by the computer

as a unit of information. Its length is determined

by hardware design; e.g., the number of cores per

location, and the number of flip-flops per register.

working register - A register whose contents can be
modified under control of a program. Thus a reg-

ister consisting of manually -operated switches is

not considered a working register.

write - The process of transferring information from
the computer to an output device. Also, the pro-

cess of storing (or restoring) information into the

computer's memory (see "memory cycle").
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Table A -2. Mnemonics and Abbreviations Used in This Volume

A A -R^ci at c*i* I A A /*r*iimiil cif r\i*^-Ti ncgiaici ACl^UxilUlcillsl y Complement Function
B R -R.P£ri q^pr fR ApiMinniilato.'H^ PDA v-ompcire to a
c uMiiciu page auiu visoiug/ PPR U/unipd.re to o
Q v^icai \r lag ux V/vcx iiuw/ Direct Memory Access
Q frmti*r»l /Hi f nr cii trnal ^^UIXIX *J1 ^UXL Ul sJx^lltXx) TP T A

rotate Extend Left with A
c Centierradp Hi 1 (If I ULd-UC CiAtcIlU xixgnt witn D
D Direct faddrpfisine*} CjV/ J. HiAciuoxvt? V./Z f uncnon

Disablp fmiprnin^tni^Hnn o,

i*rtiin\ijnwxc yiiixi<x vji.no ix ui>ixuii gx uup

^

I'D A rotate HiXtenci xvignt witn a
E Extend ERB rntatp PYtptnirl Ricrh't urith RX ULftlC £/AlcllU Xviglllr Willi D
E Enable fniirroir>stru<*tion (?roun^i HT.T Halt

F Flag (bit or signal) TMA TTlPfOTVl <5tt^ A

F Fahrenheit INB Tnrrpm pnt1 R
H Hold (Flag or Overflow) IOF "Inclusivp Or" Fnnctinn
I Indirect (addressing) IOG Tnnut/Oiitnnt f*i*min

I T -Rpyistpr {Instruction Rperistpi"^ TOP inciuoivc \jr instruction
K Kilo (thousand^ increment, oKip n ^ero
M M -R.e£ister fMpmorv Addrpss^ TMP Jump
P P -Register (Program Counter) JSB t/Ullip IU OUUX (JULilit?

T T-Register (Transfer Register) LDA T .ond fm pmni'vl 1 ntrt Axjudu \xxiciixux jr j X1XIVJ A
T Time Deriods T.nR
Z page Zero T.TA i-tUctU input 1IJLU A

T.TRlull 1 >
T ,c\aH Tnmit into RX-ftJOM. XlipUL 11XLU O

MAC Mn r*rn i n Q t t*i 1 f t i nnXVlcL^sX LIllLStl U<L>LX\J11

HP Hewlett-Packard MIA "\yTpi*cro Tntr* Axvi cx gc iiit>u ri

I/O Input/Output MIB TWpvp'p Tnto Pi

IR Instruction RpfHfitpr MOP jno operation
PH Phase f\iitniit > fv* f"\YY* AV/UipUL 11 OXI1 A
RB R Bus OTR v/uiput irom
RL Rotate Left wvr v/veniow r up -nop
SL Shift Left PATivnli rvOtate A J_i6It

TB T Bus RAP rtotatt? a xvignt
TR T -Register RRT.

RRR RntatP R Riaht
RT T Rnroifl T off fr* T oaf

ADA Add to A signiiica.ni oit
ADB Arlrf to R Kocate Kignt to oignoit
ADF Add Function RSS IlcVcI oc DUip OcIlsU
ALF rntatp A Tipft P*o,iit* nlnf*pfix uiaic r*. xjcii x uui jjxcxu cjo <iV"7 Skip if Ext6nd is Zero
ALR A Left shift clear si sen Qivip 11 r idg 19 Vyicd.r

ALS A Left Shift OKip 11 r lag IS Oct
AND "And" instruction sin oysLcni input/wutput
ANF "And" Function DKip on r lag ^signal/
ARS A Right Shift SLA Slrii"! if T.oaaf aicrnifi/*"ar»f V\if ofoxvip 11 ijcaot olglilllLidltt Ull kj'1

ASA Ampriran Standards Association A ia 7ot<

n

A IS aGvO
ASG Altpr-Skin (Troun <?T R DKip 11 jjeast sigmncant Dit 01
ASR Antnma tic Spnd -Rpf*pivp B is zero
BCS 1_> ClLo 1L »w- IfilLX UX fcJjf OICI11 omit jbeit Magmtuae
BLF T"ntntp R T ,e*ft T-^nnv nlarpQ Qf*^P Skip if Overflow Clear
BLR R T .pft q hi Ft p 1 da !• ai crn 0U0 oKip 11 uvernow set
BLS R T.pft Shift oJtvLr oniii-riotate uroup
BRS R Rip-ht .Shift OX) Till amit Kignt Magmtuae
CCA Skip if Sign of A is zero
rcR^vu Skip if Sign of B is zero

Clear and Complement Extend STA Store A
CLA Clear A STB Store B
CLB Clear B STC Set Control
CLC Clear Control STF Set Flag
CLE Clear Extend STO Set Overflow
CLF Clear Flag SZA Skip if A is Zero
CLO Clear Overflow SZB Skip if B is Zero
CMA Complement A XOR "Exclusive Or" instruction
CMB Complement B
CME Complement Extend (Continued)
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tore I/O Input Control
IOOC I/O Output Control
NRZI Non-Return to Zero Tnvert

ae alternating current
amp. amperes
bod (BCD) binary -coded decimal
Bin. binary
bp i bits per inch
BTU/hr. British Thermal Units, per hour
C16 Bit 16 Carry
Com pi. complement
do. direct current
Deo. decimal
o. g. for example (exempli gratia)

Hz Hertz (cycles per second)
i. e. that is (id est)

in. inches
Inol. included
ins inches per second

kilograms
lb. pounds
ma milliamperes
Mem. memory
MHz Megahertz (megacycles per

second)
nis milliseconds
mv millivolts

Oct. octal

sec. seconds
Sel. Select (Code)
V volts

vac volts (alternating current)
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\ o 1

2 1 5

4 2 25

8 3 125

16 4 062 5

32 5 031 25

64 6 015 625
128 7 007 812 5

9<ifi fto ft Oft? Qftfi 9S

512 9 001 953 125

1 024 10 000 976 562 5

2 048 11 000 488 281 25

A OQfii VI>7U 1 9 ftftO 944 140 625

8 192 13 000 122 070 312 5

16 384 14 000 061 035 156 25

32 768 15 000 030 517 578 125

16 000 015 258 789 062 5

131 072 17 000 007 629 394 Ji31 25

262 144 18 000 003 814 697 265 625

524 288 19 000 001 907 348 632 812 5

1 n4R "i7fiL VI ±o u 1 u 20 000 000 953 674 316 406 25

2 097 152 21 000 000 476 837 158 203 125

4 194 304 22 000 000 238 418 579 101 562 5

8 388 608 23 000 000 119 209 289 550 781 25

1fi 777 91 fi1U III £i AVI 24 000 000 059 604 644 775 390 625

33 554 432 25 000 000 029 802 322 387 695 312 5

67 108 864 26 000 000 014 901 161 193 847 656 25

134 217 728 27 000 000 007 450 580 596 923 828 125

9fifl &"i<\ d-Sfi^DO iJJ tJU 9ft 000 000 003 725 290 298 461 914 062 5

536 870 912 29 000 000 001 862 645 149 230 957 031 25

1 073 741 824 30 000 000 000 931 322 574 615 478 515 625

2 147 483 648 31 000 000 000 465 661 287 307 739 257 812 5

A OQA Clftn OQR t9 n nnri nnn nno 939 830 643 653 869 628 906 25

8 589 934 592 33 000 000 000 116 415 321 826 934 814 453 125

17 179 869 184 34 000 000 000 058 207 660 913 467 407 226 562 5

34 359 738 368 35 000 000 000 029 103 830 456 733 703 613 281 25

CU itiq AIR 71fiDO 1 la ft ID IOO OO n nnn nnn non 014 'SSI 91 ^ 228 366 851 806 640 625\J \J\J\J \J\J\J \J\J\J V 1 X iJUi. j/iU ClClKt %J \J \J \J *J X. W\f \J*d*J

137 438 953 472 37 000 000 000 007 275 957 614 183 425 903 320 312 5

274 877 906 944 38 000 000 000 003 637 978 807 091 712 951 660 156 25

549 755 813 888 39 000 000 000 001 818 989 403 545 856 475 830 078 125

1 uyy diidz/ i id tu n nnn nnn nnn non QftQ 4Q4 701 772 928 237 915 039 062 5

2 199 023 255 552 41 000 000 000 000 454 747 350 886 464 118 957 519 531 25

4 398 046 511 104 42 000 000 000 000 227 373 675 443 232 059 478 759 765 625

8 796 093 022 208 43 000 000 000 000 113 686 837 721 616 029 739 379 882 812 5

1 n d\)Z loo U44 110 AA n nnn nnn nnn nnn osfi R4^ 41 ft ftfiO 808 014 869 R8Q 941 406 25U WU uuu uuy uuu yju oto rtxo ouu ouo un uus uws on iuy

35 184 372 088 832 45 000 000 000 000 028 421 709 430 404 007 434 844 970 703 125

70 368 744 177 664 46 000 000 000 000 014 210 854 715 202 003 717 422 485 351 562 5

140 737 488 355 328 47 000 000 000 000 007 105 427 357 601 001 858 711 242 675 781 25

281 474 976 710 656 48 000 000 000 000 003 552 713 678 800 500 929 355 621 337 890 625

562 949 953 421 312 49 000 000 000 000 001 776 356 839 400 250 464 677 810 668 945 312 5

1 125 899 906 842 624 50 000 000 000 000 000 888 178 419 700 125 232 338 905 334 472 656 25

2 251 799 813 685 248 51 000 000 000 000 000 444 089 209 850 062 616 169 452 667 236 328 125

4 503 599 627 370 496 52 000 000 000 000 000 222 044 604 925 031 308 084 726 333 618 164 062 5

9 007 199 254 740 992 53 000 000 000 000 000 111 022 302 462 515 654 042 363 166 809 082 031 25

18 014 398 509 481 984 54 000 000 000 000 000 055 511 151 231 257 827 021 181 583 404 541 015 625

36 028 797 018 963 968 55 000 000 000 000 000 027 755 575 615 628 913 510 590 791 702 270 507 812 5
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Table A-4. Consolidated Coding Table

15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

D/I
D/I
D/I
D/I
D/I
Tk ItD/I
D/I
D/I
D/I
D/I

AND 001
XOR 010
IOR 011

JSB 001
JMP 010
TO 17 f\1 1ISZ Ull
AD* 100

CP* 101

LD* 110

ST* 111

Z/C
Z/C
Z/C

1 Z/C
1 Z/C
1 Z/C

A/B Z/C
A/B Z/C
A/B Z/C
A/B Z/C

Memory Address *~

15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 o i 1

SRG 000 A/B D/E

NOP 000

*LS 000
*RS 001
R*L 010
R*R 011

*LR 100
ER* 101

EL* 110

*LF 111

000

CLE D/E SL*

000

*LS 000
*RS 001
R*L 010
R*R 011
*LR 100

ER* 101

EL* 110

*LF 111
000

15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

ASG 000 A/B 1 CL*
CM*
CC*

01

10

11

CLE 01
CME 10

CCE 11

SEZ SS* SL* IN* SZ* RSS

15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

1

1

MAC 000
IOG 000

A/B
A/B 1 H/C

1

1 1

1

1

1 H/C
1 H/C
1 H/C
1 H/C

1 1 H/C
1

1 1

1 H/C
1 H/C

HLT 000
STF 001

CLF 001

SFC 010
SFS 011
MI* 100
LI* 101

OT* 110
STC 111

CLC 111

STO 001
CLO 001
SOC 010
SOS 011

-*——-— Select Code »-

000 001

000 001
000 001
000 001

Notes: * = A or B.

D/I, A/B, Z/C, D/E, H/C coded: 0/1.
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SALES & SERVICE OFFICES

UNITED STATES
ALABAMA
1790 Whlleiburg Dr., S.E.

,P Bat 4207
Hunilvtlie 35607

U\ (JOB) 881-4991

rWX 810-726-2204

ARIZONA
7336 E Magnolia St

•wMflli 85014
Tat: (602) 744-1 Ml
IWX 910 151 1330

5717 Cait Broadway
Twun IS Ml
Til (607) 708 JJI3
IWX BID 917- 1 162

(El'Oeliv* Dei: IS. 1973)

2424 lilt Anion Rd.

Ttcien Hi !0t
(607> m*mi

CALIFORNIA
1430 Cut Qrart|«lhofpa Ave

FiriMftM 92631
Tel: (7141 870-1000
IWX 910.592-12*8

1939 Lenkerihlm Boulevard

Htrlh Hetlmvttd 91*04
Til: OUt 177-1212
TWX 910 499 7170

6305 Arizona Plica

tea Angelai 9004)
Tel: (?1J) 449 2511
TWX 910 320 0148

1101 Embercadew Road
Pill All* 94303
Teh 1415) 327 6500
IWX: 910-373 1280

2270 Walt Ave.

lK(tM*Hlt 95*23
Tel: (916) 4*21483
TWX 910 387 2097

HOB Aero Olive

P.O. Bdi 23333
ton Mm 92123
Til: 1714) 279 3200
TWX- 910 133 2000

COLORADO
7965 Eatt Prentice

Lngllwood 801 10

lal: (3031 7713455
IWX 910 935 0705

CONNECTICUT
'.2 Lunar Drive

Nam Haven 0852S
Tel: 12031 3*9 6551
TWX: 710 465 7029

FLORIDA
P.O. tut 24210
2608 W, Oahlar-d Park Blvd

Ft. Uudtrdrlc 33307
I4i: 1305) 731-2020
IWX: 510-935 4099

P0 Bon 13910
6177 Lake ElUnur Or

Orlando. 32809
1*1 (3051 859 7900
IWX: 810*500113

GEORGIA
P.O. Box 2*234
450 Inlintate North

Atlanta 3032*
Tali (404) 838-6161

TWX: 810 7*6 4890

HAWAII
2875 So. King Street

Honolulu 96Bi4
Tel: (808> 955 4455

ILLINOIS
5500 Howard Street

tttkle 60076
Talt (3121 677 0400
TWXi 910-223 3813

INDIANA
J839 Meadows Ditve

IflllMFpaKl 46205
Til: (317) 546-4191

TWX- 810-341 4283

LOUISIANA
P. 0. Be 840
3239 WMIemi Boulevard

UMir 70042
Tali (904) 721-8201
fWXi 810-955-5524

MARYLAND
6707 Whltailon* Road
Balllnw* 21207
Teh (301) 944-54O0
IWX 710-862-9157

20010 Century Blvd.

ClHlMHtSWlt 20767
Tati (31) 428-0700

P.O. Box 1648
2 Choke Cherry Road
RKkvlHt 20850
Teh (301) 948-6370

TWX: 710 821-9984

MASSACHUSETTS
32 Herlwtll Avi,

LtXlRglM 02173
Tah (6171 861-8960

TWX: 710 326-6904

MICHIGAN
23855 Retearch Drive

Parmrtften (8024
Teh (3131 476-6400
TWX: 81O-242-2900

MINNESOTA
2459 University Avenue
St. PMl 53114
Tel. (612) 645-9461

TWX: 910-563-3734

MISSOURI
11131 Colorado Ave.

Kmit1 City 64137
Tat. (It*) 763-8000
TWXi 910-771-20*7

148 Weldon Parkway
Maryland Heights 93043
Telt (314) 567-1435
TWXi 010-764-0830

*NEVADA
Iat Vagal
Tel: (702) 382-3777

NEW JERSEY
1060 N. Kings Highway
Cherry Hill 0SO34
Tel.- (609) 607-4000
TWXi 710-692-4945

W. 120 Century Rd.

Paramua 07652
Teh (201) 263-5000
TWX; 710-990-4951

NEW MEXICO
P.O. Box 8366
Station C

0501 lomae Boulevard N,E.

Mtoajvaraiie B710S
Tel (505) 265-3713

TWX: 910.989-1665

136 Wyatt Drive

188 CrW9l 88001
Tel: (505) 526-2485

TWXi 910 963-055r

NEW YORK
6 Automation lane
Computer Park
Albany 12705
Teh (518) 496 1950
TWX: 710-441-8270

1219 Cempvllle Dead
indfealt 137*0
Tel: (607 ) 754*0050

TWX: 910-292-0190

Haw Vflrk City

Manhattan, Bronx

Contact Paranwa, Nl Office

Teh (201) 265-5000
Brooklyn, Queent, Richmond
Contact Woodbury, NY Olfic*

Teli (316) 921-0300

82 Washington Street

pan|hkeepila 12*01
Tel: (914) 454-7330
TWXi 510-248-0012

39 Saginaw Drive

AOcM liar 14923
Teli (718) 473-9500
TWX: 510-233-3981

5856 Eail Molloy Hoed
Syracuse 13211
Tali (315) 454-2486

TWX: 710 541-0482

I Cronnaya Park Wait
wttttary 11 797
Teli (516) 921-0300
TWX: 510-221-2168

NORTH CAROLINA
P.O. Box 5186
1923 North Main Street

Htffc Mat 27262
Tali (919) 66MI01
TWX: 510-926-1516

2537$ Center Ridge Road
CbmUMd 44145
Talt (216) 833-0300

TWXi 810 427 91 2B

330 Prograia Rd.

Dartan 45449
Tah (513) 859-8202

TWXi 810-459-1923

B665 Busch Blvd.

CaftmbUi 43229
Tel: (614) 846-1300

OKLAHOMA
P.O. Box 3200*
OMabaaH City 73132
Tal: (403) 721-0200

TWX: 910-830-6892

17B90 SW Soonei Ferry Road
Tualatin 97062
Tel: (503) 620-3350

TWX: 910-467-8714

PENNSYLVANIA
2600 Mom Side Boulevard

Manrmllia 13146
Tel. (412) 271-0724
TWX: 710-797-3630

1021 8th Avenue
Klni of Prussia Industrial Park
King at Prussia 19406

Teli (215) 265-7000
TWXi 510-660-2670

RHODE ISLAND
873 Waterman Ava.

laat Providence 02914

Talt (401)434-5535
TWXi 710-381-7573

TEXAS
P.O. Boa 1270
201 E. Arapaho Rd.

RtakarttM 730*0
Tal: (214) 231-6101

TWXi 910 6674723
.

P.O. Box 27409
6300 Weetpark Drive

Suite 100
Hwitan 77027
Tel: (713) 7*1-6000

TWXr 910 961-2645

231 Silly Mikhail Road
San Aalefltt 74224
Teh (512) 434-4171
TWXi 910 671-1170

UTAH
2690 South Main Street

Salt lake City B4U5
Teli (601) 487-0715
TWXi 910-923 3681

VIRGINIA
P.O. Box 6314
2111 Spencer Read
RletmeMl 23230
Tel: (604) 285-3431

TWXi 710-936 0157

WASHINGTON
Bellalilld Office Pk.

1203 - 114th SE
Salhrtan 98004
Tel: (206) 454-3971
TWXi 910-443-2303

•WEST VIRGINIA

Tel: (901) 274-7472

Teli (304) 345-1640

WISCONSIN
9431 W. Belolt Road
Sulla 117
MIlKtafttt 53227
Teh (414) 541-0330

FOR U.S. AREAS NOT
LISTED:
Contact the rational office near-

eit you: Atlanta, Georgia . .

.

North Hollywood, California . .

.

Paremu t, New Jeriey . . , Skokle.

llllnola. Their contalate ad-

dresses art lilted above.

Sarvka Only

CANADA
ALBERTA
Hewlett Packard (Canada' Ltd

11748 Hingswsy Av«

Edmonton TSG 0X5
Tel: (403) 452-3870

TWX- 610 811 2411

Hewlett Packard (Canada) ltd

825 Blh Ave.. S.W.

Suite 804
Cattery

Tel: 1403) 262-4279

BRITISH COLUMBIA
Hewlett Packard (Canada) lid.

837 E- Cordova St.

let: (604) 234 0531

MANITOBA
Hewlett-Packard rCanad-»

513 Century St.

wtnnipai
Tel: (204) 766-7581

TWXi 610-671-3531

NOVA SCOTIA
Hewlett-Packard (Canada) Ltd.

2745 Dutch Village Rd.

Sulta 210
Halifax

Tel: (902) 435-0511

TWX; 610-271-4482

ONTARIO
Hewlett Packard (Canada) ltd,

1783 Woodward Or.

Ottawa K2C 0P9
.Tat. (613) 235-6180. 255 6530

TWX: 610-382-8968

QUEBEC
Hewlett-Packard (Canada) Ltd.

275 Hymui Boulevard
Point* Clalra K9ft 107
Teli (314) 897-4232
TWX: 610-422-3022
Talan 01-20607

Hewlett-Packard (Canada) Ltd.

2376 Galvanl Strati

Starter GIN 404
Tel: (418) 688-8710

FOR CANADIAN AREAS NOT
LISTED.
Contact Hewlett-Packard (Can-

ada) Ltd. in Polota Clalra.

CENTRAL AND SOUTH AMERICA
ARGENTINA
Hewlett-Packard Argentina

s ac e l

Lavaile 1171 3

a titn«i aire*

Teh 35 0436. W-0M7. 35-0341

Tate* 012 1009

Cable HtWPACK ARC

BOLIVIA
Slambuk A Mark (Bolivia) UOA
Av. Marlwal. Santa Cruz 1347

la Pel
Tel 40626. 53183. 47471

lelei. 35600)4
Cable: B1JHMAH

BRAZIL
Hewlett-Packard Do Btan 1

t.E.C Ltda

flua frtt Ceneca 111')

«I307 See Paula SP
lei 788-7111, 2B7-585H

TtltM 309151/7.1
cable HIWPACK Sao fni\o

Howle1t-Pai karri Do flrasil

IEC ltd*

Praca Dom tellciano, 7f*

90000 Parte Maura- R5
flio Grande da Stll <RS> Brastl

lei 25 8470
Cable HIWPACK Porto Alrsre

Hewlett-Packard Do Braul
l .E C. Ltda.

Rua da Mafflr. 29

20000 Rla da Janeiro 06
Tel: i66 2843
Tele> 710079 HEWPACK
Cable: HEWPACK Rio de Janeiro

CHILE
H*ctor Calcasni y Cte, ltda

catllla 16.475

Tel: 423 96
Cable: CAICAGNI Santiago

COLOMBIA
I instrumentaci6n

Honilk A. Langebaek A Klar S.A.

Carrara 7 No. 48-39

Sparlado Alieo 6267
Haiata 1 D.E.

Tel: 43-78-06. 43-53-46

Cable: AMIS Bogota
Titan: 4440tllN!>TC0

COSTA RICA
ire. Aliredo College* Gurdlln
Apartado 10*59

Sw »i«
Teli 2186. 13

cabte: GAlOlKt San lost

EL SALVADOR
Electronic Auoclales
Apartado Postal 16*2
Centre Comerclsl Giganta

San Salvador, El Salvador C A

Pa*ao Escalcm 4649-4* PI10

Tel: 23-44-60, 23 32-37

Cable: ELECAS

GUATEMALA
IPESA
Avenlda la Reform* 3-46,

Zona 9
Guatemala
Tel: 63627. 64736
Telea: 419? TELTRO CU

MEXICO
Hawlell-Patliard Mexlcana,

S.A. de C V.

Torres Adalid No, 21, 11 PI10

Col- del Valle

Mexlca 12, D.F

Teh 543-42-32

Telex: 017-74-507

Aparlido Postal 669
EOUIcIO Teren
Kanaiua
Tel: 3431, 3452
Cable: R01ERAN Managua

PANAMA
Eleclfonlco Balboa. S.A.

P.O. Box 4929
Ai/e. Manuel Etplnota No. 13-50

Bid*. Allna

Panama City

Tel: 230813
Teiex: 3481103, Curunde.

Canal Zone
Cable: ELECTRON Panama City

PARAGUAY
Z. s. Melamed S.tU.
Divlilon: Aparatos y Equipoi

Medicos
Divlilon-. ApaiatOf y Equipoi

Sclenllllcos y de
invaatiiaelon

P.O. Box 676
Chile, 482, EdlMcio Victoria

Aiunclen

Tel: 4-5069, 4-6272

Cable: RAMEL

PERU
Campania Electro MMIca S.A.

Ave. Enrique Canaual 312

San tsldro

Caillla 1030
Una
Tali 22-3900
Cable: ELMEO Lima

PUERTO RICO
San Juan Electronic*, Inc.

P.O. Box 3167
Ponce de leon 154

Pda. 3 PTA da Tlerra

San luan 00906
Teh (809) 725-3342, 722-3342
Cable: SATRONICS San luan
TelBX: SATRON 3450 332

URUGUAY
Pablo ferrando 5.A,

Comtrclal a Induitrlal

Avenlda Italia 2677
Caillla da Correo 370

VENEZUELA
Miwlett-PKkard da Venaiuata

C.A.

Apartado 50933
Edlflcto Saire
Tercara Tranivertal

Lot Dulcet Norte
Caraeaa 107
Tel: 35-00-If
TaltXi 2114* HEWPACK
Cable: HEWPACK Caracas

FOR AREAS NOT LISTED.

CONTACT:
Hewlett-Packard
Inter-Americas

3200 Hill ulew Ave.
Pala Alte. Calllornla 94304
Talt (419) 493-1301
TWX: 910-373.1267
Cablet HEWPACK Palo Alto

Ttlex: 034-6300, 034 *493
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EUROPE
AUSTRIA
HawlellP•chud titimbrl
llandaiia*

PQ 841 7

A 171)5 Vltnnn
Til I0J72I 33 en 06 Id OB
Cabin hfwpak Vienna

t*lm 7S973 htwpik i

CtOIUM
Hewlett-Packard Herttlua

S * /N.V.

Avtnut da Col V>rt, 1.

{Gratnkretgiaani

B 1170 Iruiuti
Tel (02) 72 22 40
Cable: PALOBEN BrutiiJi
Talem 23 494 palobtn bru

OBNMARK
Ktwlttl Packard A/S
Datavtl n
OK-3480 Bkrkf rod

Tth (01) It 66 40
Cabin- HEWPACK AS
Tolli: 166 40 tip 11

Hiwlttt-Peckarrj A/S
Tbrrtl 9
DK WOO Sllkobtrg

lili (00) 82 71-66
Ttlen 166 40 bp n
Cable: HEWPACK AS

FINLAND
Hiwlttl Packard Oy
Bultirardl 36
PO. Box 12163
SF 00120 Htlilnkl 1}
Til: (M) 13730
Cable: HCWPACKOY HHiinki
Talin 1MSM3 htl

FRANCE
Hewlett-Packard Franca

Qvtrllor 4a Courtiootur

Mil Fbitili No. 6
F-0140I Oruy
r»(; <n«or n n
Cabin HEWPACK Oniy
It l«i 60041

Htwiiti-PeckiTB Fiante

Agtnto Regional

4 Quui daa Etroltt

F-69321 l|M CtKtii 1

Till (76) 42 63 43
Cabld HEWPACK Lyon

Telex* 31117

He*iett Packard frant*

Zona A#rofllulmue

Avenue Clement kdtr

F 1I7?(1 CotitRlert

Tel. |6|1 H It *5

?•!«« 51957

Kvwlatt Packard Franci

A|«nct Regional*

Boulevard fir*to Gamarra
Bona Poitala fto II

F 1310(1 turn*
Til 141) 24 00 6^
Telex. 41770

Htw nit-Packard Franca
Agency Aeglonola

63. Avnnut da Rothtitir

F 31000 RlMMi
Tel <») 36 33 21
Ttltx: 74912 f

Hiwlatt Packard Franca
Agince Rlglonilt
74, Alias da la Rsbtrtuv
F 87000 Itrtfkturg
Tth (CI) 3S 23 20/21
Tatai- «9141
Ckbit: hewpack srnac

GERMAN FEDERAL
REPUolLtC
HtwltttPackard QmbH
Verttltbirtntralt Frankfurt

ttrntrtirtMt 11'
Poitlath SCO 140
n eOOOFraHklarl 56
Til, (0611) H 04-1

Cablt: BEWPACKSA Trankfurl

Ttltx- 41 32 49 fra

rbwIttlPeckerd GmbH
VtMfiabibUto Sbbltngtn
Harranbiriiritraiii 110

7030 IMIInian, WiirMtmbtri
Teh (07031) (6 72 17
Cabla? HEPAK Bobilfljan

Vtlti: 7.2 65 739 bbn

HiwItlhPatfcard GmbH
Vtrtftebibllro Dilittlttert

Vogtlithgir W«g IB

H»* if ti Paeltrd GmbH
VtrtritbibSro Hamburg
Wtnd'inilr. 21
D ttXH Naatbwg I

lal- nWOl 24 13 93
Cable HEWPACKSA Han.buri

Talai: 21 63 032 hphh d

HtwIttt-PKhtrd GmbH
Vtrtrftbibiire Hannover
Haila.irJorftr Strain 3

D-30CH Hamwr MtBtoM
Til: 0511) 55 00 26

Htwlttt-Ptekard GmbH
Vtrtrlibtiuro Nuremberg
HtHbiuckaritfetie 42
D 1500 Mwoaborg
Tat: iDtin 57 10 ae
Tiltx, 823 660

Hawlclt-Pachard GmbH
Vartrl ibtbOro Munchin
Untorltachlngtr Straus 21
ISA*. Cinlir
0-6013 Ottebrunn

Ttli (D89) 601 30 61/7
Telex 52 48 IS
Cable- HEWPACKSA MUchin

IWttt Borlta)

Htwlttt-Packtrd GmbH
VartrlrttaeUto Btrtln

Wllmtrtdorler Strtstt 113/114
o ion Nrlhi W. 12
Tel. (DM) 3137048
Ttli* 18 34 05 hpblnd

GREECE
Kotlai: Karajrannli

IB, trrroif Street

GB-Utrm 126
Teh J230-M3. 3230-305

CaWli UAHA* Athtfll

TiWit, 21 39 62 rkar gr

IRELAND
Hi«wt-P«ijrc> Ltd.

224 ftllfl Rh8
Ct tk*0, til 4 OS, Buck

Teh Sloue* (0783) 33341
Cahtli BEWFIE Slough

Ti lei, 848413

Ht*rttt-PKkird Ltd.

The 0r*ftOR»

3tamr>rd Maw R««d
AllrlMMHK, CfctfMrt

Til. (Oil) 82B-W21
Tiltn 668088

ITALY
Hfwitif Fackird Itaiiafii S p a
Vl| Anwdfo VtiiHKGl 2

I 20124 HflM
fth -2-6251(10 lfntt<

Cebit; HEWPACKIT Milan
Tilta 32045

Hawleti PKkard itaHtiu S p a
Plan i Marconi, 25
100144 KM* Eur

III: |61 5512544 3, 5513*47
Cable: HEWPACKIT Roma
Talai. 61514

Hewlett-Packard Itallana S.p.A.

vtcolo Paitorl. 3

1-35100 ftkJm
Itli (49) 68 40 62
Tali* 32048 via Milan

Mawlttt- Packard Italian* S.p.A.

Via Colli, 24
110129 imtn
Teh UH 33 62 64
Till* i 32046 via Milan

LUXtMHURO
Ktwltlt Packard Biflihix

S.A./N.V.

Avinue d* Col-Vtrt, 1,

[CrQtnkrial'A*")

B1170 InaMll
Tah (03/02) 72 22 40
Cabla. PA108EN Brutuli
Telau 23 494

NETHERLANDS
Hfwlftl-Peckird Benalw/N.V.
Watrdiililn 117
P.O. Boa 7523
HI iaabwdaaa. ion
Tih 020-42 77 77, 44 28 66
Cablt: PAIOBEN Amitardim
TaltjMr 13 216 htpa nl

NORWAY
Htwlalt Packard Nor|i A/S
Neiveian 13
Boa 149
N 1344 Haila

M

Tah (02) 53 13 60
Ttltx: 16821 honii n

PORTUQAL
fci*ct'4'Empie«a Ttcnlea da
Erjuipamantos Eltctrlcot S.a.r.l.

Hut Hodrlgo da Fomtci 103
F.O Boa 2331
P IIIBM 1

Tah (16) 66 60 72
Ctblt: TELECTAA Lubon
Ttltx 1591

SPAIN
HtAMII Fackard Eifatola. S.A

Jtrei No 8

C-MaJrM 16

Til: 438 26 00
Ttlax: 23519 hpe

Htwlttt-Paclurd Svarlgi At
EMibaliultan 1-3

Facfc

3-161 20 Bra*ma 20
Tth (061 61 12 30
Cablti MEASUREMENTS

Stockholm
Ttltxi 10721

Hawtttl-Packard 8*trift A8
Hagakaragatan 9C
5-431 41 MIMat
Ttrti (0311 27 61 00/01
Tilaii Via Brommt

SWITZCRILAND
Htwlttt Packard (Ichwtlr) AC
Zurcherilfiiia 20
P.O. Box 64
CH-IB52 Sctllitran 2wM
Tel. (01) SI IB 21/24
Cable: FtPAC CH
Ttltai 33933 hpag eh

Hi«iatl.PKki'd (Schwati) AG
9, Chtrnln Louli-Plc'et

CH-1214 Vtrnlar—Bmwa
Tah (022) 41 4850
Cablti HEWFACKSAC4MV4
Ttltx, 27 USnpuch

TURKEY
Taltkom Englntaung Hunan
Sagllk Sok No. 15/1

Ayjioaia-Gtyogfu

P.O. Bm 437 Bawglu
TR liltMbld

Toh 49 40 40
Cablt: TELEMATICft litanbul

immo KIN4MK3M
Htwlttt Packard Ltd

224 Bath Rotd
C8 Stag*. Sit 4 PS. Bucbt
Tah Slough (07S3) 33341

Cablti HEWP1E Slough
Ttltx 1 648413

Htwlitl Packard lid
' Tht Graflona"
Stamford Niw ftoftd

GB-AttrmcliaM, Chtthi't
Tah (081) 821-9021
Ttltx : 66B066

Htwlitt-Packard Ltd'* rtgtittfod
addrait lor V.A.T. purpoitt
only:

70, Flntbury PavatMnt
ItOdtN, EC2A1SX
Rtglalarod No: 690587

SOCIALIST COUNTRIES
PLEASE CONTACT:
Htwlatt-Pacbgrd Cti.m.b.H.
Handalihil $2/3
P.O. Box 7
A- 1205 VHnaM
Phi (0222 ) 33 66 06 to 09
Cablt! HEWPACK Vienna
Tilt*! 73823 howpak a

ALL OTHER E1H50KAN
COUNTRWS CONrACTi
Hewlett-Packard S.A.

Rut du Boli-dulan 7

P.O. BOX 15
CH-1217 Motrin 2 SMMfm

Swllitrlind
Tah (0221 41 54 00
Cable. HCWPACHS* Ctntva
Ttloii 2 24 tt

AFRICA, ASIA, AUSTRALIA
ANOOLA
Ttltctrt-Emartia Ttcnlea

dt Eoulpamtnloi Cltctrkoi
SARI

Rim dt Barbate. Rodrlgutt

42 r, or
P.O. BO! 6417

Cabla! TEIECTRA Luanda

AUSTRALIA
HiMliitt-Packaid Auitralia

Fty. ltd.

22-26 Wtlr Slrett

Slat kll, 3146
Victoria

Tth 20*1371 ($ linat)

Ceblai HEWPARO Melbsuma
Ttltx: 31 024

KawlBlt-PKkard Amtralla
Ply. lid.

31 Bridge Streal

Ptmbfe,
New South-wait 1, 2073
Tah 449 6366
Talta 21S61
Cabltj HEWPAHO Sydney

Ht^lall Packard Auitralia

Ply Ltd.

97 Churchill Road
Praiaect 5082
South Auitralia

Ttl: 44 8131
Cablt- hewparo Adelaide

Htwlttt Packard Aualralla

Pl|. Ltd.

Caiablence Butldlngi

196 Adtlaldt Ttrrice

FwA, W.A. 6000
Itl: 23-6800

Cable HfWPARD Ptrth

Htwltll-Packaid Auitralia

Pir ltd.

10 Wdollty StrttE

P.O. Aea 191

BlebtOR ACT, 2602
Ttl: 49-1194

Cable HEWPARO Cinbtrra ACT

Hawlell-Packatct Auitralia

Pty. ltd

?nd Floor, 49 Gregorir Torract
Briibpna, Qua ant I ant,, 4000
Ttl 29 1S44

CEYLON
UnitM Eltttrkali Ltd

P.O. Box 681

60. Park St.

CYPRUS
Xyftronlei

ItGrtioriflj 6 Xtnopouloi Road
PO. Boa 113?

Ctbli: KVPHONICS PANOIHIS

ETHIOPIA
African Sllitpowtr A Ai»ncy

Private ltd., Co
P. 0. BoH 711
59/39 Cunningham St

HONO KONG)
Schmidt A Co. (Hong Konf) Ltd.

P.O Box 297
Connallgtit Ctnlrt
39th Floor

Connaught Road, Central

H*ng KMg
Ttl 740161, 232735
Ttlea- HK4766
Cebit: SCHM1DTCO Hong Kong

INDIA
Slue Stir ltd.

Kaiturl Bufldlnn
Jimirttd|l Tata Rd
Stmbat 400 020
Tah 21 SO 31

Felax 3731
Cablt BLUEFROST

Blue Star Ltd.

Sahax
414/2 VIr Savarktr Marg
Prebriedevl

Sambif 40o 025
Tali 43 76 17
Ttltx 4083
Cable FROSTB IUE

Blue Sllr ltd.

Band Boa Mousa
Prabhadavl

tmbn 400 023
Tth 43 73 01

Ttlt»; 3751
Cable BLUE3TAR

Biut star ltd.

14/40 Civil Llnaa

EMpur 208 001
Tth 6 88 82
Cable BLUESTAR

Slut Star. Ltd

7 Hart Strati

P.O. Boa 506
Cikulta 700 OOi

Tth 23 0131
Ttltx 695
Cablt: BLUESTA*

Blut Slar Ltd.

Blua Star Houie
34 Rlni Road
Lajpat Nagar
HtH tarbl 110 024
Itl: 62 32 76

Ttltx: 2483
Cable 81LIES TAR

Blue Star, ltd.

Slut Stai Htuie
11/11A Mnarath Road
tMfiltrl 360' 025
Tth 35688
Ttlta 430
Cablt BLUESTAR

Blut Star, ltd.

1-1117/1
Siroilnl Dtvf Rood
lotHmhraJkM 500 003
Ttl. 7 63 81, 7 73 93
Clblti BLUEFROST
Ttltx: 458

Blut Mar, Ltd.

23/24 StCOfld Lint Beach
MooVa-l 500 001
Ttl. 2:1954

Tilex: 378
Ciblt: HIRSIAR

Blue i.tar. Ltd.

Halhraj Manaloni
2nd Floor Slitupur
Jtwulni68ir 831 001
Ttl: 33 04
Cablti BLUESTAR
TtllRt 240

INDONESIA
Bth Bulon Tradlni Coy. N V.

Dlalah Mtrdika 29
Baadwii
Tth 40l9i 31580
Cablt: ILMU
Ttllx OB 809

IRAN
Multr Corp Inlirnatlonal Ltd.

Avtnuff Seraya 130
P.O. Bdi 1212
IR-MiKW
rth»:tio36-j5
cebit: MULTICORP Tthrtn
Telex 2883 MCI Ttt

ISRAEL
EUclrtnlci 8 Cn|lnttrln|

Div. ol Motorola isntl Ltd

17 Amlnactav Strtot

Tot-Aviv

Tth 34941 (3 ilMt)
Cable: IASTEL Ttl Aviv
Ttltai 33388

JAPAN
rokOfiwa-HlwIett'Pechard Ltd,

Ohnhl Building
1-59 I YofOgl
Shlbuy.n kti. Tokyo
Teh 03 370-2211/92
Tela«: 232 2024THP
Cable VHPMARKET TOK 23-724

Tokogtwa'Hawlttt Packard Ltd.

Niiti ibaragl lidg

2 2-g tttiugt

ibaragl-Shl

Oiafca

Tel: W?m 23-1841
Tilt*: 5332-385 THP OSAKA

vokogawa Htwlotl-Packard ltd.

Nikamct Building

No. 24 kimliaaaiimi-cho
NiftorMtra-fcu, Nagiya City

Tel: (OM) 371-3171

Vohogatva-Htwlttt-Ptckird L!d

Nltlo Bldg.

2-4-2 Sllnohara-Klla

Rohoku ku
ItUha-na 222
Ttti 041-431-1504

Itltx: :i82-3204 YHP VOK

Yokogawa HiwItlt-PKRard Ltd.

Chuo Bldg.

Rm. 603 3,

2-Chomt
IIUMI-CHO,
Mitt, 310
Til: 0292-25-7470

KENYA
Ktnya Klnttkt
P.O. fba 11311
Nairobi, Htnyi
Toh 87726
Cabla: PROTON

KOREA
American Trading Company

Korea,

l. P.O. Boa 1103
Oao Kyung Bldg., Ilh Floor

107 Sejeng-Ro,

Chongre-Ku, Steal
Toh (4 Unas) 73 1924-7
Cablti AMTRACO Seoul

Conitantln E. Macridli

P.O. Sea 7213
RLBahTrt
Til. 220646
Cabin ElECTRONUCLEAR Beirut

MALAYSIA
MECOMB Matayali Ltd.

2 Lorong I3/6A
iMllon 13
Pltallng Jaya, Btlangor
Cablti MECOMI Kuala Lumpur

MOZAMBIQUE
A.N, Oonctlvei, Lta,

162. Av. 0. Lult

P.O. Box 107
Ltorttua Martuat
fth 27081, 27114
Ttltx. 6-203 Nt|on Mo
Cablt: NEOON

NEW miANO
Htwlttt Packard (N.I.) Ltd.

94-» Dixon Strttt

P.O. Boa 9443
Courttnay Piact,

niihr|tta
Tth 39-539

Ttlta: 3191
Cable* HEWPACK Wellington

Hawiilt-Ptckerd (NT) ltd

Pakuranga Proftational Ctnlrt
207 Pikuranfi Hl|fiway

Boa 31092
Ptkuranga
Tah 399-651

Cabtt: HEWPACK. Auckland

NtOERIA
Tht Eltclronlci Initrumonle
Hons Lid. (IEIL)

144 Agago Motor Rd.. Muihln
P.O. Sox 6643
Lagtl

Cablt: THETEIL Lagoa

The Electronic* Inalrumtnta-
tioni Ltd. (TEIL)

l6lh Floor Cocoa Houh
P.M.O. 3402
Ibodta

Tth 22323
Cablti THETEIL ibadtn

PAKISTAN
MirtMw 8 Company, Ltd.

OotAian Chsmbart
AbdulIM Haroon 8oad
MraoM 3

Ttlr 511027, 512827
Ctblt: COOPERATOR Karachi

Tah 41924
Cablt: FCMUS Rawalpindi

PHILIPPINES
Eltctromtx, Inc.

6th Floor. Amalgamated
Dtvolopmint Corp. Stdg.

Aytla Artnut. Maketl, Riiai

C.C.P.O, Son 1021
Maauttl, Rlral

Tth 8418-8/, 87 76-77,

67 88-81. 87-18-45, 88-61-71,
13-11-12, 83-12-12

Cable: ElEMEK Manila

SINOAPORE
Mtchanlcat 6 CombutHon

Cnglnttring Company Pit,.

Tth 647151 (7 IlMt)
Ciblt: MEC0M8 Singapore

Hewlett-Packard Far Eilt
Arta 01 'let

P.O. Box 87

Alexandra Poit Ollhe
Shtgaawt 3

Tth 633022
Cablt: HEWPACK SINGAPORE

SOUTH AFRICA
Ntvrlttl Packard South Africa

(Pty.>, Ltd.

Htwlitt-Packard Houit
Daphna Strut, Wandywood,
SancttM, Tranavaal 200]
Ttl: 407841 (jlvt lints)

Htwlttt Packard South Africa

(Ply.), ltd.

Brttcntle Houit
Brti Strut
Capo Tatrit

Tel: 2-6941/2/3
Cablt: HEWPACK Capt Town
relax : 0006 CT

Htwlttt Packard South Africa

1 Ply. 1
, ltd.

641 Hid|t Road. Durban
P.O. BOX 19
OVtrptrt, Natal

Tel: 888102
Tttim 557954
Cablt: HEWPACK

Htwlttt Packard Taiwan
38 Chung Shito Wnt flood

Set. l

Ovtratti inwra*
Con. Bldg. 7th f

Total

Ttl: 388160,1,2, 375121,
Ext. 240-249
Ttltai TP624 HEWPACK
Cablt! HEWPACK Taiptl

THAILAND
UNIMESA Co., Ltd.

CMngkolntt Building
36 Surlwongtt Road

1 hoor

Tth 37956, 31300, 31307,
37540

Cablt: UNIMESA B

LUANDA
Uganda Toit-lltctric Co., Ltd.

Tol. 57279
Cablt: COMCO Kampala

VIETNAM
PMlowlar Trading inc.

P.O. 801 H-l
216 Hltn-Vpong

ZAMBIA
R. 1. Tilbury (ZamtHa) Ltd

P.O. Sox 2792
Lnaka
Zambia. Ctnlral Aftka
Teh 73783
Cablti ARJAYTEE, Lusaka

MIDDLE EAST COUNTRIES
NOT SHOWN PLEASE
CONTACT!
Htwtttt-Pacfcerd

Co-ordination Office tor

Mediterranean and Middle
Eait Oparatloni
Plana Marconi 25
1-00144 8omo-Eur. Italy

Toh (6) 58 40 29
Cablt: HEWPACKIT Rome
Ttltx: 81814

OTHER AREAS NOT
LISTED, CONTACT:
1Hnalott-Packard
Export Tradt Company
3200 Hllfvitw Avt.
Palo Alto. California 94304
Ttl: '413) 326-7000

(Fab. 71 493-1501'
tWA: 910-373-126?
Cablt: HEWPACK Palo Alto
Itltx- 034-8300. 034 6493
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